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2012 FOREWORD
4 Accident Investigation Games: Simulations of the Accident Investigation Process
These simulations of investigation process elements were created between 1976-1979 to
help students comprehend the complexities and challenges faring them as managers responsible
for mishap investigation programs. They were used and refined for several years in a USC degree
course. The individual monographs were first compiled into this book and published in 1979. The
latest Instructor's Manual, was published in 1984. The second edition is reproduced here. To my
knowledge, the Games remain unique with respect to the issues exposed and how they are treated.
For example, I know of no other simulations that use 3 different investigation methods
simultaneously to show their effects on mishap investigation data acquisition, analysis and outputs .
The Games reflect the thinking and document availability of the times. The games are still
timely in that these issues are all present today. The Games use a contrived accident designed to
illustrate many of the complexities encountered during investigations, rather than representing
something that could actually happen. .
Reproduction, adaptation and updating terms for the Games is authorized by the General
Public License license on the Home Page of this site. Print double sided, for GBC binding.
Potential users are advised to review the Instructor's Manual first. The number of participants
in the games is flexible; however the larger the number of players the more likely the games will
reveal an increasing number of questions and challenges. One update might be to substitute a root
cause method for the MORT method and one of several other methods for the fault tree method in
Game 4. Gender neutrality was not yet the norm at that time. Otherwise the Games should be
useable with only minor edits..
The DIA-GRAMS system mentioned in the student book evolved into the Events Analysis and
then the STEP system, which in turn evolved into the MES system as investigation process research
produced a continuing stream of new insights into the process.
.
NOTE: See http://ludwigbenner.org/Tutorials/Witness_Tutorial/TS1.html for additional tutorial using
Witness Interview preparation.
Ludwig Benner, 2012
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INTRODUCTION
The 4 ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION GAMES introduce participants to an accident investigation technology called Events Analysis.
Events Analysis deals with the
study, analysis and understanding of something commonly called "events." The
term "events" is widely used, and events are widely analyzed, but few publications provide guidance for instructional purposes or the conduct of rigorously
disciplined investigation and analysis of events.
These Games focus on a special group of events called accidents, also called
mishaps, abnormal occurrences and many other names. Accidents imply unintended
and unexpected events. They are often investigated to determine what happened,
and why they happened. These determinations are used for many purposes. An
estimated 20 million accidents are investigated annually. Thousands of investigators are involved.
Although many procedural manuals and a few books exist to guide investigators,
not much can be found in the literature about accident investigation theory and
methods.
In part, this is probably due to a widespread view that accident investigation is primarily a data gathering function. Most investigation manuals
reflect investigation technology that emerged in the 1920's. In the absence of
theoretically comprehensive and formalized investigation methodologies, most
investigators use personal investigative procedures, synthesized from their own
As a consequence, accident
personal education, experience and observations.
investigations are highly personalized, not very replicable, and often generate
and waste than contribution to safety.
more controversy, delay,
The 4 GAMES and this MANUAL are based on the view that properly conducted accident investigations should be more of a research activity than a data gathering
function.
The methods presented follow almost 15 years of development effort
during which the entire accident investigation process was subject to intensive
Many "successful" and "unsuccessful" investigations were studied.
scrutiny.
During the study, investigator's purposes, objectives, procedures, techniques,
decision processes, quality criteria, investigative outputs were intensively
examined, and their resultant effectiveness were closely analyzed. That work
identified the methods presented here. These methods, when combined with previous methodological developments in the safety analysis field, represent the
latest available thinking in accident investigation practices.
The Events Analysis methodology reflects a particular view of the "ACCIDENT"
phenomenon.
It views an accident as a PROCESS which transforms an ordinary
normal activity producing desired results into aN ACTIVITY producing an uninThis transformation process involves people and
tended harmful outcome.
things, and interactions among them.
This Manual and the Four Games provide a reference source for Events Analysis
In combination, they can provide a working grasp of Events Analysis
methods.
methods as they are applied to Al. After doing the simulations, investigators
should have the basic knowledge to conduct investigations and produce effective
work products in most accidents they encounter. They can then enhance their
skills through regular application of the methods in day to day situations.
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USING THIS MANUAL
This manual is the SHOW AND DO part of the TELL, SHOW AND DO approach to the
instruction. Chapter 12 of Ferry's MODERN ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION by John Wiley
Interscience describes the method. If you do not use a textbook, you may wish
to use the materials in this book to acquire an understanding of EA so you can
TELL students what EA is. The Games cover the SHOW AND DO aspects.
To prepare for the simulations, the following steps are recommended:
1.

If you haven't studied Events Analysis, READ the EVENTS ANALYSIS section
and readings in this Manual to get familiar with Events Analysis concepts,
the principles governing its use, and points to be made during the
simulation.

2.

READ through the rest of this Manual to get an overview of the simulations
and their objectives.

3.

PRACTICE the Events Analysis principles and procedures yourself so you can
highlight and teach them effectively during the simulations. Get ready to
re- spond adequately when the participants encounter the problems designed
into the simulations.
This Manual highlights specific principles as it
explains what is likely to happen during the Games.

4.

PRACTICE events analysis by walking through each simulation and working out
your step-by-step instruction plan for each; i.e., use Events Analysis
building blocks and lay them out to display the teaching steps in your
lesson plans.

5.

Make your building blocks on 3M "POST-IT" notes, on 3 x 5 index cards or on
the backs of old business cards.
List what you plan to do during the
simula- tions as the steps occur to you. Then rearrange the notes in
sequence.
That practice will get you used to converting data into the
actor-action format used in the Games.

6. If feasible, assign the preparatory tasks to the students before the day of
the simulations.
These assignments are designed to get the participants
think- ing in the active voice, and to consider matters covered in the
Games.
7.

Use the aids provided in the individual simulations.

8.

If you elect to supply your own accident examples, follow the instructions
and prepare sufficient copies for distribution beforehand.

9.

Above all, read
simulations.

through this entire Manual before you conduct any of the

2
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WHAT IS EVENTS ANALYSIS?
Events Analysis is a system of assumptions, laws and procedures designed to
-guide the systematic search for, observation and documentation of information
about a phenomenon;
-structure and array those documented observations in a disciplined way;
-generate hypotheses describing and explaining the phenomenon;
-validate the completeness, relevance and truth of the description and
explanation;
-discover and define ways to control or eliminate the phenomenon.
-communicate the analysis.

WHY BOTHER WITH EVENTS ANALYSIS?
Events analysis provides special advantages for its users.
systematic and self-disciplining, which

Events Analysis is

-improves the timeliness, quality and worth of an investigation;
-provides a ready framework for effective work by investigators,
-encourages cooperative inputs to the investigative process, and
-disciplines accident investigations and investigative outputs which are
-efficiently achieved,
-complete,
-easily communicated and
-trustworthy.
The descriptive, unbiased outputs can satisfy a wide variety of users.

THE BASIS FOR EVENTS ANALYSIS
The basis for events analysis in accident investigations rests in part on the
General Systems Model (input/operation/output/feedback) and a related perception of the accident phenomenon.
The Systems Model is a model of an ongoing process. Events Analysis also views
an accident as a process. An accident occurs during the conduct of some ongoing
activity, in events analysis work,

an accident is a PROCESS by which a perturbation transforms a dynamically
stable activity or system into unintended interacting changes of states with a
harmful outcome.

This process involves "ACTORS" (people or things) who or which interact in a set
of simultaneous, interacting events "chains." Each simultaneous, cross-linked
event can be displayed individually in a matrix format, with the names of the
actors and a time line as coordinates for positioning the events relative to each
other.
Arrayed in a time/actor matrix format on an investigator's worksheet,
3
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these events constitute an simultaneous timed events plot, or S.T.E.P. display.
This has also been called a "multilinear events sequences" display. On this
display, each horizontal "line of events" represents the consecutive actions of
one "actor" during the time span of an accident. "Multilinear" means that more
than one actor and "lines" of events are interacting, in what is termed a
"process." A basic premise, comparable to the premise behind scientific inquiry,
is that this accident process must be identified and documented by accident
investigation before it can be analyzed and controlled. This documentation
constitutes the form of a model. A key premise of events analysis is:

IF YOU CAN'T FLOW CHART A PROCESS, YOU DON'T UNDERSTAND IT.

An underlying assumption is that in nature, everything exists in a steady state
until someone or something acts on it to change it. During an accident, some
actors initiate or trigger CHANGES OF STATE in other actors by what they do.
Changes of state can occur in each actor affected by an accident or involved in
it.
Accident investigations attempt to IDENTIFY and DOCUMENT the changes of
state (process) after they happened. Good investigators do this by TRACING each
actor involved through each change of state during the time interval in which the
accident occurred.
Note that this assumes each accident has a beginning and end. The investigator
examines a cross-section of actions which occurred.
That cross-section is
bounded by "time," at both the beginning (to) and the end (te) of the accident.
Within these time bounds, numerous actors are acting to change states.
The investigative procedure is based on this important LAW:

FIRST LAW OF ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION:
EVERYONE AND EVERYTHING ALWAYS HAVE TO BE SOMEPLACE
DOING SOMETHING DURING AN ACCIDENT

Theoretically, application of this Law requires the investigator to account for
each action of every active actor who or which brought about a change of state
between t and t . That, in turn, involves three specialized tasks:
o
e

1.

1.

TRANSFORMING OBSERVATIONS INTO EVENTS BUILDING BLOCKS;

2.

BREAKING DOWN EVENTS;

3.

MAKING MENTAL MOVIES.

TRANSFORMING OBSERVATIONS INTO EVENTS BUILDING BLOCKS.

This step is necessary before you can begin to "reconstruct" an accident scenario.
All information used for accident reconstruction must be in a compatible
4
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format so it can be linked to all the other relevant information.
The irreducible common information unit for accident reconstruction is the event (1 actor +
1 action.) The "secret" to successful accident investigation is to convert every
observation you make or acquire into one of these basic building blocks. The BB
Drill in Game 2 shows how this is done. In practice, you convert every piece of
data into events that are expressed in the active voice, always naming the actor
first.
Identifying an accident event after an accident is a difficult but straightMany events that occur during an accident leave "tracks" on
forward process.
some kind of "witness plate" or durable memory device. Thus, one must look first
for "witness plates."
These witness plates can be people or things which
"observed" the events during the accident, and in some way captured a record made
The investigator's task is to locate these
by the events they "observed."
witness plates, retrieve and transform the "records" of the stored events into
something investigators can manipulate during the investigation, and then put
them together into a logical description and explanation of the accident.
After an investigator locates a witness plate and identifies an event during an
investigation, it must be documented. The manner in which it is documented can
make or break an investigation. Many investigators keep such records of events
in their heads, a la Sherlock Holmes or Perry Mason. They try to remember and
sort what they have, while they acquire more data such as dimensions, witnesses'
statements, photographs and the like. Events analysis requires that each new
observation be documented in a specific format, for use in a flow chart of the
accident process. This is done as soon as data are acquired!!!
Note that at this stage, an event can be observed or inferred; its relevance and
logic are tested during later steps in the investigative process.
2. BREAKING DOWN EVENTS.
With this technique one takes an event (event = 1 actor + 1 action) and decomposes or breaks it down into two or more subevents. For example, the reported
observation was "the driver braked the car." That described one actor doing one
act (event E). However, if necessary to understand an accident, that event can
be successively decomposed or subdivided into more and more detailed subevents as
follows;
El.

the driver's foot depressed the brake pedal

E2.

the brake pedal pushed against the brake push rod

E3.

the brake push rod forced the brake piston forward

E4.

the brake piston pressurized the brake fluid in the reservoir

E4a. when that begins, the brake fluid pressurizes the hydraulic system
E5.

at each of the four brake cylinders,

E5a. (at wheels 1,2,3,4) - the brake fluid forced the disc brake cylinder piston
outward .
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E5b. (1,2,3,4) rotor

brake

cylinder

piston forced the brake pad against the brake

E5c. (1,2,3,4) - the brake pad resisted the turning motion of the rotor
E5d. (1,2,3,4) - the rotor decelerated as the pad friction energy exceeded the
energy of rotation
etc., etc., etc. until the deceleration of the vehicle occurs. In practice you
continue to decompose events until your understanding statisfies your own needs.
3. MAKING MENTAL MOVIES
Notice how the action of one actor affects the state of the successive actor or
actors.
This process is not difficult to visualize if one can visualize the
component parts and how they interact. The technique of visualizing the process
can be termed "making mental movies." In other words, the tracking of one actor
within a "mental movie" framework provides a technique to structure the
investigative process, and to reach an understanding of what happened. The
technique can be applied not only to mechanical actors, but also to human actors.
People's observations, concerns, interpretations, decisions, and other actions
can be broken down and traced using the same technique of step-by-step tracking
of the changes of state, from t and t .
o
e
ANALYZING EVENTS
As soon as a second event is documented in the event building block format, the
events analysis 'begins.
This is accomplished by placing each event into a
time/actor matrix on a worksheet. See page 14-10 in the 4 GAMES book.
The analysis begins as you begin to enter the second event on the matrix. To
discipline these entries on the worksheet, and provide for their orderly entry, a
horizontal time coordinate is laid out across the top of the paper on which the
events will be displayed. the initial analytical screening test for each event
you record after the first one is a precede/follow logic test. When the second
event is placed on the matrix, the investigator must decide whether the second
event occurred before, at the same time as, or after the event already in place,
both with respect to time and location. For example, in the braking scenario
above, event E2 would be recorded after event El; E5b1 (at wheel 1) would be
recorded after event E5a1. All E5b events would occur at the same time, so they
would be recorded along the same vertical time position. Every event is recorded with its left edge below the proper times on the TIME LINE. This is one of
the key disciplining elements of the events analysis method, because it forces
the investigator to test each entry as it is made during the investigation for
both its temporal and spatial logic!
As entries are made in the events worksheet the gaps in the investigator's understanding begin to stand out on the matrix. The information required to close
these gaps by tracing the actions of the actor(s) thus guides the course of the
investigative effort.
This usually reduces substantially the wasted effort
consumed
by
chasing
pet theories and unfounded hypotheses advanced by
investigating parties.
The matrix also provides a visible reference point to
discipline hypothesis development. Observed events must be accounted for in the ,
matrix, and speculated events must fit the logic of the display before they can
be considered. This method helps eliminate irrelevant self-serving speculations
6
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often advanced by parties with opposing interests during a high-stakes investigation if everyone will contribute to and be disciplined by the entries demanded
by the method.
LINK INTERACTING EVENTS
As events are displayed on the matrix, the investigator should attempt to link
successive events using an ARROW CONVENTION to record the precede/follow and
necessary and sufficient logic of the initiating action and resultant change of
Note that the initiating action by one actor may result in a change of
state.
state for either that actor alone, another actor alone, other actors in
combination, or all actors together. In the example above, for instance, the
depressing of the brake pedal energized several actors at each wheel position, so
the arrows would show the flow of the events to each of those events.
Before entering an arrow from one event to another, one test must be satisfied:
Was the earlier event necessary for the later event to occur? As soon as an
arrow has been shown between two events, the investigator can focus on the other
events which can not yet be linked. A complete description of the accident
process can be recognized when all interactions and changes of state are linked.
The degree to which perfection is sought will depend on the purpose of the
investigation and the resources available to develop the data required.
DEFINING POSSIBLE "PROCESS CONTROL" COUNTERMEASURES
When the accident process has been recorded (flow charted) on a worksheet and the
arrows drawn, the display can be used to define possible countermeasures. To do
this, look at each event and link step by step and try to think of ways to change
their occurrence or interactions. For convenience, a sequential notation system,
consisting of numbered diamonds noted on the events or arrows, proceeding from
the upper left corner toward the lower right corner of the worksheet, provides a
methodical way to find and list the countermeasures identified for subsequent
evaluation.
DISPLAYING EXPECTATIONS.
A powerful technique for analyzing apparent "errors" and failures in accidents
can be added to an Events Analysis matrix. This is done by adding overlapping
blocks for each event to show what the EXPECTED action by an actor was, and
showing the source or ORIGIN for those expectations. These expectations may
originate with training; previous near misses; thoughtful diagnosis of a
situation; preplanning drills; procedures; regulations, codes and standards;
models of accidents; or other sources. Often changing the expectations at the
origins can improve a wider range of safety performance areas than say a single
hardware correction.
For example, policy changes establish expectations;
changing policies about expected risk-taking performance can produce profound
changes in an organization.
REPORT WRITING.
When you work with data displayed in this format, report preparation is greatly
simplified.
It is possible, though not always acceptable in an organization, to
use the matrix as the accident report, since it displays what happened crisply
and logically.
If narrative reports are required, the narrative can usually be
dictated by describing the events laid out on the matrix. This produces economy
7
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of words, supports disclosure of unknowns or uncertainties and satisfies most
reviewers.
It does not produce literary jewels, but the language and logic flow
usually are well received.
That, briefly, is an overview of Events Analysis methods for accident investigation.
With these methods in mind, please proceed with the Instructor's practice rounds using the lesson plans as your practice vehicle.

165b
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GAME 1.

CONFLICTING INTERESTS:

PLAN FOR THEM.

SIMULATION OBJECTIVES:
At the conclusion of this simulation, the participant should be able to
Phase I

-identify all parties with interests in an accident investigation.

Phase 2

-identify the specific perceived self-interests of each interested
party.

Phase 3

-select an investigation process.

Phase 4

-negotiate an investigation plan that will not be rejected by any
party.

SECTION 1. CLASSROOM PREPARATIONS
To facilitate discussion and the display of the investigation
develops during the Game, a "U" or horseshoe configuration of
recommended. Provide a means for recording the investigation
as a chalk board or flip chart, placed at the open end of the

plan as it
seats is
plan, such
U.

You should have a stop watch, visuals supplies and a tape recorder on
which to record the plan for future sessions before you start the Game.

SECTION 2. PREPARATORY ASSIGNMENTS
FOR INSTRUCTOR:
REVIEW

instructions and Appendices A - E.

SET UP

randomly sequenced class lists for use during Phases 3 and 4
votes. Refer to list of randomly generated numbers in the last
page of the Appendix.

PREPARE

accident description, interested party background lists if doing
your own accident.

FOR STUDENTS:
You can do Game I either with or without a preparatory assignment.
played without a preparatory assignment, proceed to 3. PREPARATORY
INSTRUCTION below.

If
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Preparatory assignment.
Objective: to get students to begin thinking about the various
interests in investigations.
At least one period before the Game,
DIRECT

each player to interview an outsider whose job is somewhat like the
role they are portraying. The purpose of that interview is to
1) develop interview skills; and
2) learn how individuals operating in the real world perceive their
interests in an accident investigation.
If more than one such interview can be conducted by the students,
their understanding will probably be broadened. This need not be a
mandatory requirement because they will usually get enough
information from one interview to play the Game.

ASSIGN

every student a role to play during the Game;

DIRECT

students to read ONLY about their role in
GAMES book (4G), pages 10-4 to 10-6.

TELL

students to prepare notes about the assigned role, covering
- what they perceive as the party's interest(s) in the accident,
- the party's interests in the conduct or outcome of the
investigation.

DIRECT

students to bring notes to class for more discussion. (The notes
can also be used for grading purposes by the instructor.)

1-2
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SECTION 3.

PREPARATORY INSTRUCTION

OPTION 1. Play games with only minimal instruction on rules of each Phase;
proceed to Section 4, below.
OPTION 2. Introduce highlights of ideas on which Game is based.
NOTE:

LEAD

LEAVE

Instruction suggested in Appendix A has been found useful to
support this Game.
Novices should be given the instruction before playing the Game,
preferably after a preparatory assignment.
Investigators with some experience will identify most of the
reasons for investigation during the Game.
Some instruction in the 5 perceptions of accidents (page 14-1 of
4G), investigation processes (4G, p 10-7) and elements of an
accident investigation (Al) project plan should be delivered
before the "game plan" is developed during Phase III.
brief opening class discussion highlighting...
- what students consider the reasons for investigating;
- what their objectives during an investigation would be;
- what they would try to accomplish or avoid during the
investigation;
- how they would go about
- selecting issues they would raise or suppress,
- selecting opinions they would try to shape;
- identifying data they might like to see brought out Or
suppressed; and
defining conclusions they would try to promote.
questions unanswered for now.
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SECTION 4. PLAYING THE GAME
Allow about 10% of the available time for Phase I, 40% for Phase II and 50%
for the Phase III plan and the wrap-up. Keep your stop watch handy for
Phase II.

PHASE 1. IDENTIFYING INTERESTED PARTIES
OBJECTIVE: identify all parties with interests in an accident
investigation.
SEAT

the students in the configuration shown, making certain that the
students playing the IM and IS roles are seated where they will
have easy access to the chalk board.

REVIEW

briefly the rules of the Game from Students' book, p 2-1 as needed.

READ

the accident scenario in 4G, p 10-2, to acquaint students with the
accident.
Alternatively, introduce and read your accident.

ASK

each student, in rotation for the first round, to NAME A PARTY that
they think has an interest in the accident investigation.

INSTRUCT students to record names of parties identified in in 4G, p 3-4 as
they arise.
ASK

after first round is finished, for any additional parties' names,
using show of hands.

SUGGEST

additional interests by function and party, if some parties are not
volunteered by students.

END

Phase by pointing out how many parties have an interest. If time
permits, do a more simple accident, like a fall on a production
line, to show that even "small" accidents involve many interests.
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PRASE 2. DEFINING PARTIES' INTERESTS
OBJECTIVE: identify the specific perceived self-interests of each
interested party identified.
SCHEDULE

presentations before starting, and give schedule to students.
This will be governed by the time available for the Game.

OPTION 1. USING THE WHIFFUM PIER ACCIDENT
ASSIGN

each student one role to play from the list developed in Phase 1.

DIRECT

students to familiarize themselves with their assigned roles, and
get. ready to describe their interests to their classmates.
-

If you use the WHIFFUM PIER accident in the 4G book, refer the
students to the biographical sketch for their role(s) in
Appendix I-B. Give them about 3-5 minutes to read the
biographical sketch of their parties.
students to prepare notes of the points they wish to bring out as
they report "their" interests during the Game. The notes should
cover, for example:

DIRECT

- what they want to accomplish during the investigation;
- what data or issues they would try to raise or suppress;
- what the investigators should produce.

OPTION 2. USING YOUR ACCIDENT
-

If you don't use the WHIFFUM PIER case study, distribute a list
of roles comparable to the case study lists, and follow Option 1
procedures.

RESUME PROCEDURE
CLEAR UP any questions.

Let students prepare notes.

ASK

students in your predetermined sequence, to NAME ROLE, DESCRIBE
INTERESTS in accident and investigation, using notes requested
previously.

TRACK

Student's reports with Appendix B in front of you. BRING OUT any
of the points in Appendix B that the students may have missed.

1-5
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NOTE:
- REMIND the students that not all parties involved in accident
investigations have the interests described above.
- that not all accidents involve such divergent interests.
- these are intended to be interests the students should recognize
when they are present in an investigation; many others may be
present.
DISCUSS

The importance of recognizing the diversity of interests so
students won't be surprised during an investigation. An
investigator's task is to discover them and then to make them work
to his advantage.

DIRECT

students to save notes for Phase III.

END

Phase II after required students have completed their reports.
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PHASE 3

NEGOTIATING AN INVESTIGATION PROCESS

OBJECTIVE: select an investigation process for the accident.
REFER

students to 4G, page 10-7.

REVIEW

each process with students, highlighting pros and cons of each.

DISCUSS

what preferred process should be for this accident, in view of all
the interests. Try to limit discussion of side issues, like
private vs governmental investigations, privacy legislation, etc.
Keep purposes in mind.

RESOLVE

the Al process that is to be utilized for the investigation. The
class discussion will usually produce advocates of the 1-person,
intra-organizational, inter-organizational, and Board processes,
depending on what each player wants to expose or hide.

STEER

the discussion toward an inter-organizational teams approach,
because this will permit you to make the most points about the ways
to gain cooperation of "co-belligerents," how to enlist technical
support, use existing authorities, reconcile data or opinions in
conflicts of interests, and others. (A review of NTSB approaches
in Appendix C will help you prepare for this discussion.)

SOLICIT

student votes on candidate processes if consensus can not be
reached.

END

Phase 3 after votes have been discussed briefly.

1-7
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PHASE 4. NEGOTIATING THE INVESTIGATION PLAN
OBJECTIVE: negotiate an investigation plan that will not be rejected by
any party.
READ

procedure in 4G page 3-14.

ASSIGN

LM and IS to note the plan negotiated by the class on a chalkboard
or easel. You may wish to record and distribute the plan to the
students after
the game is over. This relieves the students
from note-taking distractions during the game.

SOLICIT

elements of an investigation plan from students. See Appendix D re
"authority" under which each interested party can conduct or
participate in an investigation. View authority in terms of the
- ."right" to ask any questions of anyone,
- the right to take possession or custody of debris and destroy it,
- the right to enter premises of the pier operator,
- the right to use copyrighted materials,
- the right to keep data away from other parties and
- the right to control other persons' activities, such as employee
or contract laborers.

EXPLORE

The rights of agents such as union representatives or counsel.
Remind students that the IM and IS governmental "authority" is
limited to that provided in their agency's enabling statute. A
copy of such a statute is found in Appendix D. When it is time to
end the discussion, point out that legal counsel should resolve
limits on authority.

SUGGEST

various elements of investigation plan, such as investigative
Witness, Operations and Emergency Response Groups, etc.

POLL

each player to ascertain
- what investigation objectives should be.
- the scope of the investigation.
- what output(s) should be developed.
- task and staffing assignments, with schedules.

AGREE ON what outputs investigation will produce.
SOLICIT

investigation task listing to produce those outputs from students.
Use examples in Appendix E for guidance in this discussion.

SUGGEST

task matrix to record planned investigation tasks.

END

after funding of investigation is discussed, and when learning
diminishes. A completed plan is not required. Use example of
planning document in Appendix E if example of a "school solution"
is demanded.
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GAME 2.

THE WITNESS' WHOLE STORY.

SIMULATION OBJECTIVES:
At the conclusion of this simulation, the participant should be able to
BB drill:

identify and document an event building block in a witness'
statement;

Phase 1:

analyze a written witness' statement systematically;

Phase 2:

recognize why interviewers overlook witness' information;

Phase 3:

apply principles that lead to acquisition of all relevant data;
and

Phase 4:

feel comfortable using S.T.E.P. to analyze what a witness' has
reported.

SECTION 1.

CLASSROOM PREPARATIONS

ALTERNATIVE 1: S.T.E.P. matrix is worked on walls.
The facility will be governed by your choice to display the witness'
events sequence posted during Phase 4. If you want the display placed on
a wall, at least 20-25 linear feet of clear wall space will be needed.
Participants should be able to see each event building block placed on the
wall, and each partici- pant should have access to the display from where
s/he is standing, without disturbing more than one or two other
participant's positions. Masking tape or 3M "POST-IT" event building
blocks should adhere to the wall surface without defacing it.
ALTERNATIVE 2: S.T.E.P. matrix is worked on floor.
If you elect to use a clear floor area to display the event building
blocks, at least 25 linear feet of clear, unobstructed floor area are
needed. Assure access to the event building blocks from at least one and
preferably both sides.
SUPPLIES:
Before starting this Game, you should have
- a supply of 3 x 5 plain index cards or 3M "POST-IT" notes to record
events.
- a face mask to use as you play the role of the witness(es).
- at least one soft black felt-tip pen for each team, for recording
events on the notes.
- a tape recorder to record the session; that may help convince
participants there is room for improvement in their interview skills.
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SECTION 2. PREPARATORY INSTRUCTIONS
FOR INSTRUCTOR
READ

Appendix II-B, page 11-2 of the 4G book, if you have not already done
Game 2 as suggested in the introduction.

MAKE

a clear mental movie of what BROWN did, step by step, so you can
answer the participant's questions without hesitation. Feel free to
make up any details because the participants will test the
information during Phase IV.

REVIEW

the statement mark-up, the Appendix II and sketch on page 11-4 of 4G
and the events sequence chart reproduced in Appendix F of this
Manual.

READ

the B B Guide 1 following the Appendix, and get familiar with the
rules for the abbreviated building block preparation.

MAKE UP participant team and table assignments if required by class size
(over 20.) Detail described in procedures below.
FOR STUDENTS:
You can present Game 2 either with or without a preparatory assignment for
participants. If played without a preparatory assignment, go to 3.
PREPARATORY INSTRUCTION.
Preparatory assiRnment.
Objective: to save class time, familiarize students with statement.
Before the day of this Game, make and distribute to participants a copy of
BROWN's statement, 4Gp11-1.
INSTRUCT the participants to
- READ BROWN'S statement.
- ANALYZE the BROWN statement and prepare a list of questions to ask
BROWN when they interview him.
WARN

participants NOT to read anything in the 4G book before they play
the Game. (If they do, you will still be able to make most of your
points, but they will miss the fun of discovery.)

OFFER

no further analysis instruction at this time; let participants
analyze BROWN's statement any way they see fit to help you teach
your points later.

REFER

the participants to a reading about witness interviews before
coming to the Game. One reference is incorporated in Appendix G
marked with the author's comments to indicate possible
contradictions with the method taught in Game 2.
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SECTION 3.
REVIEW

PREPARATORY INSTRUCTION

objectives and instructions in 4G pages 4-2, 3 and 4 with
participants.

The actual Game procedure will depend on the number of participants, as
indicated on p 4-4. If Teams are required,
PREPARE

a list of Team names and instructions, as suggested at the end of
this chapter, and

ASSIGN

seats to teams; see below.

IF OPTION 1 IS USED:
INTRODUCE participants to BBs with preparatory instruction based on Guide 1
HIGHLIGHT the need for
- common building blocks for accident reconstruction
- systematized handling of data during Al
- improved replicability
- and promise other purposes later.
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SECTION 4.

PLAYING THE GAME

OPTION 1: BB DRILL
Objective: identify an event building block in a witness' statement.
NOTE - This drill can be performed anytime prior to this game, to build BB
formulation skill.
- If you use this, make certain participants have means to record
notes.
- SUGGESTION: USE THE MARKED UP STATEMENT IN APPENDIX G DURING THIS
EXERCISE. After the participants are seated...

REVIEW

the idea of event building blocks with the class, and tell why
participants must master the BB technique;

EXPLAIN that you will read BROWN's statement, and as you read it they are to
record the events they hear on a piece of their note paper.
Specific participants will report on each event they hear, in
sequence, beginning with the participant to the immediate right of
the instructor, and proceeding around the room until all the events
have been identified.
DIRECT

the first participant to raise her/his hand as soon as s/he hears
you read an "event."

CALL ON that participant to state how the event should be recorded on the 3M
"POST-IT" and, after discussion, ask her/him to record it that way.
DIRECT

the next participant to do the same with the next event upon hearing
it.

REPEAT

until all the events are covered or until available time expires.
The participant to the first player's right will record the second
event that be/she hears, the third participant the third event, and
so forth until you decide to end this drill.

See Appendix H for additional notes about this BB DRILL.
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GAME 2.

THE WITNESS' WHOLE STORY.

LEVEL 1: WORKING WITH EXPERIENCED INVESTIGATORS.
PHASE 1. ANALYZING WITNESS' STATEMENT (if not preassigned)
Objective: analyze a written witness' statement systematically;
REASSIGN participants to new roles as required by attendance
previous class.

at this and

REVIEW

procedure in 4G on p 4-5 with participants.

DIRECT

participants to make notes about questions they want to ask BROWN
when he is made available to them as a witness. Use p 4-5 in their
4G for notes.

WAIT

about 10-20 minutes while participants make up questions.

ASK

participants what method they used to analyze statement. Most will
not have name. (After the Game, suggest use of events analysis
methods to analyze statements.)
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PHASE 2. INTERVIEWING THE WITNESS, ROUND 1
Objective: recognize why interviewers overlook witness' information.

NOTE
- ASSIGN participants to teams if group is larger than 20 participants.
Divide group into two teams. Team 1 (interviewers) will ask the
first round of questions; Team 2 (reporters) will make notes and
report about the process, and what interviewers did and learned.
Counting off ODD/EVEN works well for this phase.)
This round is almost guaranteed to produce a hodge-podge of unrelated
but interesting questions. That will enhance your effectiveness with
the steps and lessons that follow.
Strictly limit each player to one question; no follow-up questions.
Successive players may ask follow-up questions if they want to forego
their written question.
REVIEW

procedure in 4G on p 4-6 with interviewers and reporters.

ADMIT

that this game is a little bit rigged to bring out some teaching
points.

EXPLAIN that when you are wearing mask, you are playing role of witness;
when mask is off you are making a teaching point.
DON

mask and begin 1st round of questions by interviewers.

DIRECT

participants to follow questioning sequence you select. Then

DIRECT
ANSWER

first interviewer to ask first question.
questions in good faith, but answer question asked without being
effusive. Be cooperative but don't give data unless asked properly.

CUT OFF follow-up questions by same interviewer. Don't allow more than one
question by anyone during this first round.
REMOVE

mask after each question to make your teaching points about the
question, then re-don it for next question. (Ibis manual assumes
you are prepared to give such guidance. See Appendix Ifor matters
to discuss.)

STOP

questioning after each interviewer has had chance to ask one
question.

CALL ON reporters, in sequence, for comments about what they saw.
WRAP UP reporters' comments, and set stage for Phase 3.
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PHASE 3. INTERVIEW ROUND 2

Objective: apply principles that lead to acquisition of relevant data.
REVIEW

the events analysis ideas, especially the list in 4G p 4-7 (OK to
mention Appendix IV-E now.)

PROMOTE

objective listening, to allow PROPERLY SEQUENCED questions (stage
setting, initial run-thru, action follow-up, then decisions,
feelings, opinions.)

DIRECT

notes to be made in BB format.

HIGHLIGHT

value of sketches; if nobody asks you for sketch, chide
interviewers a little for not requesting, or not using models,
etc., to help witness describe actions. (4G, p 11-4)

END

questions when participants get knack of "then what happened"
questions, or when time runs out or you get to end of material in
statement on p 11-3.

REVIEW

effects of planned, methodical questioning process on information
acquired,
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PHASE 4. TESTING DATA ACQUIRED FROM WITNESS
Objective:feel comfortable using S.T.E.P. to analyze what a witness
has reported.
NOTE
- If class is larger than 20 persons, break group into teams of not over
10 persons each for this exercise.
REVIEW

the instructions in 4G p48, and Appendix V-E on page 14-10 for
the matrix format again.

EXPLAIN

how arraying data permits participants to see flow of information
that witness provided them. The matrix permits participants to
- arrange their data into sequential order,
- find gaps and contradictions, and
- check the logic of their understanding of the accident.
- guide subsequent questions

DIRECT

participants (teams) to place all their BBs from the interview
into an MES matrix on the wall or floor.

PROHIBIT

any speculation about what might have happened at this point.
Speculation is covered in Game 4.

Without further comment, players begin asking written questions.

MENTION

the that an implied "time line" will be used to govern placement
of each card into its proper sequence. This "time line" is one of
the disciplining tools which govern the analysis and testing of
the data used to explain the accident phenomenon.

END

by stopping interviews when questions no longer provide teaching
opportunities, and request reports of strengths and weaknesses of
procedures used.

Conclude this Game by pointing out that good interviews require
investigators to
- fashion building blocks in accident investigations;
- gain a command of the theoretical basis, body of laws, principles and
rules of procedures used for interviewing; and
- above all -- demonstrate a will to use them.

This Game presents the fundamentals on which a disciplined investigation of
an accident can be structured. It illustrates the problems which arise
without a structured approach. Ways to reduce delays in corrections,
inefficiencies, disputes, uncertainties, and imprecision in accident
investigations have been demonstrated.
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GAME 2.

THE WITNESS' WHOLE STORY, LEVEL 2

LEVEL 2. STUDENTS HAVE NO INVESTIGATION EXPERIENCE
Procedures for LEVEL 2 participants during Game 2, RUSES 1, 3 and 4 in 4G
on pages 4-9 thru 4-12, and in the preceding section of this Manual, are
identical to LEVEL 1 procedures. Substitute the procedure on the following
page for the PHASE 2 procedure in the preceding section if you are working
with inexperienced participants.

The next two Games demonstrate other applications of the fundamentals that
evolved from this Game.
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PHASE 2. INTERVIEWING THE WITNESS, ROUND 1
Objective:

recognize why interviewers overlook witness' information;

NOTES
- ASSIGN participants to teams if group is larger than 20 participants.
Divide group into two teams. Team 1 (interviewers) will ask the first
round of questions; Team 2 (reporters) will make notes and report
about the process, and what interviewers did and learned. Counting
off ODD/EVEN works well for this phase.)
- Strictly limit each player to one question with NO FOLLOW-UP
QUESTIONS. Successive players may ask follow-up questions if they
want to forego their written question.
PRESENT events analysis methods before beginning the interview, but ask
participants to use written questions. Purpose of presenting EA is
to provide knowledge base for rest of Game.
REVIEW

procedure in 4G on p 4-6 with interviewers (and reporters.)

ADMIT

that this game is a little bit rigged to bring out some teaching
points.

EXPLAIN that when you are wearing mask, you are playing role of witness;
when mask is off you are making a teaching point.
DON

mask and begin 1st round of questions by interviewers.

DIRECT

participants to follow questioning sequence you select. Then

DIRECT

direct first interviewer to ask first question.

ANSWER

questions in good faith, but answer question asked without being
effusive. Be cooperative but don't give data unless asked properly.

CUT OFF follow-up questions by same interviewer. Don't allow more than one
question by anyone during this first round.
REMOVE

mask after each question to make your teaching points about the
question, then re-don it for next question. (Ibis manual assumes
you are prepared to give such guidance. See appendix J: for matters
to discuss.)

STOP

questioning after each interviewer has had chance to ask one
question.

CALL ON reporters, in sequence, for comments about what they saw.
END
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GAME 3. DEVELOPING ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION "TEST PLANS"

SIMULATION OBJECTIVES:
At the conclusion of this simulation, the participant should be able to
Phase 1

recognize parties' interests in accident debris.

Phase 2

develop a simple but effective test plan for debris.

SECTION 1. CLASSROOM PREPARATIONS
The facility layout requires nothing in addition to the conventional
classroom aids.

SUPPLIES:
Before starting this Game, you should have
- another supply of 3 x 5 plain index cards or 3M "POST-IT" notes to
record things events.
- paper for participants to use for writing their notes.

SECTION 2. PREPARATORY ASSIGNMENT
FOR INSTRUCTOR:
DECIDE

whether you are going to use the Whiffum Pier case (OPTION 1) or
develop your own case (OPTION 2.) If you elect OPTION 2, a case
with numerous interested parties should be developed in the same
manner as the cases in 4G.

READ

Appendices III-A through C, page 12-1 through 6 of the 4G book, if
you have not already done so.

REVIEW

the statement mark-up, the Appendix II and sketch on page
li
and the events sequence chart reproduced in Appendix G 14 o
fti
o 4G
:
Manual. .Also review 4G page 5-6 and notes in Appendix
relating to
each numbered entry.

p

REVIEW

the last page of the BB GUIDE 1 following the Appendix, and get
familiar with things building block preparation.

REVIEW

Appendices K-M of this Manual before starting this Game.
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FOR STUDENTS:
You can present Game 2 with or without a preparatory assignment for
participants. If played without a preparatory assignment, go to Section
3, below.
Preparatory assignment.

INSTRUCT the participants to
- REREAD BROWN'S statement, including the supplemental information on 4G
page 11-2.
- BREAK DOWN Brown's statement to prepare a list of things actions
during the accident. Have them underline the things events at least.

SECTION 3. PREPARATORY INSTRUCTION
REVIEW

principles, objectives and instructions in 4G pages 5-2 and 3 with
participants. Use materials in Appendix K as appropriate to
participants.

ASSIGN

each participant one or more roles to play, depending on class
size.

DIRECT

each participant to read the outlines for that role in Appendix
III-A

IF YOU USE YOUR OWN ACCIDENT CASE, FAMILIARIZE participants with your case
at this time.

SECTION 4. PLAYING THE GAME
NOTE
Schedule your presentation times to reflect your class size.
- 10 participants can complete the exercise in about 80 minutes.
- 20 participants take about 120 minutes.
- 30 participants take about 150 minutes to complete the exercise.
About 20% of the time should be allotted to identification of the parties'
interests in the debris, and the balance to development of the plan. Of the
80%, the data for your matrix (see below) begins to flow at an accelerating
rate as participants get comfortable with the format of their test plan
check list. The time usually splits 20% to get the items listed, 20% for
test methods, and then less than 6-8% each for the remainder of the items on
the list, except for the "funding" discussion which often lasts longer.
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PHASE 1.* REVIEW OF "INTERESTS" IN DEBRIS
OBJECTIVE: recognize parties' interests in accident debris.

ASK

each participant to rise and identify themselves to the rest of the
group.

DIRECT

participants to note the parties which appear to express a common
interest in a piece of debris during this Phase, as the others
report their interests. Then

DIRECT

the participants to identify all the things that did something
during the accident, by underlining the name in Brown's statement,
if that has not already been done.

ASK

each participant, in turn, to name the piece(s) of debris in which
they are interested. Do not restrain any participant from naming
as many items of debris as they wish during the first round.

SET UP

a matrix on the chalkboard or an overhead transparency that will
have 10 columns when it is finished. The first vertical column
should be labeled'"Item" of debris, and the second labeled
"parties" requesting test, and the third "objective." DON'T LABEL
THE REST OF THE COLUMNS YET. As each participant answers your
original question,

ENTER

participants' debris ITEM NAME as precisely as you can, based on
their statements, their "PARTY" name and their OBJECTIVE on the
matrix as they respond. If more than one party desires the same
item to be tested or examined, list each party in the second column
of the matrix. When every participant has responded once, enter
"test method" at the top of column 4, and then go to the next Phase
of the Game.
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PHASE 2.

DEVELOPING THE TEST PLAN

OBJECTIVE: develop a simple but effective test plan for debris.
ASK

each participant who wanted a test performed to name the test METHOD
to be used, and any options they considered. Then record their
preferred method in the 4th column. When you have a method after
each item, and have discussed the methods and options as time
permits, label the 5th column "assigned to" and go to the next round.

At this point, you may wish to pursue the remaining questions in connection
with only ONE item, and complete the matrix for that item to illustrate the
planning process in a minimum amount of time.
ASK

participants who named an item to state whom they would like to see
perform the tests. Encourage discussion of both Governmental and
private sector labs at this point. STAY AWAY from FUNDING until
Later. Put the name of the Lab / person in column 5. When finished
with this round, label column 6 "schedule" and go to the next round.

ASK

if any participants wish to discuss the output specifications. If
not, point out that they need to be explicitly detailed or the
results may not be worth while. Ideally, suggest that results should
be translatable into event building blocks to validate events
reported by witnesses, or bridge gaps in what witnesses reported.
Next, label column 7 "Schedule."

ASK

about any schedule deadlines that parties may confront parties, and
point out that deadlines may affect selection of persons performing
tests. Label the next column "Distribution."

ASK

next about distribution of reports with test results, and any
restrictions that might be desired. This may come up again during
the funding question. Label column 9 "interpretation."

ASK

next about interpretation of results. This should be resolved so
arguments about results do not result in stalemates after the tests,
and to determine whether test methods may need to be reconsidered to
resolve any differences. Finally, label the last column "funding."

EXPLORE who will PAY for testing what, and how much. This usually reduces
the amount of testing that gets done, and helps each party reassess
the "worth" of the tests they requested. By developing a test plan,
negotiators consider the value of the testing proposed, and encourage
alternatives when necessary.
STRESS the point that using paper "testing" using events analysis methods
can often be used to speculate on possible "test results" much less
expensively, and results are available much more quickly.
RECAP
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the test plan elements in Appendix M after you have developed the
items listed above on the matrix.
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FINALLY, ask each participant, in turn, for their VOTE whether or not they
would sign the test plan that is finally recorded for an item, to signify
their concurrence. The notion is to get the parties to acknowledge their
agreement beforehand to avoid "I told you so" arguments after the tests.
POST

the vote on the chalkboard.

END

the session with a summation of the experience, and the advice:

"NO PLAN, NO TESTING."
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GAME 4.

EVALUATING ACCIDENT REPORTS

SIMULATION OBJECTIVES:
At the conclusion of these simulations, the participant should be able to
Phase 1

-analyze an accident report using three major methods.

Phase 2

-constructively criticize the methods used.

Phase 3

-recognize the strengths and weaknesses of the methods.

Phase 4

-decide which evaluation methods would serve participant's
particular needs.

SECTION 1. CLASSROOM PREPARATIONS
FACILITIES:
The classroom tables and seating should be arranged so teams of 4-6
persons can work at one table with each other comfortably but
independently of the other teams.
wall space to post the resultant charts that will be produced should be
available to each team.
SUPPLIES:
Before starting this Game, you should have
- another supply of 3 x 5 plain index cards or 3M "POST-IT" notes to
record things events.
- table numbers to match team numbers; pencils;
- a red, a green and a blue highlighter, and 1 black marking pen for each
team.
- four pieces of 4 foot high x 6 foot long (minimum) butcher or wrapping
paper for each team to record the results of their MES and FTA work.
- one blank MORT CHART for each participant (furnished with each 4 G book)
- one fresh roll of masking tape for hanging charts on walls
- MORT USER MANUAL for each team. (Reusable) Order as many copies as you
need from NTIS. An order blank is appended at the end of this Manual.
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SPECIAL NOTE RE MORT CHARTING SUPPLIES:
- Enough supplies are furnished to permit you to conduct the MORT
simulation. One copy of a blank MORT CHART is furnished with each 4G
book. A MORT chart and list of questions accompany Ferry's book.
One extra copy of the MORT chart for your use accompanies this
Manual.
- If you desire extra copies of the charts, they have been available in
the past without charge for MORT training purposes, as a courtesy of
the Department of Energy, through the DOE's System Safety Development
Center, c/o EG&G Idaho, PO Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID. 83415. If not
available at the time you need then, please contact Events Analysis,
Inc. for latest information about current suppliers.
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SECTION 2. PREPARATORY ASSIGNMENT
FOR INSTRUCTOR:
DECIDE

NOTE:

READ

whether you are going to use the Confined Entry Case on page 13-4 in
4 G (OPTION 1) or develop your awn case (OPTION 2.)
- The instructions which follow pertain to Option 1. If you elect
OPTION 2, prepare a case with at least 20 actors for distribution
to participants. Also, go through the instructions below and mark
the places where you must change the procedure to accommodate your
case.
Appendices IV-A and B, pages 13-1 thought 9 of the 4G book, if you
have not already done so. If you are unfamiliar with the methods on
page 13-2, you may wish to review them briefly in Ferry's book.
Also read the 10' long "school solution" MES chart accompanying this
Manual for guidance.

MARK UP the report, pages 13-4 to 9, to highlight the actors mentioned, and
get familiar with the case by forming a mental movie of the events.
Note sketch on page 13-9.
REVIEW

Ferry's MODERN ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION, Chapters 9, 11 and 12 for
further detail about the methods that will be used in Game 4.

REVIEW

the Guides 2 and 3.
method.

Note that STEP is just another name for the MES

PREPARE team assignments for each of the participants. Teams should have 4
(optimum) to 6 (maximum) members. 30 participants per instructor
maximum should be permitted to participate; more dilute your efforts
too much.
PREPARE a fault tree for the accident yourself, so you can lead your
participants through the charts. See GUIDE 3. To avoid stifling the
exercise, no school solution is offered, except that "EDDIE DIED" is
recommended as the top event for the tree you do.
Ferry's
instructions are also helpful.
REVIEW

the MORT chart. If you get the MORT USERS MANUAL, review it. Note
that the MORT chart accompanying this manual is marked with bold
black numbers next to each box; these numbers refer you to the page
numbers where the block is explained in the MORT USERS MANUAL. The
participants' charts may not have these numbers, because only a
limited number of the cross-indexed charts were ever published.
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PREPARATORY ASSIGNMENTS

FOR STUDENTS:
Objective: familiarize them with the case to be analyzed, and
introduce them to the methods they will use. Also, to
prepare one team member to help team with MORT exercise.
If you elect to acquire a MORT USERS MANUAL for each team, preselect a MORT
Team Leader for the MORT simulation, and request that person to prepare to
find the questions on the MORT chart in the USERS MANUAL for the team.
While not essential, the simulations are more effective if the participants
are given a preparatory assignment at least one period before the Games to:
READ

the accident case, page 13-4 to 9, to familiarize themselves with
the accident.

READ

Ferry's Chapters 9, 11 and 12 to understand the methods. Think
about possible top events for a fault tree of this accident.

READ

procedures in 4G, pages 14-6 through 13.

PREPARE

the case for analysis by underlining the actions by the various
actors involved in the accident. Actors are both things and
people. Interpret report liberally; it will be OK to use
reasonably logical inferred events if desired.

SECTION 3. PREPARATORY INSTRUCTION
3.

PREPARATORY INSTRUCTION.

REVIEW

principles, objectives and instructions in 4G pages 6-2 and 3 with
participants.

ASSIGN

each participant to one of the Teams, and seat the teams at their
tables.

INSTRUCT each team to select its own Leader and Observer for each of the 3
(or 4) games. Both participate fully in the processes.
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SECTION 4. PLAYING THE GAMES
Schedule these evaluations for a 3 hour period. Spend a maximum of 45
minutes on MES, 30-35 minutes on Fault tree and 45 minutes on MORT. Allow
balance of the time (35-40 minutes) for Phases 2 and 3, and the wrap-up vote
at end of session.

PHASE 1.

PREPARATION OF MES, FAULT TREE AND MORT ANALYSES

OBJECTIVE: analyze an accident report using three major methods.

ASSIGN

each team to do an MES/S.T.E.P. matrix of events reported in the
accident.

When they have completed the MES/S.T.E.P. matrix,
ASSIGN

each team to do a Fault Tree of the accident. If any of the teams
experience serious controversy during the selection of the top
event, let them debate for 5-10 minutes, then intervene and suggest
they use Eddie's death as the top event. Because of the way the
report reads, they will find themselves doing both speculation and
data structuring during this exercise.

When they have completed the fault tree,
ASSIGN

each team to do a MORT chart of the accident. They should be told
to start with one complete task performance error branch for one of
the actors in the accident. Then proceed to the accident specific
branch, and begin working down the chart at SAl. That will
familiarize them with the way the chart works. (Note that Ferry's
book uses an out- dated chart.)

DIRECT

teams to put completed charts on the wall for inspection by other
teams, when time runs out.
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PHASE 2.

NEGOTIATING YOUR FINDINGS

OBJECTIVE: constructively analyze and criticize the methods used.
DIRECT

teams to consider, discuss and develop a consensus about their
team's answers to the questions posed on page 6-8 in 4G.

ANNOUNCE the sequence in which teams will report these findings during Phase
3.
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PHASE 3.

COMPARING YOUR FINDINGS.

Objective: recognize the strengths and weaknesses and best
applications of each method.
INVITE

the Team Leader from each team to the podium to describe the Team's
conclusions about the report.

INVITE

each team's Observer to the podium to report the Team's conclusions
about the three events analysis methods used.

PROMOTE

class discussion of the TEAM's reports, their similarities
(replicability) and differences (applicability) for this kind of
work.

RECAP

class discussion on chalkboard, summarizing the strengths and
weaknesses of each in your own matrix (coordinates = strengths /
weaknesses vs teams). These will vary from class .to class, but the
Guides can help you steer the discussions.

END

this phase by relating actual experiences with your own use of
these methods in AIs if possible.
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PHASE 4. THE BIG VOTE
Objective: decide which evaluation methods would serve participant's
particular needs.
The 4G book directs the instructor to ask each participant to vote whether
to accept or reject the report, based on the analysis and discussions.
RECORD

the participant votes on the chalkboard.

When that vote has been recorded,
REMIND

participants that
it would be a lot better to get reports reviewed with the same
methods that are used to prepare it
unless the investigative, analytical and review methods are
consistent, they have problems with controversial reports.

ASK

as many participants as time allows to comment on which method they
would prefer to use for their accident investigations.

WRAP UP

discussion with Epilogue on page 7-1 of 4G. Let them know that
there is another new method (Time/Loss Analysis) that is emerging
since this book was published - more evidence of fast-moving
technology in the Al field.
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GAME 4.

EVALUATING ACCIDENT REPORTS

SIMULATION OBJECTIVES:
At the conclusion of these simulations, the participant should be able to
Phase I

-analyze an accident report using three major methods.

Phase 2

-constructively criticize the methods used.

Phase 3

-recognize the strengths and weaknesses of the methods.

Phase 4

-decide which evaluation methods would serve participant's
particular needs.

SECTION 1. CLASSROOM PREPARATIONS
FACILITIES:
The classroom tables and seating should be arranged so teams of 4-6
persons can work at one table with each other comfortably but
independently of the other teams.
wall space to post the resultant charts that will be produced should be
available to each team.
SUPPLIES:
Before starting this Game, you should have
- another supply of 3 x 5 plain index cards or 3M "POST-IT" notes to
record things events.
- table numbers to match team numbers; pencils;
- a red, a green and a blue highlighter, and 1 black marking pen for each
team.
- four pieces of 4 foot high x 6 foot long (minimum) butcher or wrapping
paper for each team to record the results of their MES and FTA work.
- one blank MORT CHART for each participant (furnished with each 4 G book)
- one fresh roll of masking tape for hanging charts on walls
- MORT USER MANUAL for each team. (Reusable) Order as many copies as you
need from NTIS. An order blank is appended at the end of this Manual.
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SPECIAL NOTE RE MORT CHARTING SUPPLIES
- Enough supplies are furnished to permit you to conduct the MORT
simulation. One copy of a blank MORT CHART is furnished with each 4G
book. A MORT chart and list of questions accompany Ferry's book.
One extra copy of the MORT chart for your use accompanies this
Manual.
- If you desire extra copies of the charts, they have been available in
the past without charge for MORT training purposes, as a courtesy of
the Department of Energy, through the DOE's System Safety Development
Center, c/o EG&G Idaho, PO Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID. 83415. If not
available at the time you need them, please contact Events Analysis,
Inc. for latest information about current suppliers.
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SECTION 2. PREPARATORY ASSIGNMENT
FOR INSTRUCTOR:
DECIDE

NOTE:

READ

whether you are going to use the Confined Entry Case on page 13-4 in
4 G (OPTION 1) or develop your own case (OPTION 2.)
— The instructions which follow pertain to Option 1. If you elect
OPTION 2, prepare a case with at least 20 actors for distribution
to participants. Also, go through the instructions below and mark
the places where you must change the procedure to accommodate your
case.
Appendices IV—A and B, pages 13-1 thought 9 of the 4G book, if you
have not already done so. If you are unfamiliar with the methods on
page 13-2, you may wish to review them briefly in Ferry's book.
Also read the 10' long "school solution" MES chart accompanying this
Manual for guidance.

MARK UP the report, pages 13-4 to 9, to highlight the actors mentioned, and
get familiar with the case by forming a mental movie of the events.
Note sketch on page 13-9.
REVIEW

Ferry's MODERN ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION, Chapters 9, 11 and 12 for
further detail about the methods that will be used in Game 4.

REVIEW

the Guides 2 and 3.
method.

Note that STEP is just another name for the MES

PREPARE team assignments for each of the participants. Teams should have 4
(optimum) to 6 (maximum) members. 30 participants per instructor
maximum should be permitted to participate; more dilute your efforts
too much.
PREPARE a fault tree for the accident yourself, so you can lead your
participants through the charts. See GUIDE 3. To avoid stifling the
exercise, no school solution is offered, except that "EDDIE DIED" is
Ferry's
recommended as the top event for the tree you do.
instructions are also helpful.
REVIEW

the MORT chart. If you get the MORT USERS MANUAL, review it. Note
that the MORT chart accompanying this manual is marked with bold
black numbers next to each box; these numbers refer you to the page
numbers where the block is explained in the MORT USERS MANUAL. The
participants' charts may not have these numbers, because only a
limited number of the cross—indexed charts were ever published.
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PREPARATORY ASSIGNMENTS

FOR STUDENTS:
Objective: familiarize them with the case to be analyzed, and
introduce them to the methods they will use. Also, to
prepare one team member to help team with MORT exercise.
If you elect to acquire a MORT USERS MANUAL for each team, preselect a MORT
Team Leader for the MORT simulation, and request that person to prepare to
find the questions on the MORT chart in the USERS MANUAL for the team.
While not essential, the simulations are more effective if the participants
are given a preparatory assignment at least one period before the Games to:
READ

the accident case, page 13-4 to 9, to familiarize themselves with
the accident.

READ

Ferry's Chapters 9, 11 and 12 to understand the methods. Think
about possible top events for a fault tree of this accident.

READ

procedures in 4G, pages 14-6 through 13.

PREPARE

the case for analysis by underlining the actions by the various
actors involved in the accident. Actors are both things and
people. Interpret report liberally; it will be OK to use
reasonably logical inferred events if desired.

SECTION 3. PREPARATORY INSTRUCTION
3.

PREPARATORY INSTRUCTION.

REVIEW

principles, objectives and instructions in 4G pages 6-2 and 3 with
participants.

ASSIGN

each participant to one of the Teams, and seat the teams at their
tables.

INSTRUCT each team to select its own Leader and Observer for each of the 3
(or 4) games. Both participate fully in the processes.
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SECTION 4. PLAYING THE GAMES
Schedule these evaluations for a 3 hour period. Spend a maximum of 45
minutes on MES, 30-35 minutes on Fault tree and 45 minutes on MORT. Allow
balance of the time (35-40 minutes) for Phases 2 and 3, and the wrap-up vote
at end of session.

PRASE 1.

PREPARATION OF MES, FAULT TREE AND MORT ANALYSES

OBJECTIVE: analyze an accident report using three major methods.

ASSIGN

each team to do an MES/S.T.E.P. matrix of events reported in the
accident.

When they have completed the MES/S.T.E.P. matrix,
ASSIGN

each team to do a Fault Tree of the accident. If any of the teams
experience serious controversy during the selection of the top
event, let them debate for 5-10 minutes, then intervene and suggest
they use Eddie's death as the top event. Because of the way the
report reads, they will find themselves doing both speculation and
data structuring during this exercise.

When they have completed the fault tree,
ASSIGN

each team to do a MORT chart of the accident. They should be told
to start with one complete task performance error branch for one of
the actors in the accident. Then proceed to the accident specific
branch, and begin working down the chart at SAl. That will
familiarize them with the way the chart works. (Note that Ferry's
book uses an out- dated chart.)

DIRECT

teams to put completed charts on the wall for inspection by other
teams, when time runs out.
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PHASE 2.

NEGOTIATING YOUR FINDINGS

OBJECTIVE: constructively analyze and criticize the methods used.
DIRECT

teams to consider, discuss and develop a consensus about their
team's answers to the questions posed on page 6-8 in 4G.

ANNOUNCE the sequence in which teams will report these findings during Phase
3.
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PEASE 3.

COMPARING YOUR FINDINGS.

Objective: recognize the strengths and weaknesses and best
applications of each method.
INVITE

the Team Leader from each team to the podium to describe the Team's
conclusions about the report.

INVITE

each team's Observer to the podium to report the Team's conclusions
about the three events analysis methods used.

PROMOTE

class discussion of the TEAM's reports, their similarities
(replicability) and differences (applicability) for this kind of
work.

RECAP

class discussion on chalkboard, summarizing the.strengths and
weaknesses of each in your own matrix (coordinates = strengths /
weaknesses vs teams). These will vary from class to class, but the
Guides can help you steer the discussions.

END

this phase by relating actual experiences with your own use of
these methods in AIs if possible.
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PHASE 4. THE BIG VOTE
Objective: decide which evaluation methods would serve participant's
particular needs.
The 4G book directs the instructor to ask each participant to vote whether
to accept or reject the report, based on the analysis and discussions.
RECORD

the participant votes on the chalkboard.

When that vote has been recorded,
REMIND

participants that
it would be a lot better to get reports reviewed with the same
methods that are used to prepare it
unless the investigative, analytical and review methods are
consistent, they have problems with controversial reports.

ASK

as many participants as time allows to comment on which method they
would prefer to use for their accident investigations.

WRAP UP

discussion with Epilogue on page 7-1 of 4G. Let them know that
there is another new method (Time/Loss Analysis) that is emerging
since this book was published - more evidence of fast-moving
technology in the Al field.
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APPENDIX A: BACKGROUND INSTRUCTION FOR GAME 1
An instructional approach that has been found fruitful is to
(See p 38 from

BEGIN

by asking students why accidents are investigated.
SAE paper, following this appendix.)

ASK

After about 15-25 reasons have been listed, ask why so many reasons?
The answer is found in the different perceptions listed in the 4G
book, p 14-1.

AKS

should
That
discussion
investigative processes.
Reading 1.

GOALS

At this point, try to separate the attempt to understand what
happened and why from the USES to which that understanding is then
put. Any investigation must be aimed at GAINING UNDERSTANDING FIRST
(a description of what happened an why) before subsequent uses can
be attempted.

MBO

Try to put understanding into a Management by objectives context for
students' employer so students start thinking in MBO terms for Phase
II design tasks. Example: "The objective of my investigation is to
develop a complete description of the phemenon so the description
can support (its use for....)"

lead into how perceptions influence
For your background, see the SAE paper,

CLARIFY One major point: some organizations conceive of investigation as a
DATA GATHERING FUNCTION to support subsequent analysis; this view
undermines effective investigation, because analysis MUST occur
DURING DATA SELECTION AND ACQUISITION STEPS OF AN INVESTIGATION, as
The investigation function is most effectively
will be seen.
executed if the objective is cast in terms of developing an
description of what happened and why that happened the way it did.
OPTIONS Discussion of alternative Al processes has been found helpful at
(See 4G, page 10-7) While not mutually
this point for novices.
exclusive, the list helps to organize their choices.

See Appendix H for list of Al project plan elements.
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APPENDIX B
SUPPLEMENTAL POINTS FOR DISCUSSION OF PARTIES' INTERESTS IN WHIFFUM PIER CASE
The following interests have been observed by the author at various times
during actual investigations, and are reported to provide the broadest possible
perspectives about parties' interests to participants who have not had
extensive accident investigation experience.
THESE ARE
PORTRAYED.

COMPOSITE SKETCHES, AND ARE NOT INTENDED TO BE STEREOTYPES OF ROLES
NO RESEMBLANCE TO ANY INDIVIDUAL, LIVING OR DEAD, IS INTENDED.

IM IM wants to produce a "good" report that will satisfy IM's superiors. Point
out that the interests of IM's organization also have to be taken into
account.
Being new, this is probably IM's first big investigation, so the
pressure for a non-controversial, high quality report and investigation is
intense.
IM is not yet comfortable trying to organize and manage a large
investigation, and has probably had typical generalized training that must
be interpreted in a real case like this. Also, there is a political figure
looking over IM's shoulder, watching how IM handles the inquiry for the
agency, and making sure the interests of the Congressional representative
are well served. IM doesn't want anything to backfire on agency bosses or
Commissioners.
IM has to watch that IM's actions do not commit the
Commissioners to a course of action, so IM must make sure that IM's actions
are distinguished from the Commission's actions.
IM proposes, and the
Commission disposes, ie, takes final actions on causes, remedial actions,
Even though IM is an investigation project novice, the image of a
etc.
competent lead investigator must be maintained so the investigation does not
=OR
unglued and everyone begins to do things their own way - leading
inevitably to controversy.
IS IS wants to practice present skills and enhance a forthcoming performance
rating, so the next raise is not jeopardized. It will be if IS generates
any serious animosity for the REC during the investigation. It would also
impede a promotion IS is seeking. IS has empathy for the industry personnel
who try to supply what IS considers an essential public service. IS's
interests are predominantly career-oriented, as IS's future lies in good
investigations and work products. Wants to use best available investigative
methods.
TD TD holds to the traditional public perception of fault and guilt in accident
situations, and is concerned that TD will be blamed for the accident. Keeps
hearing "driver error" caused the accident. Has a compelling psychological
need to shift the "blame" for the accident to someone or something else.
Fears for TD's career. Anxious to find some source of restitution for TD's
injuries.
Has second thoughts about making statements because that might
jeopardize future employability and restitution. Very concerned that saying
the wrong thing will result in prosecution for the accident, and maybe jail.
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PL PL knows PL was goofing off, and is concerned about reprisal for being where
PL should not have been at the time of the accident. Is fearful that
injuries will leave PL without a source of immediate income, and is trying
to • find some way out of this dilemma. Looking for anyone who can help with
this problem. Expects help from the Union, doesn't know what to expect from
any of the other parties. Also knows that the goods were stowed where they
should not have been on the pier on the day of the accident, but pier super
is a close friend.
TO TO is fearful that life savings will be wiped out by lawsuits because the
company's driver was guilty of driver error. Overwhelmed by the size of the
accident, and potential liability. Feels a personal guilt because of hiring
an underage driver who caused the accident.
Feels let down, because
equipment was supposed to be in compliance with all rules, but that didn't
keep accident from happening. Really thought firm was doing a first-class
safety job, and is bewildered by turn of events. Deep-down, searching for
some explanation of what happened and why, and will try to help find out, if
possible.
PO PO is furious with the dumb truck driver for causing the accident. Wants to
get the pier back in operation as fast as possible, so drain on revenues
will be ended, and so pier's customers will not abandon pier and ship via a
nearby competitive port. Also has a personal concern for injured employees,
and wants them to get their due. Wants to lay off the loss on anybody who
can pay, and make sure pier or owner don't end up bearing the losses.
UD UD is a young, politically oriented individual. As holder of an elective
office in an organization whose members are banded together to advance their
self interests, UD has to demonstrate a capability to take care of the
members when they have a problem.
If UD can't deliver that help, the
members will probably turn to someone who can in the next election. Knows
failure
will
jeopardize future organizing drives to increase union
membership, and knows the larger the union, the greater UD's stature
everywhere, and the greater the potential for advancing up the hierarchy to
national office in the union or political arena.
RT RT needs to show that RT's
regulations are satisfactory, and that
violations of the regulations caused the accident, so RT doesn't have to
take any share of the blame for the accident. Doesn't want troubles that
could force early retirement and loss of retirement pay. Knows new law will
not permit RT to represent industry before RT's agency after retirement, but
wants to work for someone to supplement income, so has to be careful how
this case is handled. Can't afford to alienate industry who would hire RT,
yet knows that bosses must be satisfied to keep them happy. Need to know
perceptions of bosses to say how they would have to be satisfied.
MC MC is interested in the profit performance of NC's station, and the audience
ratings needed to support advertising charges by the station. The accident
has a lot of local interest because of its potential economic implications
for the community, so believes that keeping controversy before the public
will help achieve objectives.
Needs controversy, criticism, willing
accusers to keep the story alive. This would also help increase revenues
from networks for programming MT originates.
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PE PE is concerned about PE's professional reputation which influences PE's
livelihood, about potential liability for PE's work, and about the effects
of the accident on PE's ability to keep PE's company growing. Is also
concerned about ability to influence future development of the governing
codes and standards by peers on the national committees. License revocation
is also a possible threat.
VO VO feels completely blameless, and has a primary interest in finding someone
to reimburse VO for VO's losses. Doesn't care where the money comes from.
Of deeper concern is whether VO's essentially depreciated vessel will be
able to continue to operate, because its replacement at today's costs could.
be a prohibitive financial burden on VO's firm. Is also concerned about
ability to keep customers while the vessel is not available, and the costs
of providing substitute service to protect the business. Has questionable
business interruption insurance coverage.
PI PI rep is concerned about problems with bosses for insisting on taking the
client, and for not controlling the risks after the account was signed.
Marginal premium compels PI to try to minimize any payouts, so is searching
desperately
for subrogation opportunity, and culpability among other
parties. Is really concerned about PI's career.
RP RP sees the accident as an opportunity to exploit to justify the issuance of
new regulations. Interested in career advancement as well. Empire builder,
with all the concerns that implies.
Would help RP to demonstrate that
accident was caused by factors PE's agency had been seeking control over by
new legislation. Will try to drive investigation to a conclusion that will
support agency's efforts.
TL TL has need to enhance reputation to enhance career. Will try to shift
blame to any other party away from truck owner. Needs to show some kind of
manufacturer's safety defect, or pier design defect to absolve owner from
blame and liability. Proper assignment of blame or fault would facilitate
recovery of damages, and settlement would result in substantial income for
services to,owner. On the other hand, failure of TL's efforts would degrade
demand for future services; clients like to deal with winning attorneys.
PB PB has potential liability to avoid, and is concerned about future business
prospects.
Is concerned that some of the shortcuts exercised during
construction may backfire and get PB involved in litigation. Must keep
record clean because of threat to reputation of businness. May have
inadequate insurance if PB is not absolved from blame. Will support any
activity that can achieve PB's end.
SE SE is concerned about reputation of SE's firm for future business reasons,
about liability because of the firm's limited size, and about SE's personal
reputation among peers and friends. Feels let down by the codes which SE
and
friends had developed over the years, and has an interest in
understanding what happened so similar problems can be addressed by the
standards.
Wants to keep SE's visibility in the accident to a minimum, and
work behind the scenes, if possible.
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CA CA sees accident as opportunity to exploit on behalf of boss. Boss needs to
demonstrate action as a political problem solver, so CA needs to locate
something to blame for the accident that lends itself to legislative
correction.
When this is. found, needs to come up with proposed legislation
that will be saleable to the Legislative body, with all the political
considerations that implies when the competing interests lobby CA's boss and
the other legislators.
CA doesn't want a loser project, so will try to
steer the outcome to suit CA's ends.
FC FC is uptight because FC has to explain how the fire got out of hand and how
FC's
personnel got hurt doing the job they are supposed to be trained and
capable of doing. Has to find some way to show that the explosion could not
have been anticipated, and that everything was being done to protect FC's
credibility before FC's political elected bosses. Injuries to workers are
creating problems and concerns among employees, also. Job might be on the
line.
NC NC is concerned about how this failure of the national codes will affect the
raging battle in the legislature about the role of consensus standards in
the regulatory scheme of the nation. Believes that strict compliance with
the codes would prevent such accidents, so will be looking for violations of
the codes to prove they are satisfactory. Personal pride and convictions
are involved in outcome.
Codes and consequently NC's job may be on the
line.
IS IS is concerned that IS will be assigned some investigative tasks IS is not
equipped to do well, and this could create problems for IS in the agency.
Sees case as opportunity to make a good showing.
GP GP has a vested interest in proving that the producer had nothing to do with
the causes of the accident by proving it was due to human error, over which
the codes and producer's recommendations have no control. Sole objective is
to keep GP's employer out of the picture, and thus vindicate the efficacy of
the codes.
TI TI wants to minimize costs to TI's company. Has learned that there is more
than meets the eye in most such complex accidents, and has learned not to
jump to conclusions. Knows TI can't avoid losses totally, and will try to
expose the complexity to get as many others involved as possible, so the
blame (and costs) will be as widely shared as possible. Sees opportunity to
exploit interests of others involved in the investigation to achieve TI's
objectives, knows who the experts are and how to use them in investigations
to serve own purposes.
Delay works to TI's advantage, for cash flow
reasons. . Is aware of the troubles the media can create for TI's client, the
truck owner, and therefore has made it a point to cultivate friends in the
media.
PP PP is concerned that PP's tolerance of the unauthorized shed on the pier
could
get
PB's
firm in trouble.
Genuinely valued PP's personal
relationships with the pier owner and the longshoremen, and felt guilty
about the shed's role in the accident.
Was also concerned about the
business future of the pier, because it involved PP's job.
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LL LL knows that to serve LL's client, LL needed to develop some
basis for
litigation that would take LL's client's claim out of the limited coverage
provided by workmen's compensation, and permit LL to bring suit against
the
negligent or guilty parties who were to blame for LL's client's injuries
.
So LL would keep trying to come up with material for such a case.
EI EI viewed the accident as a business opportunity, and would raise questions
about the accident that would require El's firm's expertise to answer, in
the most subtle way, of course.
RE RE also viewed the accident as a business opportunity, and viewed
EI as
competitor
for
that
business.
Was equally concerned about RE's
organization's long-term relationship with the other government agencies
because as a government lab it could claim objectivity for the work it did,
which RE felt was something that EI could not match. Also, RE knew that
all the parties had funds that might be spent on the investigation of the
accident, depending on how the investigation progressed.
UL UL felt a strong need to serve the interests of UL's membership, as well
as
a personal concern for their injuries. UL was going to try to get the
"best deal" for the union's members, for many of the same reasons as UD had
for helping the truck driver.
MR MR knew s/he had accumulated much useful data to help IM that was
considered a marketable item.
MR also had an interest in selling
newspapers, and feeding the wire services about the story to help MR's
employer's revenues, so MR considered it in MR's interests to keep the
story alive, much like the television reporter. MR was also interested
in
achieving maximum revenues from the photographs of the accident, which were
protected by copyright laws. MR also was interested in defending the cause
of the accident MR had selected and printed shortly after the accident.
TE TE was concerned that even though TE did everything TE was supposed
to
during the design and construction of the truck tank, TE might in some
way
get blamed for the accident. Was afraid of being charged with fault
or
liability in the accident.
As a designer, TE also had an interest in
.learning what happened so TE could try to design the problem out of future
units.

IT IS IMPORTANT TO REMIND THE STUDENTS THAT NOT ALL PARTIES INVOLVED
IN
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS HAVE THE INTERESTS DESCRIBED ABOVE, AND THAT NOT
ALL
ACCIDENTS INVOLVE SUCH DIVERGENT INTERESTS. THESE ARE INTENDED TO BE EXAMPLES
THAT THE STUDENTS SHOULD RECOGNIZE WHEN THEY ARE PRESENT IN AN INVESTIG
ATION.
THERE MAY BE MANY OTHERS PRESENT.
The importance of this phase of the game is to show the students
the diversity
of interests so • they won't be surprised during an investigation.
The
investigator's task is to discover them and then to make them work to
his/her
advantage.
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Part IV.A

NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD

Page 1

INQUIRY MANUAL - AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS AND INCIDENTS

IMLD INVESTIGATION PROCEDURES
A.

Initial Actions Upon Arrival at Scene
1.

General
At the time the investigator or the investigative team arrives at
the scene of an accident, the situation is often one of great
confusion. Accidents and their surrounding environmental conditions
may vary widely. The Investigator in Charge must size up the
situation as quickly as possible and plan his actions accordingly.
The Investigator in Charge has two major concerns at the outset
of the on-scene investigation; one - to insure that adequate
measures are being taken to safeguard the wreckage and second to organize without delay the investigative activities of the
individuals and groups assigned to the investigation.
The IIC should take steps to assure that the wreckage has been
preserved in accordance with Section 430.10 of the Board's
regulations. He should determine that the aircraft wreckage, mail
and cargo are adequately secured.
At times the location of the
aircraft wreckage will be such that immediate consideration must
be given to its removal. (FAA Advisory Circular 150/5280-13
contains .guidelines regarding such removal.)

2.

Access to Wreckage
As pointed out previously, the IIC should take appropriate action
to assure that security of the wreckage has been established prior
to his departure for the scene.
Upon arrival at the scene, the IIC should contact the police or
Local officials responsible for the personnel guarding the wreckage.
An understanding should be reached regarding the discharge of duties
by the police, coroner etc. The identity of the responsible local
officials should be established. In most case, particularly small
aircraft accidents, the wrecka-ge will be guarded by the local police or
county sheriff. In major accident investigations, consideration should
be given to requesting guard assistance from the air carrier or
corporation involved. Assistance may be sought also from the Civil Air
Patrol, military units based near the scene or local disaster or civil
defense units. Normally, the number of guards required to properly
secure the wreckage area may be reduced after the second or third day
of the investigation. In the event that the Investigator in Charge
is
required to employ civilian guards, every effort shall be made to have
them duly sworn as deputies by the county sheriff. The IIC shall insure
that the wages paid such hired guards are in alignment with the wage
scale for such labor paid in that community. Payment of hired
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civilian guards will normally be accomplished through the use of a Form 4.4.
The following prohibition is quoted for guidance: "No employee of the
Pinkerton Detective Agency, or similar agency, shall be employed in any
Government Service or by any officer of the District of Columbia."

(80 stat. 416)
Clear and explicit instructions should be given to those guarding the
wreckage area in regard to the procedures to be followed in admitting
authorized persons. The guards will be shown the identification badges
which will be issued to such authorized personnel.
A supply of red "access to wreckage area" badges shall be carried to the
scene by the IIC. He shall issue red tags to the representatives of
interested parties actively participating in the wreckage examination.
Yellow badges shall be issued (through the Board's Public Affairs Office
representative, if present) to members of the press covering the
investigation.
In an accident investigation, the SIC will cover the subject of
identification badges and their appropriate usage in the organizational
meeting. Issuance of the badges may then be delegated to the group chairmen. Badges are to be completed so as to identify the investigation, the
individual and his group assignment. Instructions will be given to all
participants to wear the badges conspicuously during their investigative
activities and to turn them in at the end of their active participation.
A list of persons to wham badges have been issued should be maintained by
the group chairmen and a consolidated list should be maintained by the IIC.
The IIC shall instruct those participating in the investigation on how
they are to carry out their particular function to insure that no portion
of the aircraft is moved or disturbed except as he so authorizes. At times
the aircraft wreckage will be such (e.g. obstructing traffic) that immediate
consideration must be given to removal of the disabled aircraft (FAA
Advisory Circular 150/5200-13 contains guidance regarding such removal).
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B.

Organization of the Investigation
The TIC shall establish headquarters in the area of the accident as
soon as possible for the purpose of conducting organizational
meetings and daily business.. All concerned shall be advised of the
headquarters location, the address and the telephone numbers. An
on-scene point of contact may also be established during team-type
investigations or whenever a large number of individuals are
participating. In the case of major accidents, facilities should
be provided so that communications may be conducted between the
team and appropriate Washington officials at any time of the day
or night.
At the
of the
of the
charge

organizational meeting, the TIC shall advise all concerned
working groups being established to cover the various phases
investigation and shall identify the NTSB investigator in.
of each such group.

Parties of interest will be invited to designate representatives
for possible assignment to the various working groups. The
representatives, so designated, should have the requisite technical
expertise to contribute to the activities of the working group to
which they are assigned.
All representatives of participating parties must agree to be
responsive to the leadership of their group chairman.
Each participating party shall be asked to identify their principal
representative Icoordinator) to work directly with the TIC in the
furtherance of the investigation.
The I= may relieve from assignment any personnel who do not
remain with their assigned group until the completion of the
field phase, or as an outgrowth of any action which the TIC may
consider prejudicial to the conduct of the investigation.
An organizational meeting guide and information guidance of parties
to the investigation are appended hereto.
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ATTACHMENT A

NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD
Bureau of Aviation Safety

OPM4ING STAT OF INVESTIGATOR DT CHARGE AT
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING

1.

Opening of Meeting
a. Call meeting to order
b. Introduce TIC
c. Ascertain that no members of the news media, attorneys, or persons
representing claimants are present. Excuse them (if news media are
present establish a time for a press briefing.)

2.

Introduce:
a. Member of the Board
b. Office of Public Affairs
c. NTSB group chairmen and other NTSB personnel

3. Determine presence of and introduce members of other organizations (FBI,
military, U.S. Postal Service, etc.).

4. You have been given a paper containing guidance information regarding the
Safety Board's conduct of aircraft accident inquiries. We ask that each
person designated to participate in this investigation read and adhere to
these instructions.
a.

As you may be aware the purpose of permittirF
.
; participation of Parties
to the Investigation is to utilize all available expertise in
developing a complete factual record.

b.

The Board will require recovery of airplane wreckage to the extent
necessary to determine probable cause and.rnsie appropriate
recommendations to prevent a recurrence. We will also require security
to protect the accident sae from interference by unauthorized parties.
The Board does not assume the responsibility for recovery of bodies
or other nublic service functions associated with a disaster.

c.

Throughout the investigation we want to ensure that there is a free
and complete interchange of accident information within the
investigation body.

d.

With regard to dissemination of public information, we will ensure that
all contacts with news media will be made by the Member of the
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National Transportation Safety Board and the Office of Public Affairs
of the National Transportation Safety Board. If neither a Board Member
nor a representative of the Office of Public Affairs is available such
contacts will be made by the Investigator in Charge.
e. We must request that all those selected and assigned as working group
members remain until their phase of the investigation is completed
and they are released by either myself or the respective group
Chairman.
f. We also request that all reasonable safety precautions be observed by
everyone while working or driving about the accident site. Please
use all available safety equipment and do not exceed your physical
limitations.
g. Be certain that you have .signed the attendance roster that is being
circulated. Please show both your local and home office telephone
contacts.
Ii. I wish to advise you that you are expected to comply.with the investigating procedures of the Safety Board throughout your entire
. participation in this investigation.

5. We are here to organize the investigation of the accident involving
(Operator),
Identification),

iryloe of Aircraft),
Flight Number), which occurred at
(Place) on
(Date), at
(Time);
persons aboard the aircraft, including
and
passengers. There were

there was a total of
a crew of
survivors.

6. We are now asking the Federal Aviation Administration and other pertinent and

appropriate organizations to participate and assist us in this investigation.
The following organizations are invited to participate:
7

1

1

1

1

I

7

7

P

We will now proceed with the assignment and organization of the .various
investigating groups.
7. Call on Each Coordinator to identify himself and provide names of Group
Members to participate in each area:
8. Confirm party status and rule on party status for other organizations
present that have indicated a desire to participate.
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ATTACHMENT C
NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD
Bureau of Aviation Safety
INFORMATION FOR TEE GUIDANCE OF THE PARTIES
TO THE INVESTIGATION OF AIPCRAFT ACCIDENTS

1.

Responsibilities of the Board and Designated Parties to the
Investigation
To preclude any misunderstanding concerning the responsibilities
of the National Transportation Safety Board and the Federal Aviation
Administration, you are referred to Title VII of the Federal
Aviation Act of 1958, as amended, which sets forth the
responsibilities for the investigation of aircraft accidents
and Section 5 of the Department of Transportation Act of 1966, as
amended, which sets forth the duties of the Board.
The National Transportation Safety Board is charged by Congress in
accordance with Title VII of this Act with the responsibility of
investigating civil aircraft accidents and to report the facts, conditions,
and circumstances relating to each accident and probable cause
thereof.
Section 701(g) of the Act states, "In order to assure the proper
discharge by the Secretary of Transportation of his duties and
responsibilities, the Board shall provide for the appropriate
participation of the Secretary of Transportation and his
representatives in any investigations conducted by the Board
under this Title: Provided, that the Secretary of Transportation
or his representatives shall not participate in determination of.
probable cause by the Board under this Title." The Board
is providing appropriate participation for the Federal Aviation
Administration

2.

Role of Parties to the Investigation
The purpose of permitting the participation of organizations is to
assist the Board in developing a complete factual record. It
likewise enables responsible safeti, officials whose product or
services might be involved to have immediate access to facts
regarding the accident from which they may initiate preventive
and/or corrective action. You will participate initially during the
field phase of the investigation as Parties to the Investigation.
Lateryou may be designated as a Party to the Hearing, providing you meet
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the Board's reguirements. All persons participating in this
investigation must be in a position to contribute specific
factual information or skills which would not otherwise be
supplied. No participating organization will be permitted to be
represented by a person whose interests lie beyond the safety
objective of the accident investigation.

3. Public Hearing
Should circumstances dictate that a public hearing be held in
conjunction with this accident, you will be notified. Public
hearings are conducted in accordance with Part 431 of the Board's
Rules of Practice in Aircraft Accident Inquiries. Subsequent
to the hearing, a formal report will be prepared for public
release which will include the pertinent findings and probable cause.

4. Recovery and Security of Wreckage
For the purposes of its investigation, the National Transportation
Safety Board requires only the recovery of certain portions
of the aircraft wreckage and protection of the accident site
from interference by unauthorized parties. The Board
cannot assume responsibility for the recovery of bodies, crowd
control for purposes of public safety, the recovery and removal
of wreckage that may constitute a public danger or nuisance, or
normal police, fire, and rescue services. Should special
and highly unusual circumstances arise in this area,
consultations with appropriate officials will be considered.

5. Handling of Accident Information
The flow and dissemination of information will, in essence, follow
this pattern: No one will withhold information. All information
obtained by group members will be brought to the attention of their
respective group Chairman. All information ascertained during the
investigation by the various groups will be passed to the
Investigator in Charge by the group chairman. Each participating
party will designate a coordinator (spokesman) for their organization.
Group members may pass factual information to their respective
coordinators after this information has been ,
/Roie known to their
group chairman. All of the factual information and developments
of the investigation that are made known to the Investigator
in Charge will be passed on to each of the coordinators.
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Coordinators may relay information to their respective organizations
provided the information is factual and in its right perspective.
This information should be transmitted on a "need to know" basis
for purposes of prevention, remedial action, or other similar
reasons. The coordinators will keep the Investigator in Charge
apprised of information so relayed. Common sense and good
judgment must predominate in this matter.

6.

Dissemination of Public Information
Copies of Part 435, the National Transportation Safety Board's
Procedural Regulations regarding disclosure of aircraft accident
information are available here for your guidance in this matter.

•

Contacts with news media will be made by the Member of the National
Transportation Safety Board and the Office of Public Affairs of
the National Transportation Safety Board. If neither a Board
Member nor a Representative of the Office of Public Affairs is
available such contacts will be by the Investigator in Charge.
The guiding informational policy of the Board may be summargzed by
stating that:
The Board is a Public Agency engaged in the public's business
and supported by public funds. The work we do in the
business of safety is open for public review; the Act under
which we operate makes this mandatory.
The Safety Board
believes that briefing newsmen factually during the on-site
investigation of an aircraft accident should be a normal
operational part of that investigation.
T.

Assignment and Duties of Group Members
We will assign and organize the various investigating groups. As
we do so, please keep in mind that those selected as group
members must be prepared to remain with the investigation until
completion or until released by the group chairman and the
Investigator in Charge.
It should be reemphasized that under the direction of the NB
Group Chairman, one set of group notes will be developed; each
group member will have in his possession a cony of such grow, notes
prior to his release from the working group to which he was •
assigned. Each group member will have participated in a complete
review of the group notes for technical accuracy and adequacy of
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the scope of the investigation in his particular area of
technical expertise. The group chairman will, obtain each
group
member's signature signifying that the group member has
reviewed
the notes and that any existing discrepancies reflected in
these
notes have either been corrected or resolved. Courtesy
copies
of group Chairmen's final reports will be provided to the
participating group members.
8.

Safety Precautions During Accident Investigation
Access to the wreckage site may be hazardous because of terrai
n'
and climatic conditions. Persons and equipment involve
d in the
recovery, examination and documpntation of wreckage may be
exposed to
considerable physical exertion, hazards posed by flammable
and
toxic fluids and likelihood of injury from jagged metal or fallin
g
objects. We urge everyone to exercise good judgment, utilize
available protective devices, and use extreme caution when working
in the wreckage area. Do not exceed your physical limitations.
The Board will not assume responsibilty for any personal injuries
incurred during the course of an investigation by any representative of any organization participating in the investigation or by
an authorized observer for such organizations.

9. Signing of Attendance Roster
An attendance roster is being circulated - Please ensure that you
have signed this roster prior to leaving this room. Please
include both local and home office phone contacts. Your signatu
re
on the attendance roster of this organizational meeting will
signify that you have read, -understood, and agree to adhere to
the guidelines set forth in this information sheet.
If you have questions regarding your role Prci responsibility in the
conduct of this investigation, please consult the Investigator
in Charge.

Date

AUTHORITY TO INVESTIGATE
The following are examples of "authorities" to investigate accidents
contained in various statutes for Federal agencies. Comparable
provisions are contained in non-Federal laws, or in procedures or
agreements among organizations in the private sector.
OSHA: Requirements for employers.
Recordkeeping.

Work—related
deaths, eta.;
reports.

(c)(If Each employer shall make, keep and preserve, and make
available to the Secretary or the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, such records regarding his activities relating to this Act as
the Secretary, in cooperation with the Secretary of.Health, Education,
and Welfare, may prescribe by regulation as necessary or appropriate
for the enforcement of this Act or for developing information regarding the causes and prevention of occupational accidents and illnesses. In order to carry out the provisions of this paragraph such
regulations may include provisions requiring employers to conduct
periodic inspections. The Secretary shall also issue regulations requiring that employers, through posting of notices or other appropriate
means, keep their employees informed of their protections and obligations under this Act,including the provisions of applicable standards.
(2) The Secretary, in cooperation with the Secretary of Health,
Education,and Welfare,shall prescribe regulations requiring employers to maintain accurate records of, and to make periodic reports on,
work-related deaths, injuries and illnesses other than minor injuries
requiring only first aid treatment and which do not involve medical
treatment, loss of consciousness, restriction of work or motion, or
transfer to another job.
(3) The Secretary, in cooperation with the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare, shall issue regulations requiring employers
to maintain accurate records of employee exposures to potentially
toxic materials or harmful physical agents which are required to be
monitored or measured under section 6. Such regulations shall provide
employees or their representatives with an opportunity to observe
such monitoring or measuring, and to have access to the records
thereof. Such regulations shall also make appropriate provision for
each employee or former employee to have access to such records as will
indicate his own exposure to toxic materials or harmful physical
agents. Each employer shall promptly. notify any employee who has
been or is being exposed to toxic materials or harmful physical agents
in concentrations or at levels which exceed those prescribed by an
applicable occupational safety and health standard promulgated under
section 6, and shall inform any employee who is being thus exposed
of the corrective action being taken_

CPSC, UNDER FLAMMABLE FABRICS ACT:

INVESTIGATIONS
Sec. 14. (a) The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare in
cooperation with the Secretary of Commerce shall conduct a continuing
study and investigation of the deaths, injuries, and economic losses
resulting from accidental burning of products, fabrics, or related
materials. The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare shall submit annually a report to the President and to the Congress containing
the results of the study and investigation.
(b) In cooperation with appropriate public and private agencies,
the Secretary of Commerce is authorized to -(1) conduct research into the flammability of products,fabrics,
and materials;
(2) conduct feasibility studies on reduction of flammability of
products, fabrics, and materials;
(3) develop flammability test methods and testing devices; and
(4) offer appropriate training in the use of flammability test
methods and testing devices.
The Secretary shall annually report the results of these activities to
the Congress.

APPENDIX D-1

CPSC UNDER CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY ACT:

PRODUCT SAFETY INFORMATION AND RESEARCH
SEC.5.(a)The Commission shall—
(1) maintain an Injury Information Clearinghouse to collect,
investigate, analyze, and disseminate injury data, and information, relating to the causes and prevention of death, injury, and
illness associated with consumer products; and
(2) conduct such continuing studies and investigations of
deaths, injuries, diseases, other health impairments, and economic
losses resulting from accidents involving consumer products as it
deems necessary.
DOT UNDER HAZARDOUS MATERIALS TRANSPORTATION ACT:

POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE SECRETARY
49 USC 1808.

Notice,
hearing

opportunity.
Jurisdiction.

SEC. 109.(a) Gxxxx.m.—The Secretary is authorized, to the extent
necessary to carry out his responsibilities under this title, to conduct
investigations,make reports,issue subpoenas,conduct hearings, require
the production of relevant documents, records, and property, take
depositions,and conduct, directly or indirectly, research, development,
demonstration,and training activities. The Secretary is further author.
ized, after notice and an opportunity for a hearing, to issue orders
directing compliance with this title or regulations issued under this
title; the district courts of the United States shall have jurisdiction,
upon petition by the Attorney General, to enforce such orders by
appropriate means.

NTSB UNDER INDEPENDENT SAFETY BOARD ACT:

GENERAL PROVISIONS
SEC. 304.(a) Dtrrres or BoAsnTh—e Board shall—

49 USC 1903.

(1) investigate or cause to be investigated (in such detail as it
shall prescribe), and determine the facts, conditions, and circumstances and the cause or probable cause or causes of any—
(A)aircraft accident which is within the scope of the functions, powers, and duties transferred from the Civil Aeronautics Board under section 6(d) of the Department of
Transportation Act (49 U.S.C. 4655(d)) pursuant to title 49 U
VII of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as amended (49
U.S.C.1441);
(B) highway accident, including any railroad grade crossing accident, that it selects in cooperation with the States;
(C) railroad accident in which there is a fatality, substantial property damage, or which involves a passenger

1655.

train'
()
•13 pipeline accident in which there is a fatality or substantial property damage;
(E) major marine casualty, except one involving only
public vessels,occurring on the navigable waters or territorial
seas of the United States,or involving a vessel of the United
States,in accordance with regulations to be prescribed jointly
by the Board and the Secretary of the department in which
the Coast Guard is operating. Nothing in this subparagraph
shall be construed to eliminate or diminish any responsibility
under any other Federal statute of the Secretary of the
department in which the Coast Guard is operating:Provided,
That any marine accident involving a public vessel and any
other vessel shall be investigated and the facts, conditions,
and circumstances, and the cause or probable cause determined and made available to the public by either the Board
or the Secretary of the Department in which the Coast Guard
is operating; and
(F) other accident which occurs in connection with the
transportation of people or property which, in the judgment
of the Board, is catastrophic, involves problems of a
recurring character, or would otherwise carry out the policy
of this title.
The Board may request the Secretary of Transportation (here- Report.
after in this title referred to as the "Secretary") to make
investigations with regard to such accidents and to report to the
Board the facts, conditions, and circumstances thereof (except
in accidents where misfeasance or nonfeasance by the Federal
Government is alleged), and the Secretary or his designees are
authorized to make such investigations. Thereafter, the Board,
utilizing such reports, shall make its determination of cause or
probable cause under this paragraph;
D-2
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APPENDIX E
EXAMPLES FOR INVESTIGATION PLAN
You can consider the following Al plan TASK ELEMENTS for all Al projects,
and use them to structure the development of the project plan for Phase II
of Game 1.
o- PROJECT OBJECTIVE(s): what is the Al to accomplish?
telling investigator what is to get done.

Cast in terms of

o- SCOPE: try to establish what the Al will investigate and boundaries or
limitations on the investigation - time, statutory, events covered,
issues.
o- DELIVERABLE: develop specifications for the content and quality of the
deliverables, and assign responsibility for completion.
o- TASKS: establish who is to perform which investigative tasks during the
investigation, and identify the outputs from each task.
o- STAFFING: assign individuals to each task and deliverable, and define
the time and money they can commit to the investigation. (This can lead
to useful discussion of the "worth" of the investigation if no money and
little time are allocated.)
o- MILESTONES: establish milestones for interim deliverables and final
deliverables, and get concurrence from each participant/assignee.
o- INTERIM REVIEW: set up procedure to monitor progress regularly during
the investigation.
o- ACCEPTANCE PROCEDURE: make sure everyone knows when, where, and how
deliverables are to be delivered and accepted, so individuals can be
discharged from further duties and the project closed out.
o- DISTRIBUTION: make sure the distribution of the deliverables is settled
to every participant's satisfaction. Timing, access and sequences may be
issues.
o- FOLLOW-UP: if recommendations are contemplated, establish some mechanism
for determining when follow-up is expected and when project can be closed
as "completed."
If more than one investigation under the project is contemplated, it may be
useful to include some kind of "sunset" plan or occasional cost/benefit
review. Also data storage/access or library may need to be considered.
Discussion of marketing strategy may be of interest during the concluding
stages of Phase II.
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EN

I am a longshoreman out of Local 31.

GAME 2

IMO

So I went over to the

/6
stared
t_backing up to the big gas tank.

1-1--

= observed action; ---- = inferred action or observation;
circled words = clues to multiple actions (M) or time relationships (T)

That's all I remember.

Al

IT,

My clothes

et

INN

NM
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MI

MI

El. This infers that Brown went to the shape-up. To convert this inference into an event, restate it in
the active voice: "B went to shape-up"
E2. This infefs both that someone (?) instructed B to go to pier, and that B heard the instruction.
Restate as "B heard instruction to .go to Wiffum Pier"
E3. Record as reported: "B went to pier."
E4. Note (M) signal word "and": B reported two actions in same sentence, E3 and "B went to supers office"
E5. Similar to 2 above; B's report of talk about jobs doesn't identify who talked about jobs; state as "?
talked about jobs for day" and get more info if.important.

Finding BUILDING BLOCKS (actions) in Brown's statement (refer to BB Guide for additional information.)

KEY TO MARKUP:

were stuck tome.
_

14

21

Somebody came_and helped me_

20-We
• got into a car and tnty_took me to the hospital.

It
▪ looked like the sky was burning.
-- — — _ —

walked me past the firemen who were hurt.

up in a bright orange color.

he was backing up, I seen this white smoke come out from under the truck
start
- _- -rolling toward me.
im
+A
/s17
'C
All of ad de there .was /14
this_ki.g_ fire_
explosion
that
knocked
me
on
m
y
can.
I
got
up
helped some
_ _ _ - -_ _ _
r_
4
/9
of the guys try to put out the fire. All of a(iudderll there was this_giant explosion that lit everithi
— _ _
— _ _ —

All of

we talked about our jobs for that day. A little07ata
- .)
- I
in
84
Ithad taken the chill off my face,
II seen this truck

IE...)Itel
It
1
1'2-

He stopped
_ _

the_ doorway
of this here lean-to
_ _

wit to the pier Super's office,

headed down the pier toward us.

te in

pier

APPENDIX F

On Thursday morning, I was at this

STATEMENT MARKUP

shape-up and got called to go out to Whiffum pier and load a dry cargo freighter.

2.

My name is CHARLIE W. BROWN.

Converting a witness statement to EVENTS BUILDING BLOCKS

FOUR ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION GAMES INSTRUCTOR MANUAL
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E6. This one is subtle. "A little later" infers that something happened betwee E 5 and B's next reported
location in the doorway of leanto. To convert this into an event so it isn't lost for the analysis,
it should be recorded. "B. went from office to ? "
E7. Another inferred event:"B went from ? to the leanto doorway." Note that there is nothing wrong with
the use of ? to indicate uncertainty. The uncertainty can be removed during a followup interview later
in the game.
E8. B reports "taking chill off.face" but note signal (T) after, which places this event before E7 in time.
Therefor, E8 will have to be displayed to the left of E7 (earlier in time) when the events are put
into sequence below. During the class discussion, this point must be brought out emphatically!!!
E8A. Another signal word (M) so watch out. When did he see the truck? After he took the chill off and
after he was in the doorway? It isn't clear, is it. Do you have enough data to make a mental movie
of B's actionduring this interval of time? If not, you may have to ask the witness what he did.
The event is "B saw truck headed down pier toward him." Note: watch assumptions! B did not say it
was moving! The words are ambiguous, so they will have to be clarified.
E9. Another inferred event - B saw the truck stop, assuming "he" refers to truck. Check it.
E10. Refer to pier layout, page 47 again. The statement implies that the truck was observed by B to be
backing up to the storage tank, yet the last observation placed the truck moving toward the shack.
Convert to " B saw truck start backing up," and save the question for the witness later.
Ell. Restate observation: "B saw white smoke come out from under truck." Note how action is stated (11,12)
E13. Signal word again: "B saw (smoke)start rolling toward him" In addition to ?, you may wish to use
parentheses to'indicate data that is not certain or verified.
E14. Inferred observation again. B's statement infers that he saw fire, but he may have gotten data another
way. Don't assume: ask! "B ? big fire." or " B (saw) big fire.)
E15. Same with explosion. " B (saw) explosion that knocked B down." Careful inquiry can often lead to
a better record of the behavior of things in accidents!
E16. A straightforward report of an action.
E17. Another (M) word. "B helped some guys(?) try to put out the fire." This one is loaded with more
potential information. Who were the guys? What did he mean by "try to put out the fire?" This can
lead to more witnesses, clearer understanding of what they did. Pursue it!
E18. Another inferred observation. "B (saw) giant explosion" next. Exactly what did he observe?
E19. Careful. The explosion lit up the sky. This is not a B action, and you are tracing B. "B saw sky
light up bright orange."
E20. B thought the sky was burning. What did he observe? The"looked like" signals B's conclusion about
what he saw. Remember, you must separate observations from conclusions drawn from the observers'
observations if you are going to be a good investigator. Find out what he saw.
E21. Somebody came again infers an action, by someone else, rather than B, so it will have to go on some
other line on the matrix when you find out who it was, if this become significant to the accident
mechanism later on.
E22. "B got up with help."
E23. "B walked to car." (see 25.)
E25. "B got into car." Note so did someone else (we). Who?
E24. Infers that B saw some injured firemen. Who, where, etc.? "B saw injured firemen."
E26. Something (?) impinged on clothing to "stickit to B." Pursue for injury reduction or control?
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Appendix G
WITNESSES• -
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PHILOSOPHY
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The NTSB/FRA philosophy of questioning witnesses to accidents is to interview
rather than interrogate. "Interview" connotes a E2221{31.ys inj2Thna.1r2
.12ski&where
the interviewer approaches the interviewee as an 192_ial. The cooperation of the
interviewee is sought; he is encouraged to tell his story I:my without interruption or
intimidation. An interview is usually conducted informally with a voluntary or
cooperative answering of questions.
"Interrogation" connotes that questioning is done on a formal or authoritative level
such as a lawyer/witness situation, a police officer/suspect session, or a parent/child
relationship. Here the questioning may be devious, shrewd, or clever with the
objective of tricking, trapping, or antagonizing the witness to get the information at
dralob iede.
any cost.
It is the interview rather than the interrogation philosophy which is desirable in the
questioning of witnesses by accident investigators.
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1.1. Introduction
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The category of eyewitnesses in this section will be interpreted as persons in the
vicinity of the accident site at the time of the accident. Such persons as designers,
manufacturers, physicians, maintenance personnel, mechanics, metallurgists, crew.
members, and other experts in specialized fields shall not, for purposes of this
section, be considered as witnesses unless they observed the accident firsthand.
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The investigator interviews accident witnesses with two basic objectives in

6

Establish a preliminary suspect area.
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b. Complement other phases of the investigation.
r

/6

270=0,7E-a&- Atc t: The
with which these two objectives are carried out is contingent upon
SE TING6-#4
the thorougliness of the investigator. The experienced investigator realizes that bits
7,1‘oderoua t4 ito of seemingly insignificant information may assume great importance when combined
Nor rcrbizeit"" with investigation findings in other areas.
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'Excerpts from Federal Railroad Administration(FRA)literature.
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2. LOCATING EYEVVITNESSE
The locating of accident witnesses often requires an ext.snsive search of the accident
. site area;the following potentialOurcesIre intended as a guide in supplementing
the
investigator's ingenuity in locating ',finesses.
sel4 47'

a.
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/ ik,

Residents in the vicinity of the accident site may ha
_regarding: "VT'°id
7
time of accident, engine sound, duration ofsound,fluctua
'
namic level, (44G T
unusual noises, local weather, relative speed, heading, initial condition of
sEi,16 ,
44 Yed A./.5
wreckage,rescue operations, etc.
400$EaV
Local authorities often will have names of witnesses.
Terminal personnel, e.g., ticket agents, dispatchers, operators, may ha
witness information:
1 Oda Wt'Ara VSerS

('..7.e

A Cewspaper offi is often contacted by the witness who believes he possesses
significant ''cif--niation.
cc. nelf YU! •124,-40of--dl
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local news media may encourage the reticent or transient witness to
contact investigation headquarters. •-• hea'fr./
I
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Contact6
personnel such as letter carriers, delivery men, public
utility employees, repairmen, etc., who may have been in the area at the time
of
the aeciden 41,
43)
•p)
S•9/2
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g. Expeditious arrival at the accident site facilitates the questioning of
sightseers •14 raw...se"? 71
and the curious regarding what attracted them to the accident. Those spectators e..ifecAc .40
,00 s,
...
may also know of other witnesses who have departed -the site.
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h. Rescue personnel can often provide significant occupant evacuation informatio
n
prior to rescue operation., ,s`W.I7 0.0.FAedt-7-,0"IS
.e..m4e4gi- •droveictdr-vap
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One witness ma;a;a;te another. Ascertain whether or not the witness
was
alone at the time of the observation. The reticent or introverted witness may
be
reluctant to volunteer information and as a consequence may never be found
without the aid of his more talkative companion. — tmae 5' 44.1vesrvao 7.4.4eieo
co Ake F
r-o
2.1. Witness Location Significance dAs.
7" rz vs g riv
The exact spot from which a witness makes an observatio may explain
rci ,4'
why his
ac
-5 statement differs from that of other witnesses in the crash vicinity.
2Z)
C
A witness
03cation
be used in conjunction with the written statement, should be
prepared for clarification purposes.
a.

A witness downwind of the accident may often hear engine or other sounds
not
audible to the upwind observer.

b. Sound is deflected and distorted by wails or building and may cause the
witness
to erroneously report direction,sound origin, or dynamic level.
c.
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Noise level at the point of observation may account for a witness missing
significant sounds noted by other observers.
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d. The witness looking toward the sun sees only a silhouette, while the witness with
the sun at his back may note color and other details.
e. A witness located in a group may be influenced by the power of suggestion. An
outspoken member of the group might exclaim, "Those two trains missed a
collision by inches!" when,in fact, the lateral separation was 100 ft. The type of
Nora
Individual who hates to be critical of others reports that the trains passed in
5/tigr
close proximity when in reality his initial impression was that there was
adequate separation.
pit ii.rrift2.1.1. Sensory Illusions
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Most investigators are awaie of sensory illusions and their effects on operator actions.
These same illusions and their influence on witnesses should be considered by the
interviewer. The following examples of sensory illusions 7011 serve to create an
awareness of their existence and their potential influence upon witness observations.
a. The rotating versus the oscillating object (The experiment with the rotating
trapezoidal window is an excellent example of observer susceptibility to
illusions.)
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b. Consider the relative motion illusion, particularly with reference to velocity,
014 04s et; when the observer in motion views a vehicle also in motion. It is incumbent
upon the investigator to consider speed and direction in which the witness was
t•C‘PP o„- moving, in relation to the direction of the observed vehicle. The apparent speed
of a vehicle will be higher when the vehicle and observer are moving in opposite
directions.
tPIO41
'
'
0 117
C
. Visual illusions resulting from false information being fed to the brain may
account for erroneous witness observations. The accident investigator must
evaluate before accepting credibility, e.g.: ltd iv
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(1) Flicker vertigo: In rare cases people suffer adverse effects such as nausea,
vomiting, disorientation, or unconsciousness, resulting from the effect of a
flickering light.
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(2) Autokinesis: Staring at an isolated light at night can produce a false
sensation that the light is moving nondirectionally.

rA KIt"

d. Absence of shadows at night makes size and distance estiMates difficult.
e.

Additional visual problem areas with

are:

which the interviewer should be cognizant
fi
altD MI7E/2"<gritile At s

(1) Night vision limitations imposed by the physical structure of the eye.
(2) Refraction error caused by a wet windshield.
(3)Illusion of being closer to signal lights on bright, versus lights on dim.
(4) Erroneous estimate of attitude when there is an up or down slope to the
track.
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(5) Reduction in night perception after a bright day on the beach or ski slope.
(6) Fatigue, inadequate oxygen, smoking, and distraction of bright lights in the
cab also decrease night vision.
f.
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The possibility of illusions influencing- witness observations makes it advisable
,GooD
that witnesses be selected from
c_11.
is_.points of observat_ff This tends to /A01-4gid r4s
provide a more comprehensive coverage of the occurrence. This is not to say,
however, that an average of witness observations is to be assigned greater
credibility than a com_petent witness whose observation, deviates from the
27
majority.Co~dera_ ton_ must also be afforded the local observer who in many cases is
more apt to note occurrences significant or unique to local surroundings than is
the transient to whom the same occurrence would hold little significance.
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3. EXPEDITING THE INTERVIEWING OF WITNESSES
Prompt arrival at the accident site is probably the accident investigator's fm
investigation aid. It affords the opportunity of examining the wreckage before
excessive disturbance, and permits questioning of witnesses before they
their observations.
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The investigator is urged to visit the accident site, survey the situation, and
decide
upon certain questions which h
witnesses catimisgar.
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Witnesses forget as time elapses. They are irZitenced by association with other
witnesses and other people. They read newspapers, listen to the radio, and watch
television; news media has its effect on the witness. The witness,like the fisherman,
may embellish his sto when he finds listeners less attentive than when he
originally
told the story. Th
lution for remedying these witness frailties is to interview
the witness PinniPtlY. -0- Pocc° ul At STlactcr
tArTER.v / eti ME Titcth .
CSEE csArns 2..'
A memory experiment associated with time lapse was conducted by a
group of
psychologists and revealed the following facts of significance to the witness
interviewer:
a. Interriews taken immediately following an occurrence contained
maximum
detail, and were generally more complete.
After a two-day delay, the information was more general, with fewer specifics,
but the main dr more vivid points remained.
After a seven-day delay, a few of the more vivid events remained, but there was
considerably more conjecture, analysis, and opinion injected by the witness.
Positiveness as to events observed also declined with time.
Witnesses, when contacted prom tl
ac
=tent investigation

are usually appreciative of the need for
and tffjomotion of safe Some witnesses may consider the
Y—iL• interview an imposition and become indignant and impatient when asked to recount
taA
their observations. This sit tion is unfortunate, but preferable to the witness who
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complains about the complacency of the accident investigators because he was never
-4_.
tw Tn. Aprz
E #9
contacted. — tivrrea. is e*s,e-4. r
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The intgiligtnt witness is aware of voids or blanks in his statement(which the trained
interviewer, incidentally, realizes exist in all observations) and endeavors to_eliminate MA/A1.14
"
.
them through thep "caticugic or reasonin The longer a witness has to
NEC555A1Z4L.
reflect on his observations, the more likely he is to modify or supplement the facts in
the interest of coherency. Maximum witness reliability can best be achieved via
A A2
terviewm
aerr
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Occasionally subsequent evidence dictates that certain witnesses be requestioned. 4
_
The requestioning of a witneil-diies(ot necessare indicate that the interviewer was
z
remiss in the conduct of the initial interview. Instead, the investigator may employ
rig5
this technique with the witness who appears to rationalize and a
uring the
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initial
interview. The investigator would attempt to separat act and analysis by?, Av eumf4
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observing whether or not the more vivid areas of observation were p
e as eY dt:phInE W Ace
were initiall
d whether areas of suspected conjecture and opinion were anal-zerrea (vie
than when the witness was first interriewe By this means, -1
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investigator would attempt to separate act an analysis, and verify witness
Y5 Co AfCc HyppwriESIS,rellabili . Requestioning a witness may also be in order in confirming technical
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4. A SUCCESSFUL INTERVIEW
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The information derived from the witness interview is often directly 2E9portional to
the skill of the investigator in establishing rapport. The Witness Group spokesman is
responsible for the success or failure of the interview. — Sow4,4 7,.4i'5
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The interview should not simulate a surprise party. Make prior arrangements to
interview the witness at a time an place convenient for him under conditions
conducive to maximum cooperation and recall.

Ciptirnum results are obtained by appointing a spokesman for the Witness Group who
is responsible for: introducing the witness to members of the Group, the showing of
credentials, the allaying of any qualms the witness might have relative to submitting a
signed statement, the answering of any questions posed by the witness concerning
the need for and the use of the signed statement, gestrgsgnmcjaf..the Witness
Group, and establishment of rapport.
,
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Rapport consists primarily of placing the witness at
,and assuring him that he is
not going to be grilled, or given the third degree. Setting the stage and placing the
Mess at ease _should include explaining the objective of accident investigation—
ACCIDENT PREVENTION...)-is
/caw,
,,7cejaew ID w44.r.s.
Initially, encourage the witness to tell
in his own way without questions,
comments, suggestions, or interruptions from the interviewer. Periods of silence in
this phase, while the witness collects his thoughts,have been found to encourage the
witness t ex ound morefully and to avoid omissions. The investigator's ability to
be a
and to keep the interviewee doing the talking is essential in this
phase.
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Questions from Witness Group personnel subisequent to the narration of the witness
should be channeled through the designated Group spokesman since he:
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a. Has already established rapport.
b. Will screen redundant questions.
c. Can organize questions via subject matter and attempt to question by following
the sequence of the occurrence.5
on the part of the interviewer is necessary to direct the interview
e of questioning. Predetermined questions concerning ppbabl
areas should be asked of all witnesses.
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a. Reducing the number of bare "yes" or "no" responses common to the
prepared
questionnaire.
itj

b. Containing the interview within areas relevant to the occurrence.
c. Reducing the tendency of the interviewer to ask leading questions.
d. Avoiding the rigid stereotyped interview.?

4.1. Aids to Interviewing
Succenfully interviewing the accident witness is primarily

application
—
of cc.)ro
7 un
Nolv,Sedvse,
reciate if the 64E4r ICtz1—
----Must:ton were reversed. The experienced interviewer a opts
style or " /S Rgroitze,
technique in interviewing witnesses that he has found effective. e following 7;yis
psi/ago g:1AL suggested interviewing tips for the novice interviewer will also serve as a review or
g(-56h,vgrez.e"
cryis$ Ace' checklist for the experienced accident investigation witness interviewer:

Censeilhow the witness the same consideration tati would a

AIR ArosrVAIBiIL6MDZ2 a. During the initial narration of the witness
it is advisable for the interviewer to 841) IA/rE2eveitYDAl ,

ggAiePrr5.
ggi-Y de"'
cAgeg 57.

take notes. The note taking should be unobtrusive, and only with the consent of
the witness. Even with the consent of the witness, discretion should be used, and
note taking should cease if it is distracting to the witness. Notes should not be so
extensive that the witness becomes absorbed with what the interviewer is doing.
Explain to the witness that the notes are used to suggest areas in his narration
that may require further explanation.
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Di5covelr-1 b. Frequently the witness has difficulty putting into words what he observed.—In
cases such as this, explanatory sketches or diagrams are valuable supplements to
loco panuore
the witness statement. They should not be construed, however, as substitutes for
the narrative statement When there is doubt in the mind of the investigator
concerning the exact meaning of a statement, check the answer.: The simplest
method is to rephrase the answer and get the witneso confirm 117-4„,toreg °A iil
.
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c. Courtesy and consideration should be afforded the witness at all times.
Be
patient with the witness if he has difficulty in remembering details. Normal
G6

witness observations are expected to have periodic voids. If the witness is
indefinite in a given area, allow him to record his statement that way. Do not
insist that the witness give a straight "yes" or "no" answer.
d. Attempt to have the witness confine his comments to his observations. Avoid
hearsay or areas not within his personal knowledge. If the witness reports that
someone else described the accident to him, take the name and contact the
porton at a later date. Get the Nil meaning of each statement of the witness.
Analyze each answer carefully forsuigiitions or leads to further questions. — 6444
e.

After the witness has completed his narrative, the investigator usually will have
some specific questions to ask relative to areas that appear in his notes. Keep
questions simple; avoid jargon, slang, or terminology that could be foreign to the
witness.

Use the straightforward and frank approach in questioning the witness as
opposed to the shrewd or clever technique employed by an attorney. The
investigator is interested in obtaining information from the witness and not in
tricking him or trapping him into an unguarded statement.
C_AWa. A5)
g. Avoid arguing with the witness concerning moral r onvi of the crew,
operator, or public. Witnesses have been known to regard the interview as a
medium for voicing their opinions on rail location, trains switching, blocking
intersections, noise, and other phases of railroading that annoy them. Attempt
to keep the witness confined to his observations relative to the accident.
f.

h. Do not assist the witness with terminology when he experiences difficulty in
describing some technical phase of railroading. The statement should be in the
words of the witness and in terms that he understands.
Percentages and fractions, when used by a witness in describing an event,should
—li-ad-into exact descriptions. There is a tendency to exaggerate in terms
-Wtra
of percentages or fractions of the whole, e.g., "That train goes through town too A(0
fast about 90% of the
ch4seeteA-7-,s41
Amv seri,ra a 7
The wording of the question is very important. The following example illustrates
how answers are affected by rewording the question. "Should the United States
do all in her power to promote world peace?" Of the people questioned, 97%
answered yes. The question was reworded: "Should the United States become
involved in plans to promote world peace?" In this instance only 60% answered
yes. The connotation of the word "involved" made the difference.
Pe,AI7 is
k. Qualifying the witness is important in establishing observation credibility. REFcrret)
Witness vocation and rail experience should be established. When a mechanic
Y c5oPME 2..
describes the sound of an engine as surging or backfiring, his observation should
ofs. 4.4e4
ye;a et $.14.
be more reliable than a similar observation of a person totally unfamiliar with
the operation of a locomotive.
fa IL GIibocalI es 0.."
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L Use the
e individuall e
the collective
_
witn_s_ss interview. The collective witness
interview allows witness *2 to hear the statement of witness #1. In hearing the
statement, witness *2 could possibly take information that is mentioned by
witness *1 and use this information to fill blanks in his observation. Many times
G-7
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the collective witness interview will result in one witness contradicting
and
correcting another. In the collective witness interview, one witness may
be
influenced by the statement of another. Feeling that a witness knows
more
about trains will cause another to alter his original observation to confor
m with
the statement of the first witness. Conformity of witness observation
is not
necessarily what the accident investigator,desires.

m. Use of a tape recorder is a matter of individual interviewer preference.
Consideration should, however, be given to certain associated circumstances
and
requisites:

(1) A signed written statement is desirab_le,

614
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(2) Tape must be transcribed and forwarded to witness for signature.
(3) Witness must edit transcription.
(4) Some witnesses concentrate more on the microphone than
on their
observations.
(5) Environment may not be conducive to recording.
(6) Mechanics of operating the tape recorder may be a disadvantage,
e.g.,
changing tape in the middle of an interview; faulty recording due
to
inexperienced operator or mechanical malfunction.
(7) Witness should be provided with a copy of his statement. 0
A. r4(.J
a. Courtesy during the interview is emphasized. Courtesy is as importa
nt in
concluding the witness interview as it is in conducting it. Thank the witness
for
his cooperation and time in providing the information and preparing the
signed
statement; bear in mind that the statement was voluntary, and perhaps
given
during the time that the witness may have allotted for something else.
The
investigator should leave a phone number and address where he can be reached
,
should the witness recall additional information that he failed to include
in his
statement.. A-Lfo accr tied'Y 73 P/A/D
W/TAieSS PGA
o. It is occasionally necessary that the interviewer assist certain well
qualified,
observant witnesses with the organization of their statements. A few minutes
spent here will aid future readers in grasping the full significance of
the
information. Valuable witness interviews have been wasted because an
investigator has failed to obtain a recorded statement in an understandable
manner.
Application of the following suggestions may help avoid this problem:
'.(1) Assist the witness with the mechanics of organizing the written stateme
nt.
Suggest the use of an outline if the witness appears to have difficul
ty in
organizing the report and collecting his thoughts.
(2) Encourage the witness to use drawings, sketches or photographs if they will
help clarify the written statement. Drawings, sketches or photographs are
merely supplements to the report and do not take the place of a written
statement.

hwIrs 7

(3) Assist the witness in organization only. Do not aid the witness with railroad
terminology; his statement should be written in his own words.
mireslt

al-7v e—(4) Witnesses tend to minimize or omit observations which, to them,have little *Dniv6eizoas
significance. The investigator's4ailroia)ncicground should guide him as to toe 7-/
the significance of the information to be included in the statement of the
coAF stirez-y
witness. Frequently, relatively insignificant information becomes vital to the
retzRe-Tv ork
cause of the accident once the pieces of information have been put together
s
ftl/ OA/pea
by the experienced interviewer.
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(5)

A witness will occasionally omit information from his written statement
that he included in his oral description of the accident. It is the responsibility of the interviewer to catch these omissions and insure that they are
inserted in the written report.

(6) A professional approach to witness interviewing requires that the witness be
provided with a copy of the statement. This is a common courtesy which
should be afforded the witness. The copy)bring to mind additional
observations the witness made relative to the accident when he has an
opportunity to reread his statement at his leisure.

5. WITNESS TYPES
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There are as many variations in witness types as there are types of people. To bette86C/e6,2a eir

evaluate the observations of the witness, it is advisable that the interviewer have some
knowledge of what factors influence some of these types.
a. Injured Witness
When questioning the injured witness, attempt to keep the Witness Group small.
Obtain the permission of the attending physician prior to interviewing the
injured witness. The witness might be under sedation, in a state of shock, or in a
condition where no coherent statement could be expected. The investigator
should be cautioned, however, to listen to seemingly incoherent statements or
ramblings of the injured witness; these ramblings may contain a clue as to the
cause of the accident. Limit questions to the essentials; screen and plan them
carefully. This could be the only opportunity to question the injured witness.
Insure that the investigator is accompanied by mother member of the Witness
Group for verification of witness observations.
b. Child Witness
Children may be the most objective observers. Unlike the adult witness who
analyzes what he sees and may alter his observation in favor of logic, the child
will generally report what he sees, regardless of how improbable it may be.
Discretion must be used particularly in questioning young children (47 years);
they sometimes live in a world of fantasy that to them is as real as everyday.
adult life. The astute questioner should be able to separate fact from fantasy.
Children are particularly susceptible to leading questions.(A leading question is
defined as a question which contains the answer.) Most children are quite
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impressed with the fact that an adult is asking them questions, and they are even
more impressed when the adult listens to the answers. In order to retain the
adult's attention, the child will attempt to please by giving the answer he thinks
the interviewer wants. Here the leading question is particularly dangerous, since
the interviewer has already given the child an indication of an acceptable answer.
c. Illiterate Witness
The interviewing of the illiterate witness may present a delicate situation. Many
people who are illiterate prefer to keep it a secret. Should this situation exist,
question the witness individually to avoid any possible embarrassment. If
facilities are available, it is preferable to have the illiterate witness dictate his
statement; however, the interviewer may write the statement for the witness and
read it back to him for verification. The interviewer should be a witness, along
with another member of the Witness Group when the illiterate makes his mark.

R.viE5
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d. "Know-Nothing" Witness
The "know-nothing" witness fears involvement, and even though he has
witnessed the occurrence he prefers to remain in the ba.cicground and not get
involved. This type can sometimes be approached by stressing the need for
transportation safety, or by appealing to his humanitarian nature.
e. Prejudiced Witness
The prejudiced witness may hate trains, consider them dangerous, and feel that
railroads should be declared a public nuisance. This individual may be encouraged to give a statement by sympathizing with him and listening to his
comPlaintsZ44can. cce r oeseit%/4r. Al
f.

Intoxicated Witness
The intoxicated witness should be listened to, but his statement should be taken
later. Individuals ofte
things under the influence of alcohol that they would
not say if sober. Confront the witness with these remarks. the following day
when he is sober.
,

g. Suspicious Witness
The suspicious witness guards his privacy and resents any intrusion by the
public. He is suspicious of government investigators, hates publicity, and in all
probability would prefer not to give a written statement. This witness may be
encouraged to give a statement by stressing the importance of railroad safety and
by convincing him that his help is needed. Present investigator credentials, and
try to resolve any fears or suspicions the witness might have relative to giving a
statement- 6f/z64.4n
,'/ZESEArr
You ge.
sr
c2ED)a
h. Talkative Witness
The talkative witness is usually the type of individual who is delighted to be the
center of attention and will talk for hours concerning his observations. Impress
upon this witness the need for a businesslike interview, the importance of
G-10
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railroad safety, and that you have other witnesses to contact. The boasting
witness aLso falls within this category. Impress upon him the need for facts and
that any stretching of these facts might mislead investigators as to the actual
cause of the accident.
i.

Timid Witness
The timid witness requires moral support and encouragement. This witness is
frequently insecure, discounts his own importance, and fails to see why any
information that he has would be of interest to anyone else. This category often
SPe-m-i<
includes the foreign-born witness. Allow the witness t,.
!`r
va0 ..)irrhis statement in his
native language, permit him to dictate it to a translator, he prefers. Allow him
to write his statement in private, gain his confidence and be empathetic.

6. FACTORS AFFECTING WITNESSES
Various factors tend to influence witness observations. It is advisable that the
interviewer have some knowledge of these factors to better understand why witnesses
report as they do.
a. Witness reporting reliability is partly dependent upon telligence Reliability is
not as apparent in observing as it is in the area of ability to recall, and in the
organization of thoughts. The less intelligent witness tends to have difficulty in
recalling specific detail simply because it failed to interest him. He will also have
difficulty in organizing his thoughts and presenting his observations in a
coherent mariner.
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No witness should be overlooked on the basis of apparent lack of intelligence or
as a result of his age.
No significant variation has been found in contrasting the accuracy of adult
female and male observations.
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Emotion and excitement tend to produce decided.distortion and exaggeration,
especially in the verbal description of an occurrence. Emotion will tend to
influence the description of an accident where there is personal involvement.
Accuracy depends partly on the observer's mental state at the time, and partly
on the complexity of the situation.

e.

Etaggeratio tends to creep into the interview after a witness has repeated'his
observations several times, or has been given time to reflect on the events. He
can be compared to the fisherman who in describing the fish that got away, adds
a few inches to the length of the fish each time the story is told. Witnesses tend
to fill in blanks or voids in their observation, after they have had time to apply
logic and reason. They temper their statements in the hope that their observations will be accepted by the interviewer.

1.

A common witness failing is "transposition." The witness reports all the facts,
but places them out of sequence with the actual occurrence. The e_uerienced
investigator should pick this up and attempt to have these areas clarified when
the witness prepares his written statement.
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j.

Omissions are common in witness statements simply because the witness does
not consider certain information important. Omissions concerning details of an
observation have been found to be most common in the free narrative type
report. The eyewitness is asked to prepare a statement of observation without
the benefit of questions in specific areas—describe engine sound, vehicles
involved, weather, etc. Omissions are more common in the free narrative type
statement than in the completion type.

1-4-c r
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a.

The "s2m2lellorr or "Ir_itermiatoDr" type statement, as contrasted with the
"free narrative," asks the witness to comment on specific areas of observation.
The completion type witness questionnaire covers a broader area of observation
than does the free narrative, but it also leads the witness to comment in areas
where he had no previous impression. Additions are more common in the
R9QUOL ES
completion type questionnaire, since the investigator has given the witness
/zit,Ga5 OA/
to what information he desires. A combination of the free narrative and
vEfie7-5 7af
interrogatory type statement is recommended for accident investigation.
/5`Itevp Ce:46 rA45.
TA/e-5s
When a number of witnesses reflect general agreement in describing an occurrence, the circumstances nC_j
ay) Eneral, be considered correct Exercise
caution, however, since psychological experiments show that there is a strong
tendency for the same errors to appear in testimony of different individuals.
Witnesses tend to be particularly astute and perceptive in areas of observation in
which they are personally involve&

k. Witnesses who have sustained a frightening or traumatic experience often have
difficulty recalling even the most vivid events. This may be a result of the natural
gotsec.ic ;Ai
)
(
tendency of the mind to dispel or push unpleasant thoughts back into the
Aga
dr.ce5
subconscious as a protection against uncomfortable and upsetting memories.
Many times the engineer of a locomotive will recall nothing more than "prior to
the collision, everything seemed to be normal."

?or

1.

In establishing witness credibility, the investigator should be aware of the
interviewer tendency to interpret ambiguous answers in accordance with the
investigator's particular beliefs, opinions, or prejudices. For example: The
temperance advocate, when interviewing, a group of skid row occupants,
attributed their misfortunes and current social status primarily to their excessive
use of alcohol. A psychologist who was unbiased interviewed the same group; he
attributed their situation to alcohol in less than 50% of the cases.
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in. The interviewer should be aware of the witness tendency to underestimate long
distances or periods of time, but to overestimate short distances or periods of
time.
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7. ANALYSIS OF WITNESS OBSERVATIONS
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The gathering of the witness evidence comprises about 50% of the witness phase of
the accident investigation. The success of the witness phase hinges on the remainin_j„.7 t-tiPtotT
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The purpose behind analyzing witness statements, as opposed to accepting them at
face value, is to:
a.

Translate layman observations into possible causal fact

b. Evolve order and logic from apparent confusion. —
c. C ,orroborate

7/-4_ ZA.Aer
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by coordinating witness information and other findings. — iir4ttv

d. Evaluate witness credibility. -- IA/al 7
e.

/few
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Evaluate the witness as a potential Public Hearing participant. —71061

7

Never underestimate the value of any detail in questioning a witness. The investigation is particularly intriguing.and challengtg when approached through the human
element—witnesses. A sshod job in the witness phase may overlook a suspect area,
delay the cause_fincLir_gi , or en mislead investigators to the extenfat the cause
remains undete ' ed.
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ABBREVIATED MES CHART OF EQUIPMENT BEHAVIOR IN PIER ACCIDENT. To use this chart in Game 3,
try to visualize the behavior during the events sets circled. If it can not be visualized, consider the
possibility of examining or testing the debris to reconstruct the behavior being sought.
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H

BUILDING BLOCK EXERCISE

After the class assembles, you may wish to introduce the "building block"
discussion presented on pages 2 through 5 of this manual.
After Game 1 has shown how unstructured most investigations really are,
students should be ready for you to suggest a better way of structuring
accident investigations. The Events Analysis system gives them a general
framework.
This Game will introduce the students to the building blocks on which that
system is built. All should be made to recognize that the preparation of
the building blocks is not a wholly intuitive or natural skill, but that it
is based on visualization principles that are easily recognized and learned.
You should also make it absolutely clear that shortcuts lead to troubles!!!
This Game should show them your rationale for that charge.
The author has found it best to introduce the note preparation rules a step
at a time, rather than introducing the RULES FOR RECORDING ACCIDENT EVENTS
in 4G Appendix V-E, pages 14-11 to 13. Point out that Appendix as a
reminder after you have taught them how to prepare BBs according to BB Guide
1. This method will be used in Games 3 and 4, also.
If you have a compatible reference source on conducting accident
investigation interviews, instruct the students to read about witness
interviews before coming to the Game. One useful reference is incorporated
in APPENDIX C, marked with the author's comments to indicate possible
contradictions with the method taught in Game 2.
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APPENDIX I
SUGGESTIONS TO HELP ANSWER QUESTIONS, TEACH POINTS.
NOTE:

You should answer student's closed-end questions with literal
information, without volunteering any explanations, context,
embellishments, or information not requested.
Don't volunteer anything.
Answer open-ended questions fully by reporting what happened between
recorded events on the floor, but answer all other questions very
literally.
If you are asked any leading questions, answer the question with
another "clarifying" question that will further muddle the issue.

When asked for OPINIONS, answer freely and profusely with off-handed,
unsupported opinions; the problems they create can be brought out when the
answer is recorded as building blocks.
If you are asked a specific question which is not covered in Appendix II-B,
MAKE UP ANY ANSWER YOU WANT. If it is not consistent, the subsequent testing
of the reply will bring out your inconsistency.
Q & A EXAMPLES, WITH NOTES.
1.

Q: What did you see next?
A: I seen the gas cloud rolling towards where I was standing in the '
shed. Then I smelled this gas-like odor, as the cloud was still by
the boxes. Then I turned around to warn the guys in the shed.. ....
(Answer these open-ended questions relatively completely, describing
5-15 or so observations.)

2. Q: Do you think the shed should have been allowed on the pier?
A: Do you want me to try to remember what happened when it was built, or
do you think it shouldn't have been there or what do you want me to
say? (Threatening question: evade question with your answer.)
3. Q: Did you strike anything when you were knocked down by the first
explosion?
A: (not covered in Appendix II-B) Yes, I really banged my arm on the
doorway.
It still hurts.
4. Q: After the explosion, did you walk to the ambulance, or did you get
there by yourself, or did somebody carry you?
A: "Do you mean when I think you meant?" or "I think so." (Double +
leading question; try to give answers that confuse and muddle both
effectively.)
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5. Q: You said you saw the truck strike the post. How fast was he going?
(Brown's statement is distorted; no time referent is provided.)
A: I think he was driving about 25 miles per hour before the accident.
(Brown gave his answer - he thinks the truck was going about 25 mpg
when it first got onto the pier, but the answer can not be charted
because it gives no sequence or time referent point. Answers should
only speak to the question; show interviewer problem with assumption
by answer, too.)
6. Q: What do
A: Maybe.
useless
answer.
data as

you think caused the accident? Driver error?
(Browns actions can not be charted, which indicates possible
question. Also, question is beyond witness' competence to
Also, recognize that it asks for conclusion, not value-free
did Q 1.)

7. Q: About what time was that?
A: I wasn't wearing no watch. (Avoid answers that give measurements if
measuring instrument reading was not observed.)
The examples are provided to help you respond effectively during this
preliminary interview step.
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APPENDIX J
SUGGESTIONS FOR S.T.E.P. MATRIX PkEPARATION
The next group of steps might be sub-titled the "assembling building blocks"
exercise. The steps simulate the data organization process during an Al.
These steps are usually performed intuitively and mentally by experienced
investigators. Documentation provides many benefits. See Reading 2 for
details.
NOTE: It is up to you to bring out the above points and the idea that the
process provides the basis for establishing specifications for any
accident reconstruction "building blocks" regardless of the type of
accident being investigated. Choose the most appropriate time to make
these points during the steps which follow.
This phase of the Game usually evolves as follows.
The instructor calls on the player who recorded the first event and asks
that player to put the card describing the first event on the wall (or
floor) at the left end of the matrix. Appendix G shows how the finished row
for BROWN's actions will probably look.
After the first card or note is in place, call on the player who recorded
the next event to place the second card to the right of the first card.
Repeat this procedure until all the event building blocks have been placed
in a row on the matrix. Do not interrupt this procedure until all the
prepared event building blocks have been put in sequence. If questions
arise about the sequence, they must be resolved so the event building blocks
end up in the right sequence, but try to avoid any other questions until you
begin the next step.
After all the event building blocks are in place, begin the testing steps.
First, select an event that may have been missed from the STATEMENT MARK-UP
and ask the players who placed the entries on both sides of the event to
identify the source of their events. There will be some fumbling through
the statement while they look up the source. Use the delay to call for the
entry of the data source on the event building blocks, as shown in Guide 1.
This will show how a source entry improves the efficiency of the data
handling, and how it can reduce differences during this process. Do not
bother with any further entries about the sources for this Game, because
they all came from the witness' statement.
Next, you may wish to ask the same players whether or not their two events
permit the rest of the class to visualize what the witness did between the
time of the earlier event and the time of the later event. For example, if
you select events E 13 and E 14 from the marked up statement in Appendix G,
everyone will recognize that the witness must have seen the cloud moving
after the initial sighting, that this movement takes some finite time period
to occur, and that the witness may have observed the movement during this
time period. The third paragraph of Appendix II-B, page 11-2 in 4G can
provide added details that you can bring out IF AND WHEN THE STUDENTS ASK
BROWN TO DESCRIBE WHAT HE SAW DURING THAT PERIOD. Make the students
recognize that they have to ask the witness the right questions to get at
this sort of information.
J-1
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TEST PLAN PREPARATORY LECTURE GUIDANCE
Preparatory instruction in the elements of a "debris test plan" has been
found to help focus the Game on
- identifying the data desired,
- the reasons for desiring the data, and
- the methods that should be used to get the data.

In addition to the principles found on page 5-2 of the Games book, the
following points might be highlighted.
A.

TEST PLANS: WHY BOTHER?

You should prepare debris test plans during any investigations so that you:
-

don't lose data when a thing is destroyed by test procedure.

-

get agreement on the test methods and the test results/interpretation
before the work is completed, and before the sample is lost or destroyed,
in time to correct points of disagreement.

-

remember to record data that could have been recovered as the test
progressed, and before the tested debris is discarded or destroyed.

-

control others with conflicting interests who would second guess you
later.

-

can assess the value of the tests and resultant data before you expend
the test resources required to get the data.

-

get time work done by using milestones and deadlines.

-

do the work in stages if the tests require sequential decisions for
sub-tasks.

-

aren't vulnerable or succumb to the "more data" temptation when the tests
are completed.

-

conform to legal rules of evidence if needed.

-

have a record of agreements reached among parties with diverse interests
in the test outcomes or the Al outcomes.

The next question is what a test plan should contain.
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B.

WHAT SHOULD A TEST PLAN CONTAIN?

Generally, a practical test plan should contain at least:

- a statement of the objective of the test.
- a clear description of the part or debris to be tested, with photographs
if necessary.
- a statement defining the method(s) to be used to perform the test(s).
- a description of the procedure to be followed during the performance of
the test.
- the names of the person(s) who will perform the test tasks.
- the names of observers who will be admitted to the test facility to watch
the testing work.
- the schedules for the task to be performed,'and the location at which each
will be performed.
- how the test results will be recorded or displayed.
- what duplicative tests will or may be run on the specimens, and the
sequence for duplicative tests, observers, equipment to the used, etc..
- the specifications for the outputs that will result from the tests.
- the distribution list and distribution sequence for any documentation
resulting from the tests.
- the disposition of the debris or specimen after the test program is
complete and the results distributed.
- who pays for the test(s) and documentation, shipping or any other costs
for the test work, when the payments will be made and how payment will be
assured.
The test plan contents should cover these elements in some form, regardless
of the scope of the investigation. You may wish to add your awn items to
the list if you have experienced other problems..

C. HOW IS A TEST PLAN DEVELOPED?
Step by step. First, you have to gain cooperation of interested parties. A
lead investigator or owner/operator should assemble representatives of all
parties with a direct interest in the outcome of the Al in one location to
discuss development of a test plan. Some prerequisite requirement to
participate and gain access to the resultant data may be in order, so the
"freeloading" of some parties on the test work of others will be minimized.
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An example of such a prerequisite is an agreement among the directly
interested parties to share in the expense of the testing in an equitable
manner. Others might include agreement to serve as observers, to share the
results of all private testing done outside the group effort, or some
similar arrangements.
Next, the lead investigator or cooperating investigators should review the
scenario to delineate the uncertainties which have not been resolved to
date, and to open a discussion about the data which should be acquired to
resolve or reduce these uncertainties. At this point, the perceptions of
the interests of the parties will begin to surface, as they usually try to
bring out data that will aim the finger of blame at another party.
After all the parties have had an opportunity to describe the data they
seek, they should be asked for their rationale in asking for the data. This
rationale should be disciplined by the group to data that will help parties
understand the events sequences or why a particular event has occurred. The
primary focus should be on the changes of state which occurred during the
accident events sequence for the principal "things" actors in the accident.
The instructor should interrupt whenever the group begins to discuss a test
which does not meet this criterion, and bring the discussion back on track.
A list of the data sought can be recorded and displayed before the group,
for the next step.
For each piece of data sought, a test plan should be considered. This has
the effect of further disciplining the group, and initiates the questioning
of the "worth" of each test result desired. This issue is further
disciplined when funding of the test work is explored, and commitments of
funds, facilities or people are solicited by the IIC. This step also often
triggers exploration of the technical feasibility of getting the data.
Sometimes there is no test method or technique that can be used to get the
data. This is the step where it is helpful to have technical representation
present in the meeting, so these questions can be resolved without delay.
The application of the points presented in A, B and C above should be
pursued without fail by the IIC during this negotiating process.
The technical problems resolved, a documentation process begins. During
this process, each of the items in the "test plan" section should be
addressed one-by-one for each bit of debris or specimen that is to be
tested. This takes time, but has the effect of further reducing the amount
of testing that will be demanded by interested individuals. This check list
is an essential disciplining tool for the IIC in any accident investigation
of significant complexity and interest.
NOTE: Make absolutely certain that participants understand the above
comments DO NOT apply to reenactments, but only to the examination and
testing of the state changes in things present in the accident.
Reenactments raise a different set of problems: they are only good for
determining what the test setup reflects.
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APPENDIX L
INTERESTS TO HIGHLIGHT DURING TEST PLAN DEVELOPMENT
During the game, you might try to work into the discussion the following
considerations, relating to the roles described in Appendix III-A, 4G pages
12-1 and 2.
1.

Wants to satisfy everyone so there is no controversy left when the
final report is adopted and disseminated. Assume funds no major
issue.

2.

Wants to do minimum testing, so try to figure out other ways to prove
the points that are raised during the discussion, such as by the use
of logic trees, or other modeling techniques, or simulations without
laboratory testing.

3.

Wants to pin blame on anything except truck or driver: test
conformance of post, storage tank, hydrants and piping, to
specification or code requirements. Prove pier stowage practices
prevented driver from making adequate approach to unload truck.

4.

Wants to pin fault or cause on truck operation, piping design or
maintenance, or faulty construction. Post damage might show
excessive speed during backing; thorough inspection of piping,
bumper, deformations.

5.

Wants to show driver was moving very slowly:
by damages to truck, post.

6.

Wants to show driver or truck at fault: focus on examination of
these parts, and stay away from any other tests, especially storage
tank and appurtenances.

7.

Wants to show storage tank was defective and to blame for loss to
vessel, cargo, or show unauthorized shed was cause of fire: test
storage tank and debris that would show fire started in shed.

8.

Wants to show truck piping or bumper was in violation of regulations:
test piping and bumper.

9.

Wants to show truck piping, bumper or driver were to blame for the
accident: test these components, and limit storage tank testing.

needs to be verified

10. Wants to show defective storage tank design or installation, or post
installation, design or maintenance problems: test storage tank and
post.
11. Wants to show pier operations were deficient, and need for pier
operating regulations: do simulation of truck backing operation with
obstructions in place, also test clothing of longshoremen for
susceptibility to fire damages, and hydrant/piping performance in
cold weather.
L-1
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APPENDIX L:

INTERESTS TO HIGHLIGHT DURING TEST PLAN DEVELOPMENT

12. Wants to find as many things to test in his/her lab as possible.
13. Same as 12. (becomes point of controversy in Phase II.)
14. Wants to pin blame on truck driver as s/ he is only one s/he could
reach for prosecution for deaths of longshoremen: simulate truck
operations.
15. Wants to prove pier hydrant design or installation was defective,
because storage tank explosion caused injuries which s/he might have
prevented if water would have been sprayed on tank: test this system
for cold weather performance.
16. Wants to prove Brown didn't do anything that contributed to ignition
of the escaping gas cloud in the shed: prove that ignition started
outside shed, or that gas would have entered shed another way:
reconstruct shed debris and test for vapor permeation of windows,
walls.
17. Wants to prove gas would not have hurt anything if ignition had not
occurred in unauthorized shed on pier: test to show ignition
occurred at brazier in shed.
18. Wants to prove truck extinguisher should have put the gas fire out,
and that storage tank and installation met all the national codes, as
did the hydrant/water supply: test truck and bumper, ignition at
brazier in the shed.
19. Wants to prove truck or driver at fault, and pier facility was OK:
test truck components exclusively.
20. Wants to point finger at everyone except truck owner: test everything
except truck parts, backing simulation.
21. Wants to pin cause on truck or driver: test only truck components or
simulate backing. Test fire department response time?
22. Same as 21, except might go along with tests that show codes are OK.
23. Would be interested in anything other than tests that might show
truck was deficient.
24. Would like to see tests done quickly, before story dies; best bets
are tests to determine if any codes or regulations were violated.
25. Needs to show that other than employer introduced problems, so third
party litigation could be pursued to recover damages.
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APPENDIX L:

INTERESTS TO HIGHLIGHT DURING TEST PLAN DEVELOPMENT

26. Same as 25, except different employer.
27. Showing of unregulated problem would help sell legislation; test
unregulated debris.
28. No special test interests, except to verify what witnesses said.
Probably would be interested in fire extinguisher tests.
29. Get the testing settled asap, and focus on truck that started the
whole mess; was it really built as specified?
30. Test something that is picturesque, like blowing up another storage
tank, simulating the shack explosion; hi visual impact tests.
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APPENDIX M:

EXAMPLES OF TEST PLAN ELEMENTS

Items marked with an asterisk are elements of a debris test and examination
plan. Each must be considered, even if not included in the formal written
plan. If a lot of money is at stake, or a lot of public interest is
involved, written plans should be mandatory to protect everyone's interests.
* Test/examination objectives:
* Parts to be examined
* General Test Approaches:
* Test/examination procedures to be followed. (Name names)
* Interpretation of results.
* Schedule of testing.
* Distribution of deliverables.
* Disposition of debris listed.
* Funding of test work.
* Media inquiries.
* Concurrences.

EXAMPLES OF EACH ELEMENT.
* Test/examination objectives:
1. Determine collision angle between truck and safety post.
2. Determine events sequences between time of initial contact of post by
truck and first release of product from truck..
3. Determine dimensional relationships between truck and safety post
before initial contact.
4. Determine whether safety post and truck components listed below
complied with code and regulatory requirements before collision.

* Parts to be examined:
1. All parts marked (A) on Drawing XYZ Co. No. 378-416 Rev. C, attached.
2. Safety Post marked (A) on PE Co. drawing 74-10918 Rev. 4, attached.
3

etc....
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APPENDIX M:

EXAMPLES OF TEST PLAN ELEMENTS

* General test approaches
1. Measure and make plan and elevation damage drawings for listed parts
as they now exist before moving the debris.
2. Measure and document debris damage pattern before moving it, and
prepare debris damage map of listed parts.
3. Photograph debris and damage pattern before moving it (from four
directions.)
4. Do nondestructive examinations and destructive tests on selected
listed parts.
5. Prepare calculations estimating truck velocity at collision point.

* Test/examination procedures to be followed. (Name names)
will assure that measurements and tests will be performed in
the presence of representatives from the REC, truck owner, pier owner
and a regulatory agency. All four shall concur in apparatus
configuration and calibration, based on generally accepted industry
practices. Tests shall not be started until such concurrence is
achieved. Instrument readouts will be recorded when observed.
will assure test group safety: run flammable gas check
before disturbing any truck or storage tank assemblies. Vent truck
piping thoroughly before disassembling.
will prepare parts damage report as soon as storage
plate has been removed from the truck assembly.

tank

, after identifying any post-collision movement of truck from
storage tank explosion, prepare post-collision debris distribution
pattern maps for listed components. _Photograph all observations on
which map(s) are based.
- After preparing above records, it may be necessary to move truck back
over the safety post to verify interactions by reenacting the movements
of the truck. If so,
will assure that this is done under
the conditions agreed to by the on-scene Group members.
will assure that, before removing the listed parts from the
scene, the Group will prepare a damage events sequences display of the
interactions between the truck and the safety post.
will assure that listed parts are then removed from the
truck or pier and sent to the
laboratory in
for
further examination. Crating and transport will be under the direction
of Dr./Mr./Ms.
, who will protect the parts against handling
damages and maintain a chain of custody.
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EXAMPLES OF TEST PLAN ELEMENTS

will develop proposal for cutting out pipe coupons and
metallographic specimens for
o- IR spectrographic analysis
o- tensile tests
o- charpy tests
o- (etc)
will .... (etc for other test procedures)

* Interpretation of results.
(This part covers the possible results, and defines how each result will
be interpreted. This is to avoid controversy, and force all participants
to think through the meaning of the test results before the debris is
destroyed.)

* Schedule of testing.
will publish the testing schedule by the
Laboratory at least 2 weeks prior to the first tests. No work will be
performed until arrangements have been completed for observers to be
present during the tests.
Parts damage report - A,B & C complete by COB 2/21
Debris damage map - G,H & J complete by COB 2/21
etc for each task.

* Distribution of deliverables.
All reports and comments will be turned in to
reproduce and send one copy to the following:

who will

etc

* Disposition of debris listed.
Within 10 days after the distribution of the final testing and
examination report, and upon receipt of shipping instructions from the
owners, the listed parts will be returned to the original owners by
, FOB the
Laboratory. In the absence of timely
shipping instructions,
may dispose of the parts as s/he sees
fit.
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EXAMPLES OF TEST PLAN ELEMENTS

* Media inquiries.
All media inquiries about the testing work shall be referred to
, who may set up press briefings at times and places which will
not interfere with the work.

* Funding of test work.
All person named above except
and
will be
reimbursed for all expenses and costs by their employers,
and
will reimburse the
Laboratory for the testing
defined above, and associated direct costs. Reenactment costs, if any,
will be borne by the truck owner and pier owner, as agreed between them.

* Concurrences
We concur in the above plan:
(signed by interested parties representatives)

GOOD RULE:

NO TEST PLAN, NO TESTS!
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APPENDIX N
Keys to Countermeasure tabs on large S.T.E.P. Chart.
1.

Change entry controls.

2.

Change valve control procedures.

3.

Change flow from end of line into another area.

4.

Change fan switch control locations, indicators.

5.

Change air control techniques in pit.

6.

Change breakdown reporting controls.

7.

Control 02 degradation in pit.

8.

Change entry signal

9.

Change entry signal check techniques.

,10. Improve worker's signal interpretation procedures.
11. Provide signal response guidelines for workers.
12. Improve worker response option selections.
13. Change emergency reactions.
14. Change emergency notification equipment, practices.
15. Upgrade emergency response messages.
16. Change emergency support equipment storage locations.
17. Change emergency support accessibility at scene, or readout locations.
18. Change emergency support personnel assignments, training.
19. Reduce emergency measurement delays in pit.
20. Preplan emergency response assignments, tasks, controls.
21. Reduce measurement delays.
22. Control injury during falls in shaft.
23. Control this type of fall during rescue.
24. Improve emergency communications impediments.
25. Change rescue tasks, procedures, first aid treatment location.
26. Change air recovery control locations.
(cont'd)

N-1

.(continued)
27. Use non-injurious rescue gear, treat in shaft or pit.
28. Change hoisting risks.
29. Change hoisting impediments, procedures.
30. Adopt hoisting signals, procedures, training. Improve direction.
31. Change consequences of hoisting line breakage.
32. Change nature of hoisting lines, systems.
33. Provide ladder rescue safety lines.
34. Control possibility of secondary injury during rescue.
35. Change evacuation techniques (back-carry, no lines.)
36. Treat in situ, send doctor to Eddy.
37. Keep Eddy alive in better lifting apparatus.

NOTE: For each option, there may two or more sub-options to accomplish to
desired redirection of the events.

In the report studied, the investigator's findings were:
A.

Causes of accident.

The initial accident had four principal causes:

1. Failure to secure valves which leaked argon into pit.
2. Failure of ventilation system, so that air supply was not maintained.
3. Failure to follow a proper confined space entry procedure.
4. Failure to train employees as to hazards and precautions, including
all elements of a confined space entry procedure.
The primary and overriding cause of the entire accident is lack of proper
supervision (?) and guidance (?) in a particularly hazardous job.
B. Recommendations.
citations for

On the basis of this investigation, I recommend

1. over length ladder.
2. no entry procedure.
The discussion of the recommendations concludes that the citation should
be serious or willful, with respect to the entry procedure.
*
*
*
*
*
*
QUESTION: WHAT IS THE MOST EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT WAY TO REDUCE FUTURE
ENTRY ACCIDENT RISKS (a) AT THIS SITE, AND (b) GENERALLY, BASED ON THE
MES CHART?
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Accident investigations-A Case
for New Perceptions
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APPENDIX A

REASONS FOR INVESTIGATING ACCIDENTS
AS REPORTED BY ACCIDENT INVESTIGATORS
Ludwig Benner, Jr.
. determine cause

. determine causes

. prevent accidents

. determine probable cause

. prevent similar accidents

. find causal factors

. required by safety department

. identify recommendations

. generate statistics

. improve system

. determine fault

. upgrade operations

. find violations

. develop training materials

. establish liability

. improve training

. settle workmen's compensation claims

. assign damages

. verify hypothesis

. to do cost/benefit analysis

. grind an axe

. understand phenomenon

. satisfy public curiosity

. support legislation

. evaluate a regulation

. confirm predictions

. satisfy a boss

. restore confidence in system

. satisfy the employees

. fulfill research contract

. find out who is to blame

. support civil litigation

. find out what went wrong

. bring about changes

. have to fill in report

. restore reputation

. determine subrogation chances

. defend civil suit

. settle insurance claim

. prosecute violation

. assess losses

. earn a living

. train students

. sell ideas
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF ACCIDENT MODELS TESTED AND PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN INVESTIG
ATIONS
Problems encountered:

A-

determining scope of intended investigation
B- representing time relationships among events
C- finding norms for quality control
D- determining data search criteria

Models tested:

E- determining data selection criteria
F- determining data analysis criteria
G- determining reporting criteria

Ames 1928 (23)*
Heinrich 1936 (24)

x = no criteria

Public Health Service, HEW
1958 (26)
Watson et seq. 1960 (27,28)

? = implicit or explicit criteria
but interpretation problems.
were encountered during
application to investigations

Suchman 1961 (29)
Baker 1963,1971 (30)
Haddon 1968 (31)
Surry 1969 (32)
Johnson, W. 1973 (33)
Benner 1972 (34)
Wigglesworth 1972 (35)
Laplat 1975 (36)
Joksch 1977 (37)
Dieterly 1978 (41)

* Numbers in parentheses refer to references

+ = provided procedures that
serve investigators and might
form basis for criteria

APPENDIX C
ELEMENTS OF ACCIDENT DEFINITIONS

The following lists show the wide-ranging views about the nature of the accident phenomenon. Each
entry on each list was taken from one or more of over .200 different definitions of the word "accident"
reviewed and analyzed during a three year period (1975-8.) Definitions contained four common elements
in addition to numerous descriptors that reflected special interests of the lexicographers. These
common elements are precursors, occurrence(s), involvement, and result
A. Precursor(s)

B. Occurrence(s)

C. Involvement
*

occurrence
occurrences
causes
factors
potentials
unsafe act .
unsafe conditions
unsafe acts
force integration
contact
employment
contacts
operations
force
energy source
without foresight
multiple causes
that fit together
hazardous
circumstances
sequences
errors
lack of barriers
ignorance

.

D

Result

phenomenon
people
event
equipment
chain of events
environment
expectedness
occurrence
surroundings
series of events
circumstance
avoidability
releaseproduction activity
interaction
intention
reaction/action
progress
operating failure
energy transfer
act
object
collision
substance
derailment
definite time
explosion
definite place
sequence
potential
dysfunctions
cargo
fall
agent
change
process
happening
sequence of events
incident.
carcinogen
•
circumstances
radiation
set of circumstances
systems
contact
trains
situation
risk in activity
consequence
element of chance
Descriptors used to supplement the above elements:

death
injury
damage
contact/exposure
illness
environment
loss
interruption
interference
harm
disablement
emergency/evacuation
interrupted completion
release
contact
disease
probability of injury
degraded activity
effects

chronologically
remote ,
dynamic variable
railroad
unforeseen
invariably
planning
operational
,
human
physical
avoidable
unknown

chemical
irreversible
material
personal
occupational
patron
unintended
physical
forces afloat
measurable
recognizable
military
public
private
process
undesirable

.

chance
unexpected
unforeseen
of diverse etiology
set of
unplanned
multifactorial
uncontrolled
radiation
occasional
morbid
sudden .
preventable
unintended
undesired
abnormal
fortuitous
without human agency
unusual
foreseeable
unfortunate

NOTE: The above is a partial listing only.

unwanted
low -level
orderly
company

,

APPENDIX D

SUMMARY OF ACCIDENT PERCEPTIONS AND THEORIES
1. Single event perception and "cause" theory
. Assumes that an accident is a
single event which has a "cause." Investigator
identifies cause to understand
phenomenon. Investigative task is to find cause,
correct it and the accident
will be prevented in the future. Assumes replic
ability of phenomenon. Also
assumes someone/something failed, was at fault or
to blame; otherwise accident
is "act of God" or inexplainable. May be relate
d to historic need for "scapegoat" for inexplicable events. Singular "event"
still widely used in literature.
2. Chain-of-events perception and "domino" theory
. Assumes "unsafe" conditions
create vulnerable relationships in which "unsafe act"
can trigger "chain-ofevents" called accident. Investigative task
is to identify "unsafe conditions"
and "unsafe acts" that "caused" events sequen
ce. Criteria for unsafe acts and
conditions unspecific; conclusions rely on
investigators' judgment. Criteria for
beginning and end of chain unspecified. Conclu
sions usually symptomatic and
descriptive, rather than etiologic.
3. Determinant variable perception and "facto
rial" theory. Best described by
Thorndyke (25) as. "the search for the experimental
ideal of the single independent
variable" which set "the goal and ideal of an
accident investigation as
the gathering of data in such a way that statis
tical comparisons will permit
fair estimates of the influence of the variab
les in a particular factor on the
probability of an accident." Assumes common factor
s are present in accidents
and that they can be discerned with statistical
ahalysis of the "right" data
from accident investigations. Assumes hypoth
eses about determinant variables
can only be identified by secondary examination
of facts. Criteria for scope,
data, outputs dictated by hypothesis, rather
than direct observations from
accidents. Requires extensive exercise of invest
igator's judgments; often
uses data reporting forms. Requires occurrence
of sufficient accidents to
build data base. In practice, results in differ
entiation between fact gathering
during field investigation and secondary data
analysis function.
4. Branched events chains perception and "logic
tree" theory. Assumes accidental
events are predictable, and structures predic
tive search for alternative events
pathways leading to selected "undesired event,
through speculations by knowledgable systems analysts. Follows rules of proced
ure for structuring speculations
and assigning probabilities in a branched events
chains display. Demands ordering
of events into accident sequences. Displays
facilitate communication, discovery,
constructive criticisms and technical inputs.
Provides basis for identifying
data needed during operations to update probab
ility estimates. Displays can
provide guidance during investigation of actual
accidents, and accidents can be
used to upgrade predictions. Does not provid
e for incorporation of events time
relationships and durations; criteria for undesi
red event choices are unspecified. .
5. Multilinear events sequences perception
and "process" or "p-theory". Assumes
accident is transient segment of continuum
of activities; views accident as a
transformation process by which a homeos
tatic activity is interrupted with
accompanying unintended harmed state. Proces
s is described with actions bj
interacting actors, each acting in a sequen
tial order with each sequence
related to each other interacting sequence
in a specific temporal and spatial
preceed/follow logic. Investigative tasks
call for identification of the
actors, their actions and interactions and
resultant changes of state from the
initiating perturbation through the last
sequential harm to the actors. Prescribes criteria for beginning, end of accide
nt; for data search; selection;
recording; organization and testing. Displa
y provides "time coordinate" to
discipline events timing relationships, and hypoth
esis generation method, in
addition to benefits of "logic tree" displays descri
bed above.

APPENDIX E

SUMMARY DESCRIPTIONS OF SEVEN ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION PROCESSES
1. One-person process. One investigator performs all investigative functions,
from data gathering, interpretation and analysis, to reporting of findings. Also
answers questions arising during investigation. Tasks usually governed by
reporting forms or check lists which investigators must interpret and satisfy.
May involve coding of entries. Outputs usually brief verbal or narrative reports,
or completed accident report forms. Recommendations usually not made, or if
made, are shallow. Investigative procedures usually insubstantial.
2. Intra-organizational ad hoc team process. When accident happens, investigative
team is formed within organization, staffed by regular employees without substantive
investigative training. Usually teams search for chain of events, unsafe
acts or conditions. Investigative duties often subordinated to other duties after
initial cursory inquiries. Outputs usually internal reports of "cause(s)" with
shallow recommendations because of self-interests of team members. Team disbands
after investigation is completed. Investigative procedures usually meager.
3. Intra-organizational standing team process. Predesignated team performs full range
of investicative tasks, often involving testing or examinations. Team usually includes
one or more extensively trained investigators with investigative experiences. Outputs
usually are narrative reports of "cause(s)" with reasoned, objective recommendations
for improvements in non-management areas of the organization's activities. Team
members often able to implement improvements before report is issued. Investigative
procedures usually provided.
4. Multi-organizational ad hoc team process. Team participants designated after accident
occurs; disbanded after investigation is completed. Used by both public and private sector
organizations. Investigators usually detailed to team for duration of investigative effort.
Procedures governing tasks range from sketchy to comprehensive. Draws on mixed talents of
investigators to achieve adequate investigation. Investigators usually trained. Outputs
usually are narrative reports of "causes" with mixed quality recommendations that depend
largely on project manager and team members, rather than procedures.
5. Multi-organizational standing team process. One organization organizes team
formation, using representatives from several other organizations or groups to
investigate a series of accidents. Typified by multi-disciplinary investigation
teams from several cooperating universities under contract to government, or teams
from several companies investigating a kind of accident plaguing an industry.
Investigators often trained on-the-job; often assisted by experienced investigators
on teams. Teams usually focus on specific kinds of accidents to understand them
better. Methodologies usually reflect academic disciplines of investigators.
Outputs are narrative reports, usually comprehensive, often supplemented with
substantial tabulated or other data. Team dismissed at end of project.
6. Judicial investigation process. Special task force assembled and operated under
the direction of a distinguished jurist, often of national prominence. May be
directed by jurist in jurisdiction within which accident occurred. Investigation
relies primarily on witnesses' testimony; may involve some technical testing or
analyses. Process governed by judicial procedures, rules of evidence and
adversary methods. Usually associated with an accident of national concern.
Outputs are usually narrative reports of "cause(s)" with recommendations, but
may also include criminal or other legal proceedings against parties at fault.
7. Legislative investigation process. Investigation initiated by legislative
entity acting in legislative or oversight capacity. Usually involves investigation
by legislative staff, consultants. Investigation relies principally on
witnesses' testimony before legislative subcommittee, and hearing records.
Outputs are hearing records, narrative committee report, and sometimes new
legislation. Procedures of legislative body govern investigation.

I.

APPENDIX F

EXAMINATION TECHNIQUES USED IN ACCIDENT INVEST
IGATION
1.

Visual inspection for residues, deviations from
norms, deformations, etc.

2.

Chemical analysis methods, including chromatograp
hic, infrared, wet chemical
analyses, pH tests, miscibility tests.

3.

Thermal analysis methods, including "temperature
bars" differential thermal
analyses, decomposition or polymerization temper
ature analyses.

4.

Radiographic methods, including x-ray, gamma ray
scans, carbon dating,
emission measurements.

5.

Structural analysis methods, including engine
ering calculations of
force distribution or changes; rotational analys
es.

6.

Force vector analyses, based on Newton's law
of equal and opposite forces
and directions of deformation.

7.

Dimensional analyses, including comparative
analyses of new vs. present
dimensions.

8.

Energy traces, including energy flow, stress
or/stressee analyses, thermodynamic analyses.

9.

Electrical analyses, including circuit, conduc
tivity, static-charge,
sneak circuit analyses.

10. Metallurgical testing, including grain microp
hotographs, yield mode patterns,
strength and hardness tests, bend tests, ductility
tests.
11. Crystallographic analyses, including x-ray diffra
ction, formation conditions,
types of crystals present.
12. Reconsturction of surviving parts, as with
mock-ups, sequential break-up
analyses.
13. Char analyses, such as determination of char
depth, char patterns, and
char composition versus known standard specim
ens and exposures.
14. Fault tree analysis, for speculation on
how the condition observed might
have come about.

1

15. Pressure analyses, including vapor equili
brium, reaction pressure and
velocity, rate-of-pressure-rise-and-effects experi
ments.
16. Scenario modeling techniques, such as events
charting.
17. Flash point tests for flammable liquid
s, dusts, powders.
18. Incubation tests for etiologic and
infectious agents, carcinogen, etc.
19. Buoyancy tests for density determinatio
ns, mixing rate estimates.
20. Flow tests, for viscosity, angle of
repose, air entrainment effects.
21. Toxicity tests, such as LD
50 and LC50 animal tests, skin corrosivity
tests, asphyxiation concer
ntrations, blood tests.
22. Corrosion tests, such as inches per
year (ipy) rates, stress corrosion
cracking tests.
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ACCIDTA PERCE1 1-10.L3
Their Implications For Accident Investigators
By Ludwig Benner, Jr.
The views expressed are those of the author and not
necessarily those of the National Transportation Safety
Board.
Introduction
I am an accident investigator. Let us suppose you are my
program manager. You have asked me to investigate an
accident that has just occurred.
What do you want me to deliver to you at .the
conclusion of my investigation? What standards should I
use to determine if my deliverables are acceptable or
unacceptable to you?
What should be the scope of my investigation? What
data should I seek, and why should I seek it? How will I
recognize the right data when I see it? When will l have
enough data so I can go on to my next tasks? How should I
organize and present the information I find during my
investigation? How many "facts" are enough to give you
what you want? How "thoroughly" do you want me to
investigate this specific accident? Do you expect me to
make recommendations as a part of my deliverables? How
do you want me to organize any narrative that I turn in to
you?
These are nobt just hypothetical questions. As an
investigator, I am faced with these questions every time I
investigate a new accident.
If you don't give me instructions with which I can
answer these questions for you, I will answer them the best
way I know how. Without standards, however, what
assurance do you have that my deliverables will be
satisfactory? Or consistent? Or understandable'? Or usable?
Without standards, I will answer each question the best
way I can in each accident. My answers may change from
accident to accident, the nature, content and "quality" of
my deliverables will be affected. That will also.affect the
value of my deliverables to their users. If other investigators
are working on the accident, and we do not begin the
investigation with a common set of answers, how do we
arrive at agreement about the methods to use, the data and
conclusions to report, and the use of the outputs. Which
raises other questions — who is going to use my
deliverables, and for what purposes, and what are THEIR
specifications for my deliverables? If you gave me
instructions, where did you get the standards that you want
me to use to judge the acceptability of my deliverables?
What assumptions, laws, principles or rules of procedure
form the basis for those standards, so l will know how to
interpret your standards when I encounter questions?
Three sets of criteria are possible: the investigators', the
program managers' and accident data users. Let's look at
existing practices, to see ii there is agreement or
disagreement about criteria for answering these questions.
Accident Investigation Purposes
Good management practice dictates that Investigators
work toward some objectives: i.e., that they try to define
what they want to have accomplished when their tasks are
finished. Thus they should diligently seek objectives that
they can use as criteria for evaluating accident investigation
deliverables. That's where I ran into a problem.
During my investigations, I encountered numerous
investigators. Each investigator seemed to have a slightly
different idea about the purpose of the investigation. This

diversity of purposes needs to be discussed because
differences in purposes led me to my awareness of the
differences in the way people perceive the nature of the
accident phenomenon.
Accident investigation purposes were as varied as the
people interested in a specific accident investigation. Media
personnel wanted to know immediately what "caused" the
accident. Their quest for cause probably reflected the
public's curiosity, so one purpose was to determine cause,
and another to satisfy public curiosity. An injured
employee wanted to be made whole again for the personal
losses incurred. An attorney was interested in culpability
and litigation considerations for a client. The regulatory
representative wanted to find out if the regulations were
adequate or if someone whould be prosecuted for violatinc,
a regulation. The insurance representative wanted to
determine claim settlement or subrogation possibilities. A
designer wanted to learn if a design should be changed. A
number of policemen wanted to get their forms completed
and turned in. A trainer wanted materials for improved
training programs. A statistitian wanted statistics to
analyze. The accident researcher wanted specific data in
connection with a safety evaluation project. And the
investigator? The investigator was trying to keep everyone
happy.
Why were there so many purposes to satisfy — all
emanations from a single accident? Why did so many
investigators have to investigate the same accident to satisfy
so many purposes? Why couldn't one investigative output
satisfy everyone? After all, each accident happened only
once, IN ONLY ONE WAY. The answers seemed to depend
on the reasons for the diversity of purposes. Perhaps, if
these reasons were better understood, one accident
investigator could describe and explain an accident in
sufficient detail to satisfy all these interests. Alternatively,
perhaps if an accident were adequately described and
explained, the diversity of purposes might be reduced.
Accident Perceptions
As the diverse interests and reasons for differing
investigation purposes were studied, one common
difference was observed. This difference was the view of the
nature of the accident phenomenon held by the various
individuals with whom I was working. Once I became aware
of these different views I began to see the same differences
among other persons involved in safety-related work.
Further observations and analysis of these perceptions,
and the actions resulting from each, suggest that there are
at least five distinct perceptions of the nature of the
accident phenomenon. Each perception results in an
accompanying body of assumptions, principles and rules of
procedure that — taken together — seem to constitute live
differing theoretical bases for accident investigation. In
addition to influencing accident investigations, these
perceptions seem also to influence views about safety and
the nature of safety programs, safety research, and other
safety matters.
Let's examine these five distinct perceptions in what
appears to be their ascending order of complexity.
Single Event Perception. This perception treats an
accident as a single event, or perhaps assumes that an
accident can be simplified by thinking of it as a sing!e
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event.
This perception is rooted in primitive history. If an
unusual natural phenomenon occurred, and there was no
obvious explanation for it, the survivors sought a simple
way to explain the phenomenon. Often the search for
satisfaction led to • a "scapegoat" that "caused" the
phenomenon. Find the "scapegoat" (read "cause"), take
care of the scapegoat, and the problem was resolved.
.History offers numerous examples of this perception,
including the still-prevalent "act-of-God" reservations in
present day insurance policies. Anyone who has observed
the media's initial handling of an accident story will
recognize evidence of this perception. While largely
discredited by the scientific community, vestiges of this
perception still surround us. Accidents are still frequently
defined as an "event" in safety publications(1) and accident
investigation manuals. (2,3) Many aspects of our legal
system in the highway safety field also provide evidence of
this perception, such as police citations for accidents, and
some of the arguments about "no fault" legislation.
Publication of accident cause statistics reinforces this view,
and the uses of accident cause statistics in safety research
perpetuate this view. It is a world-wide perception, as
evidenced by the World Health Organization's classification
of the causes of death.(4)
Based on this perception, investigators look for the
"cause" of the accident.
Chain-Of-Events Perception. This view treats an accident
as a chain of sequential events, as is illustrated by the
legendary "for want of a nail the shoe was lost; for want of
a shoe the horse was lost;" etc. The perception was
formalized by Heinrich, who seems to have introduced the
"domino" term to the safety literature(5) in 1936. His
premise was that if an "unsafe condition" (hazard?) set up
a row of vulnerable dominos, an "unsafe act" would start
them toppling. The perception may be rooted in our
written language forms; events can only be presented one at
a time, in sequence as one writes about a phenomenon
using sequential arrays of letters to make words, then
sequential arrays of words to make sentences, and then
sequential arrays of sentences to make paragraphs.
Based on this perception of the accident phenomenon,
investigators look for information that will permit the
"reconstruction" of the chain of events in the accident. The
search usually focuses on "unsafe acts" or "unsafe
conditions." "Cause" is modified by terms such as
proximate, primary, remote, etc., *to accommodate the
increased complexity of the Orceived phenomenon
addressed in the investigation. The perception seems
widespread in the legal field.(6)
Determinant Variable Or Factorial Perception. This
perception is perhaps best understood in the accident
investigation field by referring to a report by
Thorndyke(7), in which he described "the search for the
experimental ideal of .the single independent variable." He
formulated "the goal and ideal of an accident investigation"
as "the gathering of data in such a way. that statistical
comparisons will permit fair estimates of the influence of a
variable in a particular factor on the probability of an
accident." The perception assumes that some common
"factors" are present in accidents, and that they can be
discerned by statistical manipulation of the "right"
accident data.
This perception leads to the admonition to investigators
to "get all the facts" so they can be examined later to
isolate those "factors" that are not due to chance.
Reported accident "causes" and "causal factors" are widely
analyzed and discussed.
The Logic Tree Perception. This perception presumes
that converging chains of events lead to an undesired event.
About 1960, the need to predict accident events in defense
missile programs stimulated development of the "fault tree"
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analytical method for analyzing inadvertent missile
launches. The method is generally credited to Watson(8). It
was based on the perception that an accidental launch
would occur with some predictable likelihood along each
possible pathway if several pathways to firing were
available. The events could flow in chain-like fashion from a
variety of origins in the system toward the undesired,
accidental launch event. Methods for displaying the
branched events chains or pathways to the "top event" in
the "fault tree" pyramid provided a way to make
predictions about the "safety" of these systems(9).
The perception and the resultant display procedures
provided for the logical organization of the events and
conditions data into a visible, easily critiqued and readily
understood display. Relationships among events and
conditions could be observed simultaneously in these
displays, without the narrative language limitations
mentioned earlier. The displays provided a way to test the
predicted events against their sequential logic, which was
not possible earlier. Displays showed accident investigators
what specific data was needed to verify the speculations on
the "fault tree."
The Multilinear Events Sequence Perception. An
accident report published in 1962(10) suggests the
perception of accidents as a segment of a continuum of
activities. This aircraft accident report presented the
aircraft performance data from a flight recorder in parallel
rather than in series. This showed how many events were
occurring simultaneously before and during the accident
being reported. The display requires a process view of the
phenomenon, and suggests that the phenomenon be viewed
as the transformation process by which a homeostatic
activity is disrupted with accompanying unintended
harm.(1 l) The accident process can be described in terms
of specific interacting actors, each acting in a sequential
order with discrete temporal and spatial logical
relationships. By breaking down the events seen as the
accident into increasingly more definitive sub-events, the
understanding of the phenomenon increases with each
successive breakdown. Procedures based on this perception
have been formalized, based on building blocks consisting
of events (event = 1 actor + 1 action) arrayed into
multilinear strings of events much like a musical score.(I2)
A set of investigative principles for preparing the building
blocks and arraying them has been developed and used for
teaching the investigative method.(13)
This perception borrows heavily from the perception of
homeostasis common in the medical field, as applied by
Pask to teaching inachines(14), and incorporates many of
the crash trauma concepts advanced by Haddon.(15)
Strengths And Weaknesses For Accident Investigation
As each perception and resultant investigative
methodology was applied, during investigations, strengths
and weaknesses of each were observed. These strengths and
weaknesses are summarized below.
Single Event Perception. This perception has only one
possible strength; it tends to concentrate attention on a
single corrective measure. If the correction is
by chance
— defined properly so it will be effective, this concentration
can help bring about a beneficial change.
The principal weakness of this view is that it demands an
overly simplified explanation of accidents, which
encourages misunderstandings about accidents and safety
work. Technically, the perception demands conclusions —
especially about "cause" — that cannot be reconciled with
investigators' observations during accident investigations.
The perception requires the investigator to search for "the"
cause of one aspect of the accident, usually the crash or
collision or fall, etc. The scope of the investigation is
limited to this aspect of the phenomenon and setting; as

soon as the investigator has enough evidence-to support his
or her conclusion as to the "cause", the investigation is
terminated and the report completed.
The method of investigation is usually an informal,
single-person interview-dominated data search, and the
conclusions are reported on a predetermined check list or
accident reporting form.(1 6,17) A comprehensive
explanation of the accident is rare, discovery of safety
problems even rarer, and the data are essentially presented
as "facts" when in reality they are investigator's
conclusions.
Chain Of Events Perception. The reconstruction
technique provides some disciplining of the data search, in
that the chain concept calls for sequential ordering of data.
The methods used to implement this perception demand
the use of sequential time-logic tests for the events selected.
However, criteria for the selection of data used during the
reconstruction activity are imprecise and very unlikely to
lead to reproducible results.(18)
The investigative problems are also similar to those with
the single event perception. Designation of the beginning of
the "chain" or the end of the "chain" is left to the
discretion of the individual investigators, or it is implicitly
specified by the entries called for on reporting forms. When
this perception is driven by a desire for "cause" the
selection of specific unsafe acts or conditions is essentially
subjective, especially when the "chain of events" is lengthy.
As soon as the chain of events is complete in the eyes of the
investigator, the effort is terminated. When it was
developed, as now, "unsafe conditions" lacked technically
valid criteria that would lead investigators to reproducible
conclusions about the conditions selected as unsafe. The
same holds true for "unsafe acts." The conditions or acts
called unsafe by the investigator represent the investigator's
conclusions, rather than observed data generated by the
phenomenon. How investigators arrive at these conclusions is
essentially undisciplined by criteria that produce complete
or replicable explanations of an accident. The conclusions
are descriptive and usually sumptomatic, rather than
etiologic.(19) As evidence, the reader is encouraged to
review the taxonomy and choices of entries in the
American National Standards Institute's standards for
reporting accidents(20) for their technical precision and
consistency of their nature (events vs. conditions or states.
vs factors vs conclusions).(21)
Factorial Perception. A strength of the Factorial
perception is its openness to the possibility of discovering
previously undefined relationships, and its effort to
distinguish determinant from chance relationships. The
effort is based on statistical methodologies.
A major weakness is the total dependency upon data
reported by accident investigators. Although the "facts"
used for analyses should have a probability of 1, the lack of
tests for the accident "facts" recorded during the
investigation undermines the validity of their subsequent
use. During investigations, the primary emphasis is on data
gathering rather than analysis.
Hypotheses are only identified after one scans the data
reported from a statistically significant number of
accidents.(22) "Factors" are vulnerable to equivocation
logic defects, and the data furnished to support the ideal
depend heavily upon forms which reflect the analysts'
hypotheses and assumptions about the nature of the
accident phenomenon.(23) The investigative data seem to
be driven by statistical methodologies rather than the
nature and logic of the data or observations recorded.
Accident scope and data specifications or tests are usually
not prescribed for investigators. The result is that
investigators establish their own bounds for the

phenomenon they will investigate, and establish their own
criteria for the "factors" they record. In effect, these
factors then represent the conclusions of the individual
investigators, rather than observed value-free data generated
by the accident phenomenon.
The determinant variable perception differs from the
single event perception in that in practice it seems to
consider conditions in addition to events as "causal" in
accidents. Close inspection of accident "data" generated
under this perception reveals indiscriminate mixing of
events, conditions, phases, causes, times, places, and almost
any other characteristics one can imagine(24) Because any
"factor" found in an investigation may identify a potential
determinant variable, all the "factors" must be recorded by
the investigator. This unstructured view lacks disciplining
criteria for investigators, with the further result that data
re ported are not independently reproducible. Every
"factor" interpreted to be a part of the accident mechanism
becomes an individual's judgment call. Every bit of data in
a given accident becomes a judgment call: is it the "right"
data and should the investigator record it? Of all
perceptions, this determinant variable view provides the
least guidance for an investigator.
Because of its reliance on statistical methodologies for
analyses, the perception obscures the need for investigative
methodologies that will provide an understanding of the
accident phenomenon from one or a few accidents, in a
way that will expose control actions directly rather than by
statistical identification of the problem. Handling of time
relationships among "factors" is another major problem
area when operating under this perception; lack of these
relationships may be a fatal weakness of the accident data
generated under these methodologies.
Logic Tree Perception. The greatest strength of the
"fault tree" concept is that it provides an approach to
organize speculations about accidental courses of events,
and displays data monitoring requirements so one can
watch for the initiation of an accidential events sequence
pathway.
For accident investigators, the perception provides
valuable guidance for identifying and organizing data
generated by the accident and recovered by the
investigator. It forces the investigator to discipline the
search for data by arraying it into logical branched
pathways leading to the "top event." In this way, it
discourages irrelevant hypotheses about the accident being
investigated, reducing controversy among investigators.
Entries on the "tree" can be tested for their sequential logic
along a pathway as soon as they are entered on the tree.
However, the perception has important weaknesses that
have created serious problems for investigators and safety
analyses based on the resultant methodologies.(25) No
criteria exist for identifying and selecting the undesired
"top" event or events to be charted. This means that the
beginning and end of the phenomenon investigated are
again left to the judgment of the individual investigator,
and the purpose and scope of this investigation are confined
to the "top" event and predecessor pathways.
Most importantly, the methodologies as practiced do not
accommodate the timing or duration of interactions during
an accident. Nor do they provide a way to trace
systematically the behavior of each actor involved in
determining the outcome of the phenomenon and the
relationship of that actor's actions to the actions of other
actors during the accident.(26) As practiced, the "fault
trees" are not immune to equivocation logic fallacies, such
as the • "less than adequate" (LTA) in the MORT
investigative "fault tree" check list.(27)
Mu 1tilinear Events Sequencer Perception. A major
strength of the multilinear events sequences perception and
the method for arraying data it generated(28) is thlit they
facilitate discovery by the way they compell the structuring
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of the data into logical arrays. It encourages efficiency
during investigations, because data must be fit into the
accident data array as soon as the data become available,
thus moving the analysis function to the point of origin of
the investigator's data . sources. The perception also
demands an accounting of the actions of each involved
actor during the entire duration of the accident sequences.
Probably the most valuable feature of the perception
and the resultant investigative methodology is the ability to
display — simultaneously — the RELATIVE TIMING of the
actions by each actor — animate or inanimate — that can be
identified during the investigation. This capability generates
.insights into accident phenomena that are unobtainable
under any of the other perceptions. The method for
arraying the events in parallel, proceed/follow, spatially —
and time-disciplined events sequences for each actor helps
investigators identify and TEST hypotheses about the
nature of the accident AS DATA BECOME
AVAILABLE.(29) If data are not available, logic tree
charting methods can be used to organize speculations by
using the latest know event and working backward in time
until a predecessor event is reached in one of the data
strings.
Multilinear events sequences displays also provide a
rational method for selecting candidate countermeasures
that would reduce risks. The Principle of intervening
between events in a sequence, employed extensively by
Heinrich (30), is supplemented by other principles for
controlling risks, such as reordering the time relationships
between events, or retiming relationships among events by
different actors engaged in the activity. The range of
countermeasure choices that can be identified using this
method far exceeds the range of choices identified using
other approaches. By working with events sets, estimates of
accident probabilities durina the conduct of an activity are
possible. The methodolog
e y resembles PERT-charting
techniques by dealing with proceed/follow logic tests
during the data gathering steps in an investigation. It differs
in its handling of events-sets time displays.
An important benefit of the method is that it easily
leads to generalized, orderly models of safety problems in
accidents.(31) Another benefit is that the methodology
provides a way of relating accidents to activities, thus
facilitating instruction of participants.(32)
A possible weakness is the perceived complexity of the
MES perception and resultant methodologies, which
discourages their use. A second concern is the present lack
of formal criteria for ending the "break-down-events"
procedure. A third concern is possible misrepresentation
that the perception is being employed by displaying events
in parallel, without cross-linking and timing the events
"tracks" in the displays.
Experience with the methodologies suggests that the
degree of improvement over other methodologies at this
time will provide "breathing room" to formalize the
"break-down" end point procedures.
Implications For Investigators
The above discussion barely begins to describe the
variety of investigative practices attributable to the
perceptual differences. The author has found at least 7
differing investigative processes, 44 reasons for investigating
accidents, 6 fundamentally different methodological
approaches, 3 distinctive types of investigative outputs, and
— significantly — a total absence of criteria for establishing
the beginning or end of the phenomenon being
investigate d.(26)
Probably the most significant implication of the
differing perceptions of the nature of the accident
phenomenon and resultant methodological differences for
investigators is that each investigator develops a
personalized investigative methodology. These personalized
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investigative methodologies are not likely to result in
replicable outputs 1) by an investigator in successive
investigations, or 2) among different investigators working
on the same accident. The effects of outputs that are
unique to the investigator include controversy, conflict, and
questionable effectiveness of the outputs in advancing
"safety."
To overcome this basic deficiency in investigative
methodological disciplines, adversary techniques have been
introduced into some investigative processes. The
investigation organization discussion in a Department of
Transportation textbook provides an excellent description
of this technique.(33) The adversary process provides a
forum for participants to air their viewpoints during an
investigation, and motivates competing participants to bring
out arguments and evidence that best serve their perceived
interests. Logic weighs heavily in the process, but unless the
process is augmented by adequate technical "tests",
differences among the participants may be resolved by
debating skills, rather than the strength of scientifically
supportable technical arguments. The process can also end
with incomplete understanding of the accident if it is not
used in conjunction with proper technical methodologies.
A second area of implications for accident investigators
is the difficulty of linking investigations to predicted safety
performance of an activity. Logic trees and MES Charts
both provide promising approaches to overcoming this
difficulty, but until they are made available to investigators
routinely, no way for investigators to demonstrate links
between predictions and performance are available. The
difficulties being experienced by OSHA(34) and the
Department of Transportation in its highway safety
evaluation programs(35) are clear examples of this problem
for accident investigators.
A third area of implications for accident investigators
relates to the qualifications of investigators. As long as
•there is no scientifically derived and supported investigative
methodology for accident investigators, anyone from any
disciplinary background can hold himself or herself out to
be an investigator. The career ramifications for "safety
professionals" are obvious; the need for development of an
investigative discipline becomes equally apparent when one
considers the diversity of existing perceptions.(36)
Given these circumstances, what can be done? Two steps
seem to be indicated. First, a requirement to explicitly
identify the investigator's perception of the accident
phenomenon which forms the basis for each investigative
work product is imperative. Secondly, a specific
undertaking within the accident investigation community
to assess the effectiveness and utility of present perceptions
and their resultant methodologies is long overdue; some
measure for achievements flowing from different
perceptions would be immensely helpful for evatuating
relative utility.
Professional safety societies such as the System Safety
Society seem to be logical places to initiate such steps.
One concrete action by the SSS could be to require papers
submitted to HAZARD PREVENTION to carry a
statement asserting the author's perception of "'accident."
For example, this author uses the Multilinear Events
Sequences perception in his work; that perception formed
the basis for development of the criteria used in this paper.
The author would welcome readers' critiques and
suggestions.
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(The views expressed are those of
the author and are not necessarily
those ofNTSB).
Preface
This paper has diverse origins. The
need for a theory reflects difficulties
experienced by the author during the
investigation and reporting of accidents involving all modes of transportation. The discussion of accident
theory and charting methods is an
extension of ideas presented in a paper
titled "Accident Investigation: Multilinear Events Sequencing Methods"1
recently republished in the Fall, 1975
SASI FORUM. The application of the
theory and methods described has
produced promising results.
Accident Theory: Why Bother?
Members of The Society of Air
Safety Investigators consider themselves to be members of a profession.
Let us examine that assumption for a
moment. A profession has been defined as
"A calling requiring specialized
knowledge and often long and intensive preparation, including instruction
in skills and methods as well as in the
scientific, historical or scholarly principles underlying such skills and
methods, maintaining by force of
organization or concerted opinion high
standards of achievement and conduct,
and committing its members to continued study and to a kind of work which
has as its prime purpose the rendering
of a public service."2
Note the emphasis on scientific, historical or scholarly principles. Note
also the purpose of the calling. Let us
focus today on the principles first,
then the purpose. We'll save the other
points for a future meeting.
If you are a practicing professional,
what are these scientific, historical or
scholarly principles underlying the
accident investigation methods you
practice? One of the most frequent
things you investigate are aircraft accidents. Yet if someone were to poll a
random sample of your membership to
determine what an accident is — in
greater detail than the ICAO definition — widespread differences in indi-
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vidual perceptions of the accident
phenomenon would become evident.
If one were to ask when an accident
begins and ends, and what the criteria
is for establishing the beginning and
the end of an accident, the range of
view would increase. If you need
further evidence of the lack of. underlying principles in the field of accident
investigation, try to apply scientific
rigor to the investigator's jargon —
words like human or pilot error, accident proneness, near miss, hazard, etc.
Each example is a symptom of the
lack of a sound theoretical basis of
accident investigation.
By theoretical basis I mean that
theory guides or shapes your investigative activities. Reflect on what a
theory is:
"Systematically organized knowledge applicable in a wide variety of
circumstances; especially, a system of
assumptions, accepted principles, and
rules of procedure devised to analyze,
predict, or otherwise explain the
nature or behavior of a specified set of
plienomena."3
The most persuasive argument for
developing an accident theory for
SASI members is that assumptions,
principles and rules of procedure are
nowhere systematically organized, and
that generally accepted rules of procedure for analyzing, predicting or
explaining the accident phenomenon
are not available to the accident investigator. The ICAO manual contains
procedures for organizing the investigation, its coordination and the reporting of investigative findings. But the
contents do not address the underlying
scientific principles, nor reflect scientific method. Knowledge of these principles is assumed to be the province of
the investigators. Each investigator has
specialized knowledge and technique
which he brings to an investigation. In
a large accident, where investigative
groups are formed, the coordination of
these individual skills compensates to
some extent for the absence of professional principles and theories, because
interactions among the group members
generate hypotheses that are subject to
vigorous debate. However, the principles governing the scope and development of the hypothesis are not

well organized or documented. Accident investigation methods for establishing their validity are even less rigor,
ous, and almost totally undocurnented, in most modes of transportation.
In small accident investigations, conducted by one investigator, even this
compensating mechanism is absent.
The result is that the investigative
effort is often inefficient, and may be
incomplete, or may leave unresolved
significant points of controversy.
Furthermore, it usually does not provide scientifically rigorous contributions to the body of data from which
future assumptions, principles or rules
of procedure can be discovered and
practiced by others in the profession.
To elaborate on this latter point,
each accident can be viewed as an
unscheduled and largely uninstrumented scientific experiment performed to
test a hypothesis (or theory). In this
context, the experiment and all the
costs of performing it — the injuries,
damage, anguish, monetary loss,
delays, disruptions — are wasted if the
investigator has no hypothesis or
theory to evaluate.
As an investigator, how do you
establish the scope of your investigation? How far back in time must you
delve — an hour, a day, a year, two
years, five? What rules of procedure or
what principles establish the beginning
or end of the accident? How is one
assured of enough facts in an investigation, and how are the facts to be
reported distinguished from the facts
that are not reported? What rules or
principles govern these decisions?
Still other problems attributable to
the lack of theory could be cited,
including research difficulties, training
deficiencies, inequitable litigation,
popular misconceptions about the
nature of accidents and others, but
this would be redundant. The point is
that if we are to be professional investigators of accidents, we need to
organize the principles on which our
work is based in a professional manner.
What Theories Exist Now?
Some rules and principles do exist
now for the accident investigator.
However, they are fragmented, occasionally contradictory, often privately
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communicated, usually not scientifically tested, and sometimes wholy
without merit. Their systematic organization has not yet been achieved.
When this organization is accomplished, the contradictions and fallacious
assumptions will become evident, and
gaps can be remedied.
A brief review of some of the most
influential historical assumptions, principles and rules discloses the present
state of accident theory.
The statistical work of Greenwood
and Woods in 1919 4 and Newbold s
suggested the "accident proneness"
concept. Their work still influences
some accident investigation, particularly in the police accident investigation
field with its focus on license revocation or suspension proceedings which
reflect this concept. Investigators still
look for data in accidents that will
support the idea that "conditions"
such as attitudes, attentiveness and so
forth "cause" accidents. This statistical work focused on static conditions
and set the pattern for untold man
years of research into "unsafe conditions" as causes of accidents. In aviation, Ames contributed much to perpetuation of this view.6
In 1936, Heinrich? suggested the
"domino" theory of accidents. His
idea was that accidents are a sequence
of events in a predetermined proceed/
follow relationship, like a row of falling dominos. This view changed the
thrust of investigations toward the
events involved, rather than the conditions. It represented a redirection of
the search for understanding of the
accident phenomenon on the basis of a
"chain-of-events" that had occurred.
An accident "reconstruction"
approach emerged not long therea fter(s ,$) which was refined
extensively in the highway accident
investigation field by Baker. The reconstruction focused on identification
of the linear chain of events theory of
the accident phenomenon.
About 1960, work at Bell Laboratories in missile system safety produced another breakthrough in the
field. 10 This was the "fault tree analysis" method, generally credited to
H.A. Watson.11 This is a method for
arraying events in a flow chart with a
proceed/follow logic pattern. It provided an objective for the analytical
effort in the sense of management by
objectives, and it provided a procedure
by which informed speculations about
accident events sequences were organized in a visible, easily criticized and
readily understood display. This work
introduced a -branched events chains"
concept of accidents through use of
the "and/or" logic gates.
About the same time, air safety
investigators contributed another milestone in the accident investigation
field. The Civil Aeronautics Board
published the first chart on which
were plotted the flight data recorder
(FDR) data. 12 This chart was the first
display of the parallel events along a
HAZARD PREVENTION
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time scale, showing what can be viewed as a "multilinear events sequence"
on which the findings were partially
based. It appears to be the first to use
the time=0 term, about which more
will be said shortly. It also is the predecessor of the "multilinear events
sequence theory" for the accident
phenomenon.
In the latter 1960's, a medical
doctor changed accident investigation
approaches significantly with his insistence on an etiologic basis for looking
at accident trauma. 13 Haddon also
introduced a matrix of accident phases
and components of the accident events
sequence. This work was influenced by
DeHaven's research in 1942, but it was
Haddon who brought about the directions in accident research which now
largely dominate the highway accident
field at the Federal level.
Attempts by Sur,y 14 and others to
organize these and other related concepts into a general accident model are
indicated in the SASI Forum' article.
The concept of homeostasis is an
essential theory for the understanding
of accidents. The term is generally
applied in medicine to a state of physiological equilibrium produced by a
balance of functions and chemical
composition in an organism. I propose
this concept be extended to "activities," in the sense that an operational
equilibrium is produced by a balancing
of interrelated functions and capabilities in response to varying influences
arising as the activity progresses toward its intended outcome.
The principal conclusion suggested
is that an accident is not a single event,
but rather an accident is the transformation process by which a homeostatic activity is interrupted with accompanying unintentional harm. The
critical point is that an accident is a
process involving interacting elements
and certain necessary or sufficient conditions.
The objective of an accident investigation should be to isolate this process
and prepare a description of the entire
process by which the activity was
transformed.
Expansion of some of the elements
of my earlier accident process chart
may be helpful. Maintenance of homeostasis during an activity requires a
continuing series of adaptive responses
to perturbations which arise as the
activity progresses. To achieve the
intended outcome, these perturbations
must be accommodated without injury
to any of the "actors" and without
discontinuing the activity. For example, an aircraft crew makes many
adaptive responses to external and
internal influencing events during the
course of a flight from one point to
another, to maintain a stable flight
activity within prescribed operational
bounds. This is accomplished througi.
a process of detecting the perturbation
or indications of its presence or occurrence; of predicting the significance of
the data detected; of identifying the

adaptive action choices that would
maintain homeostasis; of selecting the
best adaptive action; of implementing
the action selected; of monitoring the
effects of the action implemented; and
of deciding whether or not the adaptive response countered the perturbation sufficiently to maintain homeostasis without further adaptive response. Each step is an element of an
accident process chart if the adaptive
response is unsuccessful. Any breakdown in the adaptive process described
can be used to identify the beginning
(to) to the transformation from homeostasis into the accident being investigated.
This approach differs from the."last
clear chance" doctrine in law, from
the key event approach of Baker Is
and the "critical event" approach of
Perchonok, 16 in that they characterize
different events in a linear events
sequence.
The last event in the process must
be the last injurious event directly
linked to one or more of the preexisting actors in the activity. The
problem of secondary harm can be
treated by considering the impinged
activity in the accident sequence. 17
The product of the process charting
effort could take two forms. First, a
detailed chart with all the actions by
all the actors who acted in the specific
accident would be generated, for all
immediate users in need of a complete
technical description of the accident.
The second output could be an abbreviated, more generalized model, such
as is found in an NTSB surface accident report lb or in the hazardous
materials field.#19#Criteria for entries
on such a general process chart would
depend on its use; reference 16 describes possible use for development of
countermeasure strategies.
Applications of Accident Theory
The accident process flow chart
preparation seems most nearly available in air carrier investigations. The
FDR charts, now routinely plotted,
are often correlated with the cockpit
voice recorder (CVR) data in a linear
form 20 which could readily be converted to a multilinear events chart.
Actions of others such as air traffic
controllers, as indicated by the ATC
tapes, could be added. Any gaps in the
events sequence discovered by the
application of the proceed/follow logic
tests for any of the actors could be
bridged by the use of logic tree analysis methods. On a linear scale, the
same technique can be used in light
aircraft accidents.
To provide an indication of the
work effort involved, the following
procedural steps are presented; they
reflect the approximate order to be
followed to produce the derailed
chart.
I. Determine, in gross terms, the
apparent events sequence that describes what happened, and sketch it in
events chart form.
2. From this gross description,

delineate the actors (animate and inanimate) whose actions probably were
involved in the accident process, i.e.,
the pilot, an aircraft component, the
controller, wind currents, passengers,
etc.
3. Using the general process model
described above, tentatively assign to
to the point in the flight when the perturbation which transformed homeostasis occurred.
4. In a vertical column ahead of to
list on a large chart each actor so the
actions of each actor can be listed
chronologically across the chart
according to the time the action occurred (approximately, if necessary.)
5. Begin to record the "actions" of
each actor for which supportable evidentary data is developed. Add to
these entries as new evidence is developed. Note that the search for evidence is guided by the gaps which
become visible in the action sequence
and the general process model.
6. Test each event pair entered on
the chart against its temporal and spatial proceed/follow logic, both vertically for its relationship with actions
of other actors and horizontally for its
relationship to prior or subsequent
actions (chronology) by that actor.
This is the key method of validating
assumed events or time/space relationships.
7. Where evidence of missing
actions, suggested by the logic tests in
step 6, cannot be located, for whatever reason, construct a logic tree to
identify possible predecessor events or
actions, using the event or action to
the right of the gap as the "top" event
for the tree. 21 It • is likely that evidence of one or more of the hypothesized events placed on the tree can be
found to identify a "critical path."
Alternatively, the use of simulators has
helped to discover missing actions, or
establish informed judgments about
the comparative likelihood of alternative critical paths through the logic
tree.
8. Insert the most likely events
sequence for each actor and then test
the vertical chronological or, spatial
relationships. Repeat the cycle if logic
errors appear.
9. Compare the refined multilinear
events sequence logic chart against the
general accident process model, and
verify to and tend. Note that the cascading events or actions as harm cascades, either in series or parallel, may
become very complex. These events
usually progress naturally according to
physical laws. The value of detailing
this phase of the process may or may
not warrant the level of detail if catastrophes are analyzed and the "injury
mode is repeated frequently.
10. Prepare a refined process chart
of the entire accident.
11. Depending on the purpose of
the investigation, a companion chart
on which the path of correctible
events flows is shown, and to which

the necessary and sufficient conditions
for the events to occur are added, can
be prepared. This procedure provides
an approach for identifying corrective
actions which might be taken to
reduce future risk.
Rules to govern the description and
coding of the process charts have not
yet been developed. Codes denoting
precise events sequence pairs or sets or
patterns seem to be feasible, The
development of libraries of accident
"process patterns" by professional
investigators also seem feasible.
Such, descriptions of accidents
should help to dispel semantic difficulties in the accident investigation
and safety field. For example, if the
time required to adapt to a perturbation is less than the time it takes for
the human organism to process the
data and go through the physical
motions of implementing the action
selected, how should this be described? As human error, or human perception, diagnostic, or muscular limitations? A narrative is not very informative compared to a process chart which
displays these relationships.
Expectations of an Accident Theory
What can the application of this
theory and the related charting procedures do for the professional accident investigator? Since both the
theory and methods are essentially
untested, prediction of the effects of
their use is highly speculative. However, based on the author's experience,
the following expectations appear
reasonable.
I. The efficiency of accident investigations will be significantly enhanced. This will be accomplished by
reducing the quantity of data needed
to explain the accident, and by introducing "objectives" toward which the
investigator is able to narrow his
search for facts. No longer need the
investigator "get all the facts" and
then come home for the analysis,
hopeful that he has all the data he
needs.
2. It appears that "templates" of
accident processes could be developed
so each accident does not constitute a
mystery for the investigator.22 Accumulation of accident data in chart
form would make available a "library"
of accident processes for numerous
purposes such as training, design, safety regulations, etc.
3. Development and adoption of
systematically organized assumptions,
principles and procedures by accident
investigators would elevate their activities to professional status, it' other considerations of a profession were met.
4. The availability of process charts
would probably have a profound
effect on safety research, and probably
would permit the development of risk
analyses based on the resultant data
base and process research.
5. The visualization of the processes would be likely to change the
public's concept of the nature of acci- .

dents, and changes in liability and tort
concepts would be likely to follow as
the nature of accidents is clarified.
What Can You Do?
Now, let us consider the purpose of
a profession — the rendering of a public service. If you concur with the contention that the accident investigation
field would benefit by the development of accident theory and systematically organized rules of procedure,
then you can make some specific contributions.
One approach is to take theory and
procedures advanced in this paper,
apply them in your work, and help to
correct or refine them. Make an effort
to identify — and chart — the t o and
the perturbing, adaptive, stressing,
injurious, cascading and subsiding
events in the accident.
Secondly, review past accidents
that you have investigated, as time permits, and identify these same events
sequences in these accidents. Chart
them, too. In other words, help to
build the data base to support the
process theory and methods.
Third, share the results of your
experience, through the SASI FORUM
or perhaps, through SASI, establish a
mechanism for the exchange of professional criticism of these process
"templates." This assumes you are not
inhibited from such exchanges by your
work or position. If you are so inhibited, start to try to change the constraints. Suppression of such exchanges seems contrary to one's professional interests.
Lastly, if the theories which have
been suggested are unsatisfactory to
you, propose your alternatives for testing by your fellow SASI members. In
my view, air safety investigators are in
a unique position to exercise leadership in this effort, because of the
FDR, CVR and other records of
actions by most of the actors involved
in accidents. If you have the will,
yours can become an outstanding contribution in the safety field.
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SAFETY THEORY, ANALYSES AND RESEARCH PAPERS
The following selections contain ideas with an increasing influence on the new
directions inwhicl ttle "safety" field is moving. The selections were carefully screened to
provide special insights into the origins and nature of these new ideas and some of their
ramifications for safety, research, safety data, safety measurement, and other aspects of
safety functions. The selections trace these new ideas to their present status, and will be
supplemented as appropriate future selections become available.

102. THE
APPLICATION
OF RISK CONCEPTS TO SAFETY ANALYSIS IN HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
TRANSPORTATION
10 pages, $ 3.00
Report to National Academy of Sciences panel on Risk Analysis, by Ludwig Benner, Jr. (1974)
Useful as an
Describes a modular approach to transportation risk analysis.
introductory paper for examining the nature as well as the strengths and weaknesses of risk
analysis methodologies.
103. RISK; RESPONSIBILITY AND RESEARCH
3.00
12 pages,
Presentation to American Chemical Society by Ludwig Benner, Jr. (1975)(32 references)
Examines changing societal demands for avoiding man—made catastrophic chemical safety
surprises, and for better predictive methodologies to discover, evaluate and control
chemical risks. It describes semantic, perceptual and methodological obstacles to meeting
these demands, defines risk control and measurement research needs and suggests a new role
for professionals in the chemical field. Helpful for understanding obstacles to "safety"
improvements.
4 pages, $ 2.00
104. HYPOTHESIS GENERATION IN RARE EVENTS RESEARCH
references)
Paper for National Bureau of Standards Workshop by Ludwig Benner, Jr.(1976) (4
Presents
observations of the method used to generate hypotheses in accident
investigations, and suggests method for structuring discovery of hypotheses during
research into rare events. A helpful selection for initiating inquiry into process or
hypothesis generation during safety research and analysis activities.
105. PROGRESS REPORT ON RISK ANALYSIS
9 pages, $ 3.00
A speech before the American Chemical Society by Ludwig Benner, Jr. (1977) (49 references)
Examines the changing climate in which "safety" decisions are being made in the public
and private. sectors of our society. The document reviews some of the reasons behind risk
analysis, cites decisions being made, highlights the technological developments affecting
risk. analysis capabilities, and speculates on the effects of these changes. Helpful for
probing future "safety" directions and reasons they will emerge.
'106. GENERATING HYPOTHESES TO EXPLAIN ACCIDENTS AND OTHER RARE EVENTS
4 pages, $ 2.00
Guest Editorial in Journal of.Safety Research by Ludwig Benner, Jr. (1978) (4 references)
The contents are similar to the ideas expressed in 10, with some expansion relating
to identification of three differing theories about the "accident" phenomenon. Helpful for
introducing the notion that origins for criteria used to evaluate safety hypotheses
underlying safety research need reexamination.
107. CRASH THEORIES AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR ACCIDENT RESEARCH
10 pages, $ 3.00
Paper published by the American Association For Automotive Medicine, by Ludwig Benner, Jr.
(1979) (14
references)
. Five different perceptions of the nature of the accident phenomenon are introduced in
this paper. Resultant investigative, data and methodological traps and their implications
for safety research, are outlined. Researchers are called on to reexamine and specify which
perception drives their work products. Useful for exploring the reasons why evaluations
of safety countermeasures are so difficult.
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108. THE, DILEMMA OF ACCEPTABLE SAFETY RISK
8 pages, $ 3.00
A presentation to the Society of Automotive Engineers by E.T.Driver (1979)
The three essential steps in the risk—acceptance decision making process are
described.
The need for improved "trade—off" identification, clarification of who does
and should make the decisions, and a need to track the results of risk predictions against
experiences
discussed.
A helpful selection to show how complex
accident
are
risk—acceptance decision making is in practice.
109. UNDERSTANDING ACCIDENTS: A CASE FOR NEW PERCEPTIONS AND METHODOLOGIES
18 pages $ 3.00
109A RELATED "MUSICAL SCORE" LECTURE PAPER
1 page $ .25
Paper for the Society of Automotive Engineers by Ludwig Benner, Jr. (1980) (42 references)
An extensive discussion of serious problems with methodologies used in accident
research and investigations, incuding an allegation that most accident data is fatally
flawed.
Suggests a methodological approach to resolve these problems. Includes extensive
Useful for identifying specific conceptual safety problems confronting safety
appendices.
practitioners.
The ''musical score" sheet displays analogies between musical scores and
multilinear events sequences (MES) accident events analysis methodology.
110. EVALUATING DANGEROUS GOODS EMERGENCY RESPONSE WITH TIME/LOSS ANALYSES
8 pages, $ 3.00
Presentation at
6th International Symposium—Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive
Materials, Berlin(West), Federal Republic of Germany by E.T.Driver (1980)
Provides a general method for tracking changes in loss over time as a basis for
evaluating performance of safeguards and safety procedures, with examples illustrating
method.
Analytical, preplanning and regulatory implications of method are discussed.
Helpful for exploring ways to link predicted safety performance to actual performance, and
establishing criteria to evaluate predictive safety analysis methodologies.
111. LOW DOSE EXTRAPOLATION AND RISK ASSESSMENT
5 PAGES, $ 3.00
Paper from CHEMICAL TIMES AND TRENDS by Robert Bruce (1980)
A lucid explanation with examples showing problems with toxicity tests, extrapolation
of test results, and selection of models needed for regulatory action l with the conclusion
that study of mechanisms of cancer may be necessary before a scientific basis for low dose
extrapolation can be expounded.
112. SAFETY'S FUTURE SHOCK
12 pages $ 3..00
Paper presented at Dept. of Energy Occupational Safety Meeting by Ludwig Benner, Jr. (1983)
A look at the fundamental changes in our society and their probable effects including
the effects of safety's own new technology and the opportunities - it offers safety
professionals as our society moves from an industrial based to an information based
civilization.
113. SYSTEM SAFETY'S OPEN LOOP
9 pages # 3.00
Paper (in publication) by R. Sweginnis and L. Benner, Jr. (1983)
Describes .system safety's open loop flaw as a failure to link predictive analyses to
accident investigations, and the consequences of that flaw.
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ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
The following. selections cover recent developments .in the accident investig
ation
field. They deal with advanced accident theories, methodologies
and practices.
201. ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION: MULTILINEAR EVENTS SEQUENCING METHODS
8 pages, $ 3.00
A concept paper published in the Journal of Safety Research by Ludwig Benner,
Jr.(1975) (13
references)
201A. Special list of 110 related accident investigation

7 pages, $ 7.00
Makes plea for generally acceptable approaches and analysis methods that
will result
in complete, reproducible, conceptually consistent and easily communicated explanat
ions of
accidents.
Suggests generalized explanation of accident phenomenon, and "multilinear
events sequences" (MES) technique for presenting accident data. Helps
identify criteria
for evaluating accident investigation work products.
202. ACCIDENT THEORY AND ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
7 pages, $ 3.00
Research paper presented Society of Air Safety Investigators by Ludwig Benner,
Jr.(1975)
(22 references)
Introduces accident theory problems behind investigative prdblems. Suggests that
accidents be viewed as a transformation process by which homeostatic activity
is
interrupted with accompanying harm, and describes procedural steps for charting
accident
events into multilinear events sequences (MES) accident process chart display. Proposes
tests for display entries. Helps identify need for disciplined investigative approaches.
203. FOUR ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION GAMES: SIMULATIONS OF THE ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION PROCESS
108 pages, $13.95
Simulations that illustrate accident investigation processes by Ludwig Benner, Jr.
(1982)
Games address coordination .of .divergent interests, witness interviews, debris
plans,. investigative data organization and evaluation and countermeasure developmtest
ent.
Appendices. have rules of construction for MES, MORT and FTA outputs,
rules for making
events building blocks, and investigative models and principles. Convenie
nt way to learn
MES
and
other methods and grasp significance of new methodologies for accident
investigators.
204. FOUR ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION GAMES:INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL
80 pages, $30.00
A full explanation of events analysis methods for accident investigation by Ludwig Benner,
Jr. (1983) (available 8/83)
Contains
instructions
for
conducting
the four, simulations of the accident
investigation process, with examples of answers, simulation work products
, and completed
10' MES chart. Appendices have annotated references to highlight points to be
made.
205.5 ACCIDENT PERCEPTIONS: IMPLICATIONS FOR ACCIDENT INVESTIGATORS
9 pages, $ 3.00
An interpretive paper by Ludwig Benner, Jr. (1980) (36 references)
Presents strengths and weaknesses of existing accident investigation
processes
resulting from differing perceptions of the. accident phenomenon.
Useful for exploring quality criteria for investigative programs, work Cites consequences.
products.
NEW!
206. EVENTS ANALYSIS METHODS FOR ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
4-9p $ 3.00 ea.
A series of 7 guides showing how to use events analysis methods in investig
Includes
EVENTS BUILDING BLOCKS, S.T.E.P., FTA, T/LA, EF4CF, CHANGE TRACKING and MORT ations.
guides. Latest
Al methods. (1983)
206S

Special price: $16.00 for set of 7, shipped prepaid.
SPECIAL SLIDE/TAPE

299. SAFETY'S HIDDEN DEFECT: ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS
per set
$ 50.00
Slide/tape about accident investigation defects by Ludwig Benner, Jr.
(1982)
This A/V set describes the safety problems created by basic accident
investigation
concepts and problems, and how those problems delay safety, feed
controversy, waste lives
and money.
Describes how problems can be overcome. 30 minutes, with discussi
on topics
suggested in accompanying guide.
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HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SAFETY
The following selections deal with new developments in the hazardous materials safety
field. . They address the increasing shift to .a risk-based framework for control and
regulation .of these .substances, and help explain evolving safety developments in the
transportation and environmental fields.
301. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS TRANSPORTATION: CURRENT AND FUTURE ISSUES
12 pages, $ 2.00
An address to an OSHA and Hazardous Materials Seminar by Ludwig Benner, Jr. (1973)
Discusses impact of improved theoretical understanding of accident phenomenon,
development of .risk-based safety performance measurements and understanding of the risk
acceptance decision on future hazardous materials initiatives.
302. PREDICTING HAZARDOUS MATERIALS EMERGENCY OUTCOMES
3 pages, $ 1.00
Paper presented at 2nd International Symposium Systems Safety Conference by Ludwig Benner,
Jr. (1975)
4 brief paper describing need for .improved analytical methods to predict harmful
behaviors of accidental hazardous materials releases.
303. D.E.CI.D.E. IN HAZARDOUS MATERIALS EMERGENCIES
8 pages, $ 1.50
A landmark research paper in the fire service field, by Ludwig Benner, Jr.(1975)
Redefines the purpose of emergency response actions in terms of outcomes achieved,
models the nature of an emergency, and casts the management of an emergency into a decision
process model. Useful to illustrate how redefinition of objectives can contribute to
problem solutions.
304. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS EMERGENCIES: PROGRAMMABLE!
8 pages, $ 1.50
A speech to the National Fire Protection Association, 81st Annual Meeting by Ludwig Benner,
Jr. (1977)
Shows how present instruction ("programming") of firefighters inadequately prepares
them to cope with hazardous materials emergencies, because the way hazardous materials have
been "programmed" to behave in emergencies has not been identified. Challenged basic
assumptions about hazardous materials training courses.
305. D.E.C.I.D.E. FOR HAZARDOUS MATERIALS EMERGENCIES
16 pages, $ 2.00
A research paper presented at the
Fifth International Symposium on the Transport of
Dangerous Goods by Sea and Inland Waterways in Hamburg, bu Ludwig Benner, Jr. (1978) (16
references)
A followup to No. 303 elaborating on the methodology used to resolve the problems
faced during emergency operatons, and showing countermeasure strategies flowing from the
methodologies used. Attacks "cookbook" emergency response instructions.
306. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS EMERGENCIES
. 71 pages, $10.00
A textbook for studying hazardous materials emergencies by Ludwig Benner, Jr. (1979)
A course of instruction built on the D.E.C.I.D.E. process concepts, incorporating
study .and diagnistic principles, methodologies and models developed by the author during
investigations of hazardous materials emergencies. Applies MBO principles, and directs
focus on. emergency outcomes achieved. Useful for developing general diagnistic/decision
making skills needed for effectively managing emergencies.
307. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS EMERGENCIES WORKBOOK
A student workbook for no. 306 above (1979)
An exercise book to 'help students master
management textbook.

70 pages, $ 8.00
the material in the emergency response

308. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS EMERGENCIES: INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL
30 pages, $10.00
The instructor's manual with suggested handouts, for the above two publications. (1979)
309. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS EMERGENCIES: SPECIMEN WORKBOOK ENTRIES
70 pages, $10.00
An answer book with specimen answers for Workbook 307, by M. S. Hildebrand(1980)
This publication shows how students might complete workbook 307, based on the
instruction presented in 306 course.
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310. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SPILL MAPS: A NEW SAFETY INFORMATION RESOURCE
7 pages, $ 3.00
A presentation to the American Institute Of Chemical Engineers by R. Rote (1980)
Describes an effort by the National Transportation Safety Board to provide a new basis for
identifying the emergency behavior programmed into hazardous materials shipments, and
Applications of the information being developed. Useful for understanding a new way for
presenting standardized accident data with a user orientation.
311. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS: THE M.A.P.S. METHOD
per set,
Simulations of the emergency response process by The Robert J. Brady Co.(1981)

$255.00

A new .audio/visual training and simulation program utilizing hazardous material spill
projections to diagnose emergency response problems and devise actions that will improve
the outcomes.
Set includes the 65 page instructor's manual, 3 slide/tape modules, and 3
M.A.F.S. sets overlays for simulation exercises.

SAFETY REGULATION
The following selections cover safety regulation functions, expectations and problems.
401. RISK CONCEPTS IN DANGEROUS GOODS REGULATIONS
35 pages, $ 6.00
Reprint of a National Transportation Safety Board Special Study Report(1971)
Details
salient
approaches
underlying
development
of existing regulations,
difficulties they create, and needs which must be met by new approaches. Suggests new
framework for regulatory program based on risk-based concepts to guide future actions, and
recommends implementing actions. Strongly influenced Hazardous Material Transportaton Act
of 1975.
402. SAFETY, RISK AND REGULATION
18 PAGES, $ 3.00
A presentation to the Transportation Research Forum by Ludwig Benner, Jr. (1972)
This selection examines apparent contradictory concerns for safety, the 'risk'
approach to safety, accident-related risk taking and risk bearing, safety regulation as a
risk-setting decision, and legislated risk-setting functions in the Consumer Product Safety
Act.
Helpful as a basis for examining who establishes and who bears safety risks, and the
authority, accoutability and responsibility for safety decision making. (13 references)
403. PUT YOURSELF IN HIS SHOES...
Speech to Workshop On World-wide Compatability
Montreal, Canada by Ludwig Benner, Jr. (1976)

of

Hazardous

6 pages, $ 3.00
Materials Regulations,

Challenges assumptions underlying safety regulations and suggests task analysis and
outcome-based approaches to reach "a common denominator" that would produce compatibility
of international regulations. Suggests specific objective formulation, technical analyses
and feedbackcontributions by involved parties.
404. WHAT IS THIS THING CALLED A REGULATION?
8 pages, $ 3.00
An analytical paper by.Ludwig Benner, Jr.(in publication-available May 1981)
An examination of the nature of this thing called "safety regulation" describing four
levels of safety controls, with a discussion of their implications.
405. SYSTEM SAFETY'S OPEN LOOP
A paper by R. Sweginnis and L. Benner
Discusses
the
need to link predictive system
investigations, and the effects on both functions.
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EVENT BUILDING BLOCK DOCUMENTATION

Figure 1: ABBREVIATED EVENT BUILDING BLOCK DOCUMENTATION

(DATA
SOURCE)
ACTOR

ACTION

DESCRIPTORS

Figure 2.

COMPREHENSIVE EVENT BUILDING BLOCK DOCUMENTATION

*TIME EVENT BEGAN

**DATA
SOURCE

*EVENT LOCATION
**ACTOR

(CARD #)
**ACTION

*DESCRIPTORS
EVENT DURATION
(REMARKS)
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PROCEDURE FOR DOCUMENTING EVENT BUILDING BLOCKS

OBJECTIVE:
TO TRANSFORM OBSERVATIONS AND DATA ACQUIRED FROM PEOPLE AND THINGS
INTO THE COMMON, CENTRAL DOCUMENTED UNITS NEEDED DURING AN
INVESTIGATION TO DESCRIBE A PHENOMENON.

APPLICABILITY:
An event building block (BB) is a fundamental, common and irreducible
unit needed to describe, predict, control and track or monitor any
phenomenon under investigation.

DATA REQUIRED:
The procedure will accommodate any observation or data about any
occurrence.
DATA SOURCES:
The procedure utilizes any observation or information from any animate
or inanimate source, and transforms it into an event building block,
using direct observation, sequential logic or deductive reasoning.
DATA PRESENTATION:
The procedure for formulating event building blocks from any kind of
data requires that the "actor + action" format be rigorously followed.
The format reflects the "active voice" syntax. During an
investigation, investigators transform all information they get from
people or things into this format, and then document it as events
building blocks. To record investigative information, the following
aids are recommended:
1. one package (1200 sheets) of 3-M 'POST-IT' 38 x 50.8 mm No. 653
Note Pads, or
2. a package of blank business cards or box of 3 x 5 index cards on
which to record each event.
A very simple event building block looks like Figure 1, page 1.
2 shows a comprehensive BB.

2

Figure

EVENT BUILDING BLOCK DOCUMENTATION

Follow these steps to prepare an event building block.
1. THINK EVENTS. An event building block consists basically of 1 actor
+ 1 action, accompanied by limiting descriptors. During
investigations, keep listening and looking for actors whose actions
initiated a change of state during an accident.
2. ALWAYS WRITE THE NAME OF THE ACTOR BEFORE YOU WRITE ANYTHING ELSE.
You will be tracking actors. Actors can be people or things. Give
each person or thing a name, then USE ONLY THAT NAME THEREAFTER.
Enter only ONE SPECIFIC name on each note card. PRONOUNS AND PLURAL
NOUNS are Poison words for the analyst. The 'actor' you name must
be the 'doer' of the action, rather than someone or something that
was acted on, or had something done to them.
3. NEXT, WRITE DOWN WHAT THE ACTOR DID, USING ACTIVE. VOICE, PAST TENSE,
WITH DESCRIPTORS.
The actor's name must be followed directly by the action verb
describing the action that initiated a change of state in someone
or something during the accident. People actions include
sensory actions (like saw, heard, smelled, touched or tasted data acquired by 5 senses)
physical actions (like turned, reset, hit, pushed, pulled) or
mental actions (like decided, calculated, chose, concluded,
thought, etc.)
For things, actions should be descriptive of what they did (rose,
struck, separated, scored, deposited, etc.) and not generic
classifications such as 'failed, erred, etc.)
The verb may be qualified by additional phrases to achieve
specificity (see 6 below) if necessary to satisfy subsequent entry
sequencing demands. Enter limiting descriptors if needed. NEVER,
NEVER show two verbs in one building block!
A simple actor/action BB may serve
"simple" investigations. However,
building blocks may be needed in a
litigation. If you need to make a
following steps will help you.

an investigator adequately during
a more comprehensive set of event
complex investigation or for
BB more comprehensive, the

4. ENTER TIMES FOR THE EVENT.
You will use the time an event began and ended for truth testing.
Therefore, the beginning and ending times have to be acquired or
estimated for each event. The time each event BEGAN should be
entered on the event card to permit later events flow testing. If
time is essential, enter an 'E' to show that the time is estimated,
and investigate the time further.
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EVENT BUILDING BLOCK DOCUMENTATION

5. ENTER LOCATION WHERE EVENT BEGAN
Next, if physical motion or movement is involved, show where the
actor was when his/her/its action began. This may require
coordinates and reference(s) to points on sketches or maps.
6. ENTER LIMITING DESCRIPTORS TO ACTION.
After entering the previous data, you are now ready to enter any
descriptors needed to limit the action with quantitative measures,
name of person or thing which started to change state when acted
on, etc. For example, in the event 'driver pressed on brake pedal
with all her strength', the words following the verb 'pressed' are
limiting descriptors that you use to make the event more specific.
In the event 'Aircraft descended 500 feet' the 500 feet is the
limiting descriptor. These descriptors should be as specific as
the data allows.
Sometimes you will not be able to enter all this data for every event.
Make sure you get the information marked ** in Figure 2, page 1. Do
your best to get the information marked with one *. The EVENT DURATION
may be important, but you can live without it if you absolutely can't
get it. The entries in the ( ) are helpful housekeeping entries if you
have to produce your references - in court, with your bosses, etc.)

OPTIONAL PROCEDURAL STEPS
One of the features of the events analysis methodology is its
flexibility. Investigators often find it useful to add special data
about an event to a card. Use whatever codes you wish, but make a note
about each code used so you will use the data consistently when if
write a report. For example, a witness may provide a photograph or
sketch in addition to a statement. If so, you may wish to add a 'P' or
'Sk' to the Source entry. You may need such information for claims or
litigation purposes, for example. Spatial references such as maps or
sketches may be needed to track an actor's actions during an accident;
you may wish to develop a 'location' grid code tied to a map and 'x,y'
map coordinates or symbols. Using 'C', 'S' or 'R' to indicate that the
event was addressed by a gode, atandard or _regulation might be useful.
Once recorded on the card, coded entries will remind you of the point
when you use the card in discussions, analysis, report writing, etc.
TWO BASIC BB PROCEDURES.
Use one procedure to acquire data from people directly during
interviews, and another to get data from things or from people in
non-interview situations.
WITNESS SOURCES. Two types of building block data are available during
a witness interview, simulation or similar direct observation of
witness actions. The two types are information about
1. the actions of the witness; or
2. the actions of other people or things the witness observed.
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Either type may be
a. explicitly reported by a witness, or
b. inferred from a witness' testimony.
DOCUMENTING ACTIONS REPORTED BY WITNESSES
Data about witnesses' actions is usually acquired
1.

in writing from written witness statements,

2.

verbally and visually during witness interviews, or

3.

otherwise from documentation of witness actions, recorded
a.
b.
C.
d.

on
On
on
on

media, such as on audio and video tape recordings;
instrument charts;
operating logs;
license examinations, etc.

Be alert for other data sources that might have observed and
"recorded"
the witness' actions.
a. Written witness statements.
the BBs as follows:

If you use a written statement, create

1.

underline everything the witness says s/he did (action words).

2.

tag with consecutive numbers the action words that imply the
witness did something. Be especially alert for comments
suggesting that witness moved, chose or concluded something, etc.

3.

find and circle those specific actions by the witness that
initiated a change of state
in the witness or
in someone or something else.

4.

write actor's name and each circled action on a card or 3M
"POST-IT" in the actor action format. Each card or "POST-I
T"
becomes an actor/action phrase that constitutes an event buildin
g
block. (Note source at this time if necessary.)

b. Witness interviews.
interviews,

If you use personal or telephone witness

1. use a court reporter or tape record the interview if possibl
e;
then transcribe the interview onto paper.
When the transcription
is ready, follow the above steps for written statements.
2. if a recording is not possible, listen for and make note of
the
witness' actions the witness took by just writing down the action
verbs and any additional descriptors you hear. As you listen, try
to form a "mental movie" of the actions being described by a
witness.
3. during the interview, listen for descriptions or inferences of
5
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actions by other people Or things. When you hear one, write down
the actor's name and the action verb that accompanies it the name.
If possible, have a second interviewer act as an "events recorder"
doing the same thing while you pose the questions. This provides
a "short-hand" way to capture a witness' information quickly but
effectively.
4. As soon as feasible, transfer your notes about events onto cards
or POST-ITS for analysis. Do this before your memory fades.
5. You may find it helpful to write your notes down in a narrative
format and offer them to the witness to correct and sign,
signifying the witness' concurrence in what you recorded.
Alternatively, get the witness to sign or initial your notes.
This is a useful way to assure that the witness does not change
his/her mind after your report is submitted.
6. During interviews, use mental movies to track a witness' movements
and actions, and to determine whether or not you have covered the
witness' actions during an accident completely.
c. Media records. With media records, use the same techniques as in b.
1-6 above. You have the advantage of reviewing the data as you make
your notes, but otherwise the procedure is similar.
At the conclusion of this effort you should have a significant quantity
of events building blocks to use for analyses.
Recheck each building blootc before you use it. Before you use a
building block in the subsequent events analysis steps, recheck it to
be sure you have recorded all the available data correctly,
cross-checking it against the original data if necessary. When the
recheck is complete, you are ready to proceed to the S.T.E.P. or other
events analysis methods.
DOCUMENTING EVENTS FROM OBSERVATIONS OF THINGS
The documentation method is similar to that described. Acquiring
things information from which the BBs are created, however, is
different. Things can't tell you what they did or saw. The
investigator has to "read" the information from the thing that has it.
This involves many special skills, and a technical background. Unless
you are an expert, you may wish to get expert help to develop this
information. It is helpful to use the change tracking or energy trace
methods to develop the data from which things BBs are prepared. Please
refer to those GUIDES for further details.
Once the things data are available, however, the general procedure for
creating BBs from things data is the same as described in the previous
sections, except the actor will have a thing name rather than a people
name, and the actions will be different kinds of actions like shifted,
breached, punctured, actuated, separated, eroded, stopped, rotated,
combined with, flowed, bridged, etc. depending on the things involved.
END
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GUIDES AVAILABLE FOR
EVENTS. ANALYSIS METHODS USED IN ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS

1.

DOCUMENTING EVENT BUILDING BLOCKS (BB GUIDE)

2, SEQUENTIALLY TIMED EVENTS PLOTS (S.T.E.P. GUIDE)
3, FAULT TREE ANALYSIS FOR Al (FTA GUIDE)
4. TIME/LOSS ANALYSIS (T/LA GUIDE)
5. EVENTS AND CAUSAL FACTORS CHARTING (E&CF GUIDE)
6, CHANGE TRACKING METHOD (CTM GUIDE)
7. ENERGY FLOW TRACE METHOD (EFT GUIDE)
8. MANAGEMENT OVERSIGHT AND RISK TREE FOR Al (MORT GUIDE)
9. EVENTS ANALYSIS DEBRIS TEST PLANNING GUIDE
10. EVENTS ANALYSIS-BASED RECOMMENDATION DEVELOPMENT (REC GUIDE)

THE ABOVE GUIDES ARE DISTRIBUTED BY:
EVENTS ANALYSIS, INC.

12101 TOREADOR LANE
OAKTON, VA. 22124 USA

GUIDE 2

S. T. E. P.
GUIDE
A GUIDE FOR USERS OF THE
SEQUENTIALLY TIMED EVENTS PLOT
EVENTS ANALYSIS METHOD
IN ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS

PREPARED BY
EVENTS ANALYSIS, INC.
OAKTON, VA.

22124 U S A

COPYRIGHT ° 1983 BY EVENTS ANALYSIS, INC.
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

WHAT DOES A S.T.E.P. MATRIX LOOK LIKE?

1. It has a TIME IMEE•to provide a baseline for aligning recorded events:
begin
A

end

2. It is in an EVENTS MILTZ format showing each active actor's known actions:
Remember: one actor + one action = an
EVENT

Actions
Actor A
Actor B
Actor C
etc.

3. It hail IINKING .ARROWS to show proceed/follow interactions among events and
test the logic of the events flow displayed:
t

b

A

4. It has COUNTERMEASURE TABS to force identification of all potenti
al
recommendations:
t

b

A

0

COPYRIGHT ° 1983 BY EVENTS ANALYSIS, INC.
12101 TOREADOR LANE
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SEQUENTIALLY TIMED EVENTS PLOT ANALYSIS METHOD

OBJECTIVE: TO STRUCTURE, ARRAY, ORGANIZE, TRUTH-TEST, ANALYZE AND USE
ACCIDENT DATA DURING ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS TO ARRIVE AT A COMPLETE,
REPLICABLE, EASILY COMMUNICATED AND VALID EXPLANATION OF AN ACCIDENT.
APPLICABILITY:
The S.T.E.P. method is applicable in all accidents for which complete,
replicable, easily communicated and valid explanations are desired.
GENERAL GUIDANCE: This guide provides procedures for converting
investigation data "facts" into a format suitable for testing its
relevance and validity; for arraying the converted data in a
self-testing 'model' describing the accident; and for quality control
checks of your work.
DATA REQUIRED,:
The S.T.E.P. events analysis method defines the data required as the
method is implemented. The method specifies only criteria by which an
investigator must identify data that has to be acquired during a
specific investigation.
DATA SOURCES:
1. This method accommodates all relevant data from both witnesses and
things as the data are acquired during an investigation.
2. The method determines whether or not data from a source is necessary
or superfluous through a self-testing procedure.
DATA PRESENTATION:
All data acquired during an investigation must first be transformed
into events building blocks. The building blocks are then arrayed in a
time/actor matrix and linked with precede/follow arrows to define and
test interactions among events.
To use the S.T.E.P. procedure during investigations, you will need:
1. one package of 12 (1200 sheets) of 3-M 'POST-IT' 38 x 50.8 mm
No. 653 Note Pads or
2. a package of blank business cards or 3 x 5 index cards on which
to record each event; at least two rolls of masking tape; and
pencils, (preferred) and
3. a large clear wall space, chalk board or roll of butcher paper
on which to lay out the building blocks as they develop.
2
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DATA PRESENTATION (continued)
With the S.T.E.P. events analysis method, every piece of data developed
during an investigation is first transformed into an EVENT BUILDING
BLOCK. These EVENT BUILDING BLOCKS become the basic elements of the
S.T.E.P. matrix and accident models. Attempts to take shortcuts
inevitably result in more work later.
PROCEDURE FOR PREPARING AN EVENT BUILDING BLOCK
A completed EVENT BUILDING BLOCK contains the information shown below:

TIME EVENT BEGAN

(DATA
SOURCE)

EVENT LOCATION

(CARD #)

ACTOR

ACTION

DESCRIPTORS
EVENT DURATION
(REMARKS)

The procedure for preparing an events building block is described in
GUIDE 5 of this series. This GUIDE presumes that you understand how to
document events with events building blocks.
Please refer to that
GUIDE if you have not already done so.
PROCEDURE FOR PREPARING THE S.T.E.P. MATRIX
You will want to array the building blocks on an S.T.E.P. matrix as
they are prepared. The procedure for preparing the S.T.E.P. matrix is
simple and quick.
1. Make a name card for each actor as you make the first event building
block, and start the S.T.E.P. matrix by listing each actor in a
column down along the left edge of your work surface.
2. Then put a tentative time line or time markers along the top of the
matrix. You are, now ready to place each event building block into
the matrix as you finish it.
3. Place each EVENT BUILDING BLOCK on the actor's horizontal line, with
the left edge of the card below the point on the time line when the
action began. To fit the event into its proper sequence, you must
line it up with the time it started.
3
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NOTE: As the matrix develops, you may find it necessary to expand
the time-line scale. Feel free to do so at any time; Using
stick-on cards makes it easy to move the events around during
the matrix development process.
4. As each event is put into place on the actor's line, TEST THAT EVENT
AGAINST THE NEXT PRECEDING EVENT AND NEXT FOLLOWING EVENT TO ASSURE
IT IS IN ITS PROPER TIME AND SPATIAL SEQUENCE.
NOTE: This is one relevance and truth-testing step. If the actor
influenced subsequent actions, or reacted to another actor by
doing something, the event is relevant. If it fits
sequentially in its logical time and locational order, it is
A
ready to be placed into the display tentatively.
tentative estimated duration should be indicated on the
matrix when possible, and noted with a 'T' or other symbol to
show the data requires confirmation or correction. The
duration of events can become relevant when two or more
events are occurring simultaneously during the accident.
5. As the S.T.E.P. matrix grows, begin to draw arrows (lines with
pointers) FROM each event that initiated a change of state in
another actor TO the subsequent actions that resulted from that
action, in a precede/follow order. When completed, the arrows will
show how events influenced each other sequentially. This displays
the logic of the accident process and -interactions during the
accident.
NOTE: This is the 'necessary and sufficient' truth testing part of
your accident events 'logic flow.' It forms the basis for
the problem statements that will follow. If you can not
establish links from the beginning events(s) to the ending
events, you know you have gaps in your understanding of the
accident that may need further investigation.
6. Try FAULT TREES (see GUIDE 2) to bridge GAPS in your logical events
flows if the gap prevents you from understanding what happened and
why it happened for your purposes.
NOTE: The FTA technique helps you control the speculations about
uncertainties, and helps you identify what data you should be
seeking to verify your guesses.
7. Record EXPECTED events beside actual events. Each event that
actually occurred can be supplemented, for safety analysis and
recommendation development purposes, by adding the expected actor,
action, time, location, duration, or limiting descriptor for the
event in your matrix. As you enter 'expected' data, record the
expectations in a contrasting color. Get into the habit of using
that color only to enter expectations, following the same procedure
as above.
NOTE: You may also wish to indicate the expected flow of events
linking the 'expected' cards on the matrix, to highlight the
differences between what was supposed to occur and what did.
This step helps define problems and recommendations later.
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PROCEDURE FOR PREPARING S.T.E.P. MATRIX (continued)
8. When you have exhausted the available evidence about events during
accidents and expectations, and completed linking all the events you
have available, mark each event or arrow with an indexed
COUNTERMEASURE DIAMOND to show where you have identified a way to
control or disrupt the flow of accident events.
NOTE: The strategy for identifying and evaluating countermeasures
is to disrupt the 'accidental events flow process.' Each
link provides a potential point for disrupting the flow. Use
indexed diamond-shaped tabs to indicate and note what might
be done to control the accident process.
Upon completion of the countermeasure diamonds on the S.T.E.P. matrix,
you are prepared to begin the next step.
S.T.E.P. MATRIX QUALITY CONTROL CHECKS
1. Check your entries for certain words on your cards, or in any models
using events. Some words 'poison' your events building blocks.
Poison words like 'and' or 'or' indicate you are covering more
than one event in a building block.
'Was' or 'were' are almost always poison, because they reflect
the passive voice, which means you didn't name the right actor.
Words ending in -'...ly' are usually poison, because they are
merely disguised, implicit investigator's value judgments with no
criteria or evidence to justify their conclusion.
Other poison words are words that describe a steady state, rather
than an event.
As you gain experience, you will begin to spot your own signals that
an 'event' in a model is really not an event at all, but rather is a
conclusion, state or other unacceptable entry.
2. After a matrix is completed, have someone who does not know anything
that happened review your matrix for the logical flow and sequential
ordering of the events, as a Q C step.
3. Cross-check to be certain that all the sources referenced are on
hand and retrievable.
4. If the matrix indicates problems or misunderstanding, ask the
persons who should know the operations to look at the matrix and
verify your entries. This process often generates either changed
expectations or better events flows.
END
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FTA
GUIDE
A GUIDE FOR USING THE
FAULT TREE ANALYSIS METHOD
IN ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS

PREPARED BY
LUFRED INDUSTRIES, INC.
OAKTON, VA.

22124 U S A

COPYRIGHT ° 1983 BY LUFRED INDUSTRIES, INC.
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

FAULT TREE BUILDING BLOCKS (SYMBOLS)

PRIMARY EVENT SYMBOLS
BASIC EVENT — A basic initiating fault requiring no further
development
CONDITIONING EVENT — Specific conditions or restrictions that
apply to any logic gate (used primarily with PRIORITY AND and
INHIBIT gates)
UNDEVELOPED EVENT — An event which is not further developed
either because it is of insufficient consequence or because information is
ilable

EXTERNAL EVENT - An event which is normally expected to occur
11••1•110

INTERMEDIATE EVENT SYMBOLS
INTERMEDIATE EVENT — A fault event that occurs because
of one
or more antecedent causes acting through logic gates

GATE SYMBOLS
AND — Output fault occurs if all of the input faults occur

OR .— Output fault occurs if at least one of the input faults
occurs

EXCLUSIVE OR — Output fault occurs if exactly one of the
input
faults occurs
PRIORITY ANO — Output fault occurs if all of the input faults occur
in a specific sequence (the sequence is represented by a CONDITIONING EVENT drawn to the right of the gate)
INHIBIT — Output fault occurs if the (single) input fault occurs in the
presence of an enabling condition (the enabling condition is
represented by a CONDITIONING EVENT drawn to the right of
the gate)

TRANSFER SYMBOLS
TRANSFER IN — Indicates that the tree is developed further at the
occurrence of the corresponding TRANSFER OUT (..g., on
another page)
TRANSFER OUT — Indicates that this portion Of the tree must be
attached lithe corresponding TRANSFER IN

Source: Fault Tree Handbook, US Nuclear Regul
atory Commission NUREC
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THE FAULT TREE ANALYSIS METHOD
OBJECTIVE: TO DEVELOP POSSIBLE ACCIDENT EVENTS SEQUENCES WHEN A
SCENARIO CAN NOT BE FURTHER DEVELOPED FROM AVAILABLE
EVIDENCE.
APPLICABILITY:
Fault trees are most useful in accident investigations for the logical
development of all conceivable events sequences that might explain an
The fault trees thus
unknown portion of an accident process.
developed should be subjected to further testing to determine the most
likely events sequence during a speciLic accident.
As a general rule, fault trees do not lend themselves easily to the
display of known accident events. Known events, with a certainty of 1,
can be displayed more effectively in S.T.E.P. matrices. Additionally,
accident events usually can not be recast adequately in the
fault/failure dichotomous structure required for a conventional fault
tree. Finally, the relative timing of events can not be conveniently
display.
Existing predictive fault tree analyses for a system can help
investigators if they are available, by providing "road maps" to their
top events. However, most such fault trees are hardware oriented,
inhibiting a complete display of the full range of actors and actions
involved in accident.
GENERAL GUIDANCE:
Fault trees provide a rigorously structured way to organize speculation
about a possible course of events during a portion of an accident. If
you are using the fault tree analysis method for the first time, review
the fault tree symbols on the inside cover page, and the example of a
fault tree on the last page of these instructions before proceeding.
DATA REQUIRED:
1) An understanding of the way the system involved in the accident
is designed and intended to function.
2) Known events on each side of a gap in the S.T.E.P. chart.
3) Conventions for constructing the fault tree.
4) Guesses about possible events sequences to enter into the fault
tree during its construction.

THE FAULT TREE ANALYSIS METHOD
DATA SOURCES:
1. The top event is the event on.the right side of a gap in an S.T.E.P.
chart. The event to the left of the gap will be one of the events
in the bottom tier of the completed tree.
2. This fault tree is dependent on the analyst(s) knowledge and
background for information about possible events that are displayed
in the tree.
3 Data for the tree is developed by repeatedly asking the questions:
"What prior events must have occurred in order for this event to
occur?" and
"Were a) all the events necessary and sufficient to produce the
next event, or were b) any of the events sufficient to cause the
next event by themselves?" (Determines the logic gates to use.)
4. After the tree is completed, the results will dictate the additional
data needed and the sources.
DATA PRESENTATION:
The data are placed on a chart for analysis, in a pyramid-shaped array
of events, displayed in tiers to show the events flow up through logic
gates in the tree to the top event. Large pieces of paper, at least 2x3
feet, will usually be helpful. Erasures and correction of entries is
encouraged until the tree defines events precisely.
All.events should
be in the same "actor/action" format as used in S.T.E.P. charts.
1.

Define and enter the "top event" to begin your draft tree. This
event should be defined as an actor doing something undesirable.
This event should be centered horizontally, along the top margin of
the paper.

2.

Next, try to imagine two or more events that would have had to
occur before the top event could occur. Remember, use the
actor/action format for every event. At this time do not ignore
Any possibilities that you an reasonably visualize, knowing your
system.

3.

Transform all these events into the actor/action building block
format.

4.

Then enter these events in rectangles in horizontal tier 2, about
1-2 inches below the top event. Use either failures (of hardware
or people) or faults (in the system design, settings, operations,.
maintenance, etc.) that could have led to the event in the tier
above the tier 1.

5.

Next, connect the top event to the events in Tier 2, down through a
logic gate to build a "branch" on the tree, in the way show in the
sample tree on the back page. Use an "or" gate if either event
below the top could have independently led to the event above the
gate, or use an "and" gate to show that both events in Tier 2 would
have had to occur for the next event above the gate to occur.
4

THE FAULT TREE ANALYSIS METHOD
DATA PRESENTATION (continued)
6.

Proceed step-by-step with your speculations downward through each
event and logic gate until you have reached the bottom event, ie,
the event on the left side of the S.T.E.P. gap.

7.

Whenever the "left" event can lead to the top event through more
than one pathway, it is permissible to use transfer symbols ("copy
here" sign post) to move from a gate into a second or additional
event rectangles.

8.

For each pathway from the bottom tier of events to the top event,
determine the minimum necessary and sufficient events needed to
reach the top event.

9.

Check your events flows for their logic, for consistency with the
system design or operation, and for their gate relationships.

USING THE FAULT TREE
When you have completed your draft tree, you are ready to use it to
identify and test the most likely events scenario.
1. Review the events in each path through the tree and try to determine
how evidence of the event might have observed or how it left tracks
on something. Look for evidence of each event as well as evidence
that would rule out the event. Continue this process until only one
path has supporting evidence and no contradicting evidence, and all
the other paths have no evidence or evidence showing they could not
have happened. By a process of elimination, identify the probable
path through the tree, if any.
2. Alternatively, if evidence has been destroyed, or no evidence of
events along any path to the top event can be found, subjectively
identify the most likely path(s) using expert judgments, the
"Delphi" method or some similar rationale to arrive at your
conclusion.
3. Take the most likely path and transfer those events onto your
S.T.E.P. chart as a final check of their logic. If no contradictory
evidence or illogical, non-sequential relationships can be
identified, you have done as much as can reasonably be expected to
bridge the gap in your understanding of the accident process.
INTERPRETATION:
This form of fault tree should be viewed only as a "best guess" about
what happened. It should not be relied on as proof of the most likely
scenario. While the method will indicate the most likely scenario for
that portion of the accident, the most rigorous truth-testing method is
the S.T.E.P. matrix. Recommendations based on these speculations
should not be given great credence until further testing is completed
with the S.T.E.P. matrix, except in unique circumstances where no other
information can be obtained and the accident remains a mystery.
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